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DATA NEEDS AND ANALYSIS FOR EVALUATING HUMAN IMPACT
IN THE RIO GRANDE RIVER CORRIDOR OF BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK
Robert B. Ditton, David J. Schmidly, William J. Boeer, Alan R. Graefe1

INTRODUCTION
Floodplain or riparian vegetation exists wherever periodic flooding
occurs along the Rio Grande in Big Bend National Park (BBNP) except where
sheer cliffs rise directly out of the riverbed.

These areas may extend from

a few feet to one-half mile from the river channel; furthermore, adjacent
arroyos and creeks may carry enough surface or ground water to produce a
similar floodplain environment.
In recent years, the Rio Grande of BBNP has experienced dramatic
increases in recreational and water-resource usage.

In response to these

demands and their potential for exploitation, the National Park Service
(NPS) has found it necessary to secure detailed information concerning the
actual and potential impact on the river and on associated land area
ecosystems resulting from present levels of human usage.

The data has been

sought to assure the continued formulation of effective management policies
as well as for the determination of questions of interest to modern science.
The primary goal of this project is to assess human impact upon
riparian communities in BBNP in order to provide baseline data for the NPS
to use in determining the "carrying capacity" of the area for recreational
usage, and, also, to assist the NPS in probing management alternatives and
strategies which may be employed to ensure that use remains within its
established carrying capacity.
Contribution of the Texas Agricultural Experiment Station (Depts. of
Recreation & Parks, and Wildlife & Fisheries Sciences), Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas 77843.
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Any study of human impact on an area must ultimately concern itself
with four factors.

These are (1) the natural resources of the area; (2) the

users of this resource; (3) the impacts of the user upon the resource; and
(4) the necessary management decisions needed to modify and control the
impact in order to preserve the resource.

The objectives of this research

project have been designed to investigate all four of these factors and are
as follows:
Resource:
(1)

Preliminary biotic survey of the riparian areas along the Rio
Grande.

(2)

The identification, distribution, and relative abundance of
plant and mammalian species in riparian communities along the Rio
Grande.

Users:
(3)

To identify the extent, character, and patterns of recreational
use along the Rio Grande corridor.

(4)

To identify the geographic and descriptive characteristics
of recreational users by user group.

Impacts:
(5)

To determine the direct and indirect impact of human use upon
plant and mammal life and other natural resources.

(6)

To formulate recommendations for short-term and long-term
monitoring programs of biological resources.

Management:
(7)

To formulate recommendations for additional research needs.

(8)

To suggest alternatives for management schemes aimed at maintaining
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and perpetuating the natural ecosystems in consonance with current
NPS Natural Area policies.

APPROACH
An attempt was made to locate all major riparian communities along the
Rio Grande in BBNP.

To accomplish this, a series of float trips were

conducted down the Rio Grande from Lajitas to La Linda and the location of
each major riparian area was recorded on a map.

Sixty-four major riparian

sites were identified and for purposes of statistical analysis each was
treated as a distinct sampling entity, although in practicality the
riparian communities tend to form a continuum along the river (Figure 1 ) .
Most of the riparian areas are accessible only by floating the river.
However, 26 riparian sites may be reached via roads.

Eighteen sites may

be reached via a dirt road called the River Road, which becomes impassible
during rainy weather.

These 18 sites have been given names by park

management and designated as backcountry campsites.

There are also eight

sites that are accessible via paved roads; two of these (Cottonwood and
Santa Elena Picnic Area) are small campgrounds and another (Rio Grande
Village) is a major campground.
For purposes of analyzing visitor usage data, the river was divided
into five sections based on the location of the three major canyons (see
Figure 1 ) . These are:

section I, from Lajitas to the mouth of Santa Elena

Canyon (including the canyon itself); section II, from Cottonwood campground
to Talley; section III, from Talley to Solis (including Mariscal Canyon);
section IV, from Solis to Rio Grande Village; and section V, from Rio Grande
Village to the eastern border of the park (including Boquillas Canyon).

3
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BACKCOUNTRY USER PATTERNS
In designing this project, it was deemed important that we gather
information on users as well as the environment If we were to deal with human
impact-

Figure 2 provides a schematic diagram of work for this study.

The

project is multidisciplinary in that both biological and social science
skills are involved and interdisciplinary in that we are in coordinated
communication.
The goal of analyzing user patterns was to achieve understanding of
types of recreational use of the Rio Grande River corridor in addition to how
many, when, and where people used it.

This quantitative information was

systematically related to subjective impact data to yield information of
managerial importance.
Prior to developing a research strategy and design, all potential
information systems on BBNP park use were reviewed and evaluated.
available sources of use data were identified.

Several

These Included concessionaire

data, ranger counts art developed campgrounds, traffic counter data, and
backcountry permit data.

This latter data set was particularly valuable to

our research efforts because it contained much previously unused information.
Backcountry permit data are compiled by NPS personnel to establish
monthly and annual totals.

In their reports, BBNP backcountry use is

divided into boat use, nature road use and backcountry (non-vehicular) use
categories (see Figure 3 ) . This information is subsequently aggregated on
monthly park use sunimary sheets and sent to the Regional and National office
for administrative purposes.
In the past, raw permit data were destroyed shortly after being
summarized in monthly report form.

Our project, on the other hand, depended

less on summarization and more on reclassification and careful synthesis of
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raw permit data.

Having the raw permit data on hand, of course, was critical

to such an effort.
In contrast to the broad categories of information used for record
keeping purposes by the NPS, our project needed user group, time, and place
specific information.

Using managerially distinct categories, BBNP permit

data could provide such information.

In fact, our analysis of user patterns

in the Rio Grande River corridor was based entirely on data derived from
BBNP backcountry permits for 1975.
Figure 3 provides a schematic of information categories used in this
project.

Total backcountry use can be divided into three mutually exclusive

categories:

float trips, camping at primitive campsites along the River

Road and non-river oriented backcountry use (which includes backpacking and
camping in the desert and mountains).

Using backcountry permit data for

1975 for example, the distribution of backcountry use across these categories
was as follows:
Avg. Party Size
Non River Road camping
River Road camping
Float trips

2.9
3.2
6.8

# of Parties

%

2318
849
727

59.5
21.8
18.7

3894

100.0

From a parkwide perspective, it can be seen that the Rio Grande attracts
approximately 40% of total backcountry use while the desert and mountains
account F6r~iT.early 60%.
Float trip and River Road camping patterns were analyzed very thoroughly
because these activities account for nearly all of the recreational use that
is associated with the Rio Grande corridor in BBNP.
Float trip activity was broken down by functional river subsystems
(Figure 1) to identify seasonal and spatial concentrations in human impact*
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The distribution of float trips across the five river subsystems is
presented in the following table:

Distribution of Float Trips by Rio Grande River Subsystems, 1975:

Numbers and Percents
Section

# of Parties

%

# of Man-Days

%

186

22.1

1637.7

22.1

50

5.9

278.7

3.7

III (Mariscal Canyon)

2.58

30.7

2464.5

33.3

IV

210

25.0

1130.4

15.3

V (Boquillas Canyon)

137

16.3

1894.5

25.6

100.0

7405.5

100.0

I (Santa Elena Canyon)
II

841*

In terms of the number of parties accomodated, the three canyons account for
69% of the total float trip use.

The 25% figure for Section IV can be

explained largely by short day floats.

Using the man-days measure, the

three canyons collectively account for 81% of all float trips within BBNP.
This is a better measure of the distribution of use and related impact on
the river corridor because both the actual number of visitors and the time
they spent on the river is reflected.
Using raw permit records, the River Road camping category can be broken
down further on a site basis.

Camping at designated primitive River Road

campsites in Sections II and IV was concentrated at a very few sites.

Two

River Road sites (Gravel Pit and Solis) accounted for 40% of total annual
River Road site use (man-days) in 1975.

Four more sites (Johnson Ranch,

Black Dike, Talley and San Vicente Crossing) accounted for an additional
*Total does not agree with total number of float trip parties in the previous
table because parties could have floated more than one river section.
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32% of total annual River Road use (man-days).

Alternately, eight of the

more remote River Road sites received less than 2% each of the total river
oriented backcountry camping.
The findings presented in this paper are not intended to be complete,
but rather to serve as examples of data categories and synthesis.

We have

reviewed several ways in which an existing NPS permit information system can
be "sliced" to yield greater management understanding.
be further analyzed by season and month.

Data "slices" can

All data relative to river

recreation use in our project was derived from NPS permit data.

Clearly,

this source, with careful analysis, can yield far more information of
managerial importance than total park use summary reports.
Figure 4 provides a list of data categories contained on the BBNP
backcountry permit.

Each category yields valuable information.

In addition

to well organized serious permit systems, supplementary survey research
efforts may be necessary to collect additional informtion.

Where problems

are initially indicated from permit analysis, follow-up survey efforts may
be undertaken to achieve greater detail and understanding.

Survey research

can also be used to verify permit findings.

SUBJECTIVE SITE EVALUATION
A requisite of this entire project was the need to assess the extent of
human impact along the riparian corridor of BBNP.

To accomplish this, a

subjective site evaluation sheet was developed which included four basic
parameters and 15 different variables (Figure 5).
are:

The four basic categories

human impact (six different variables); livestock impact (two

variables); site description (three variables); and wildlife characteristics
(four variables).

Each of the 15 variables is rated on a scale from 1 to 5,

with 1 representing the most desirable condition and 5 the least desirable
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condition.

For example, a score of 1 is assigned for human litter if no

litter is present at a particular site: a score of 3 is assigned if litter
is apparent upon inspection; and a score of 5 is assigned if litter is
obvious everywhere.

Scores of 2 and 4 are also possible.

obtained for each of the four major categories.

Totals were

Thus, the total score for

the human impact parameter could range from 6 to 30, with 6 indicating no
human impact and 30 very heavy impact.
Data were obtained by visiting and completing a subjective site
evaluation sheet for each of the 64 riparian sites.

Sites were visited

either by floating or by automobile via the River Road.

The number of

visits per site varied from one to four and the number of persons filling
out the impact forms vaired from two to six.

Scientists, students, and

park personnel filled out the impact forms separately.

The data were then

tabulated and the mode for each variable per site was calculated.
It is easier to defend and justify changes in managerial strategy if
such changes are hased on objectively interpreted, quantified data.

Thus,

proper statistical analysis of data provides a powerful "tool" upon which to
base managerial recommendations.

In working with large data bases, analyzing

each variable individually becomes cumbersome and fails to account for the
fact that variables often act together to affect a particular condition.
For example, tabulation of the site evaluation sheets resulted in a large
data base in the form of a 64 X 15 matrix (64 sites, 15 variables), which
would be difficult to analyze by considering each variable separately.
Multivariate statistics, however, allows one to analyze such a matrix byconsidering each variable for each site simultaneously.

We used two

multivariate approaches (cluster analysis and principal components analysis)
to structure the site evaluation data base.

o
o

Following are two examples
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which illustrate the utility of multivariate statistics in analyzing data
for use in formulating managerial recommendations.
A cluster analysis was used to produce a phenogram which represents a
grouping or ordering of sites (based on all 15 variables) that are closely
connected by some relationship and are separated from other such groups by
gaps.

The cluster analysis of the human impact data (see Figure 6) reveals

three major cluster, A, B, and C.

Cluster A includes those sites with high

impact values; cluster B, those with intermediate impact values; and cluster
C, those with low impact values.

Of the 64 sites, 15 (or 23%) fall within

cluster A; 10 (16%) within cluster B; and 39 (61%) within cluster C.

Of

the 15 sites in cluster A (heavily impacted sites), 11 (70%) can be reached
by the River Road; whereas of the 39 sites in the least impacted cluster
(C), only 7 (18.0%) are accessible by the River Road.

So the cluster

analysis reveals that (1) very few of the riparian sites may be considered
heavily impacted; and (2) the majority of the heavily impacted sites are
those that may be reached via the River Road.
Principal components analysis (PCA) was used to identify linear
combinations of the 15 variables that account for the greatest amount of
variation among sites.

Principal components I and II account for 56% of

the total variance and each of the sites is plotted with respect to these
components in Figure 7.

Variables which load heaviest on component I (that

is, those variables which account for the greatest amount of variation among
riparian sites on this component) are those that relate to human impact and
modification (table 1).
to site description.

Component II loads heavily on variables which relate

It is important to note that the loadings for those

variables reflecting livestock impact are very low on the first two
components.

This indicates that livestock impact accounts for very little

9
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Table 1.

Factor matrix (or loadings) from correlation matrix among 15
variables for the first two Principal Components. The higher the
value for a particular variable the more important that variable
is for distinguishing sites.

PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

Variables

- 1(37.44%)

11(17.92%)

Man's Impact
Litter

.882

-.136

Trampling

.900

.064

Rock Moving

.864

-.077

Campfire

.868

-.110

Human Waste

.838

-.047

Wood Cutting

.821

.054

Trampling

.305

.475

Waste

.351

.264

Access

.068

.865

Shoreline Vegetation

.148

.797

-.279

.763

Habitats

-.106

-.099

Unique Combinations

-.066

.432

Modifications

.851

.181

Values and Needs

.300

.390

Livestock Impact

Site Description

Campsite Potential
Wildlife Characteristics
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of the differences among sites and hence is a constant along the entire
river corridor.

The major breaks along component I are depicted by lines A

and B in Figure 7.

Sites to the right of A are the most heavily impacted

ones and they correspond exactly with the heavily impacted sites in the
cluster analysis.

Sites between lines A & B include those that fall in the

intermediate impacted category of the cluster analysis.

Sites to the left or

line B are those that fall into the lightly impacted cluster.
break along component II is indicated by line C.

The major

Sites above this line have

excellent campsite potential; whereas, sites below this line have poor
campsite potential.

Considering the two components together reveals a

group of eleven sites in the upper left-hand quadrate of Figure 7 that
characterized by having excellent campsite potential and low human impact.
Combining the results of the cluster analysis with that of PCA reveals
the following conclusions relative to the riparian corridor in BBNP:

(1)

Those variables which best discriminate riparian sites are those relating to
human impact and modification.

The sites may be segregated into three basic

groups (lightly impacted, moderately impacted, and heavily impacted) on this
basis.

(2) Variables pertaining to livestock impact are poor discriminators

of riparian sites, indicating that this impact is a constant along the entire
river corridor.

(3) Very few of the riparian sites may be considered

heavily impacted, and, of these, the majority are distributed along the
River Road.

(4)

A group of sites can be identified which have excellent

campsite potential yet very little human impact.

These conclusions will be

referred to again in a later section of this paper dealing with management
alternatives.

11
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE
The biological resource monitored along the river corridor was the
rodent fauna.

Rodents were chosen for two main reasons:

(1) the riparian

habitat is the only major vegetation type in the park in which rodents have
not been intensively studied; and (2) rodent densities should be sensitive
indicators of significant human and livestock impact.

Rodent densities are

strongly influenced by vegetative "cover" (spacing and size of the plants).
Many types of human and livestock impact (especially trampling) tend to
reduce cover and, hence, if severe enough, they could greatly influence the
diversity and density of rodents.

We sampled the riparian rodent fauna at

18 different sites along the river which exhibited varying degrees of human
and livestock impact.

Seventeen of these sites were designated as

backcountry campsites along the River Road; the other site was located at
lower Tornillo Creek bridge.

Each site was trapped for 6 nights using 120

Sherman live traps, thereby giving 720 trap nights per site.
Twelve species of rodents occur in the riparian habitats of BBNP and
the majority of these (9) are members of the families Heteromyidae and
Cricetidae.

The remaining three (porcupine, spotted ground squirrel, and

beaver) either occur in numbers so small that they are seldom encountered
or they are so large they cannot be adequately sampled with the techniques
available to us.

The total number of cricetld and heteromyid rodents

captured at a particular site was used as an indicator of rodent density.
Rodent densities were then correlated with human and livestock impact values
with the following results (values represent Pearson Product-Moment
Correlations):
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None of the correlations between rodent density and human or livestock impacts
are significant.

Hence, our data suggest that the present extent of impact

along the river has not been great enough to significantly affect rodent
densities.

RELATING USE PATTERNS TO SUBJECTIVE IMPACT:

IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGElffiNT

Analysis of recreational use patterns or subjective impact alone is of
little managerial importance.

They need to be compared to determine if a

significant correlation exists.
The Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient statistic was used
to relate total subjective impact ratings by site to annual camping use by
site (man-days).

The analysis was only possible where we have permit data

on use, namely, for the River Road sites.

Analysis revealed a positive

correlation significant at between the .02 - .05 (R=.459) levels.

This

verifies that as use increases, subjectively evaluated impact increases.
When impact and use data were related to biological data (rodent fauna
studies), no significant correlations were yielded.

The upshot of these two

correlation analyses taken together is that site impacts have occurred as a
result of recreational use, but not to the point where ecological conditions,
as indicated by the biological health of rodent fauna, are in jeopardy.
This suggests viewing these correlations in the context of "change"
rather than "impact" (which implies damage).

13

Any recreational use of a
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resource will result in some change in resource conditions.

The critical

task for management is to decide what is the acceptable level of
physical-biological change.

This requires a value judgement as to the

desirability; of changes that are anticipated or have already occurred; i.e.
is there excessive deviation from the accepted standard of resource quality?
And this acceptable level of change depends on the management objectives of
the area.
Plugging study findings into this type of framework yields several
observations.

Subjective impact ratings do reflect change from natural

ecological conditions, and the relative amount and type of change by sites.
Correlation analysis links this change to levels of use intensity.

Further

analysis will probe the relationships between change in resource conditions
and types of use, including activities participated in, size of groups,
duration of stay, etc.
When viewed from a National Park Service-wide perspective, the total
recreational use of BBNP and the Rio Grande appears very low.

This might

lead one to the casual and incorrect conclusion that recreational impact on
the river corridor is not really a problem.

This study disaggregates

possibly misleading total use figures into area-specific and time-specific
data sets that indicate when and where changes exist within the river system
and how serious the changes are.

While it appears that existing changes

have not yet reached the point of constituting serious ecological damage,
the changes have been measured in terms of parameters that can be readily
perceived by visitors and that are amenable to management.

Hence, the

observed changes, if deemed undesirable or excessive by management, can be
reversed before they lead to serious damage.
Earlier, when total subjective impact scores for 64 river sites were

14
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clustered, 49 sites or 77% were in the moderately and lightly impacted
clusters.

Looking at the River Road sites (remember, these are the only

river sites we have specific use data for), it is revealing to note that 10
of 18 are shown in the heavy impact cluster.

These 10 are all generally

related to convenient access, i.e. close proximity to a paved park road or
special attractions like the entrance to Santa Elena, Johnson's Ranch, and
Mariscal Canyon.

Access can therefore be verified as the major component in

explaining variation in human impact.

While this verification should not be

too surprising, it does emphasize the role access plays in distributing
human impact.

Likewise, since access can be easily manipulated, so too can

these impacts be controlled, shaped or mitigated.
This is particularly true in Big Bend where use of sites on the River
Road is concentrated at 6 sites (accounting for 72% of total annual River
Road use). Here a washed out road may be naturally responsible for
reducing use at one of the most impacted sites.
strategy can have the same result.

Deliberate management

Use can be rotated among sites either

explicitly through permit allocation or implicitly through ranger's
suggestions when asked by a party where they should camp.

Impacts can be

reduced, and distributed once management goals are established.
For example, we know how many River Road campsites are among the
heavily impacted campsites (10 of 18). Further, principal components
analysis indicates that, although the remaining River Road campsites are
lightly impacted, they all possess good campsite potential (also rated
subjectively, Figure 5).

In other words, the spectrum of suitable campsites

available to the River Road user includes 10 heavily impacted and 8
moderately or lightly impacted areas.

Is this acceptable to the NTS?

What

should the distribution be among the light, moderate and heavily impacted

15
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clusters?

Should there be no heavily impacted sites or should sites be

equally distributed among these impact clusters?

Once this is decided in

light of NPS management authority, we might know how to respond in terms of
impact expected if, for example, the NPS paved the River Road (as has been
proposed to the NPS).

Clearly, given our understanding of the correlation

of impact and use and the role played by access, increased use of all sites
is likely to occur with associated human impacts.

Further, human usage may

increase to the point where use impacts are a source of significant
ecological impact.

A literature based analysis of management techniques

available to control existing impact is underway to identify alternative
techniques particularly well suited to BBNP.
In concluding, we call attention to the fact that this paper has
considered only physical-biological aspects of carrying capacity.

This

focus deliberately ignores the issue of socio-psychological carrying
capacity simply because it is beyond the scope of the contract work performed
for the NPS.

This work involved only examining the impacts of recreational

use on riparian resources.

However, we would be remiss if we did not

acknowledge the importance of considering the quality of the visitor's
experience in any formulation of carrying capacity.

Indeed, many

researchers have felt that information on users' attitudes and perceptions is
as valuable as physical-biological data in aiding resource managers to
define managetaent objectives and strategies.

Consequently, to complement

this investigation of impact on resources, an analysis of river users'
satisfaction patterns is underway as a master's thesis and will be submitted
to the NPS in August, 1976.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES

Figure 1.

Map of the Rio Grande river corridor in BBNP showing the 64

riparian sites investigated during this study.

Named places along the

river represent backcountry campsites as designated by park officials.
Sites with stars represent places where the rodent fauna was sampled.

The

five river sections discussed in the text are labeled.
Figure 2.

Schematic diagram of work plan for Rio Grande River study,

including responsibilities of biological and social scientists.
Figure 3.

Schematic diagram of backcountry managerial information systems

utilized by BBNP in preparing monthly visitor use reports, and by TAMTJ
River Study Team in defining managerially distinct groups of backcountry
visitors.
Figure 4.

Types of information presently obtained by BBNP backcountry

permit, and information that can be obtained through supplementary survey
research.
Figure 5.

Subjective site evaluation sheet used to analyze each riparian

site in BBNP.

Each variable is rated on a scale of 1 to 5 (see text for

explanation).
Figure 6.

Phenogram of numbered riparian sites computed from distance

matrices clustered by unweighted pair-group method using arithmetic averages
(UPGMA).

The major breaks in the phenogram are labeled A, B, and C.

The

river section and total human impact value for each site are also provided.
Figure 7.

Two-dimensional projections of the first two principal components

illustrating the position of the 64 riparian sites. Each component
represents linear combinations of all 15 variables in proportion to their

;
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importance in distinguishing sites.

Lines A and B are positioned where

the major breaks occur along component I; line C demarks the major break
along component II.
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Schematic Diagram .of Work Flow £or NPS Big Bend
Carrying Capacity Research

Biological
(Schmidly)

Social
(Ditton)

_

Preliminary biotic
survey; identification
and inventory of
plants and mammals

Additional Graduate
Student Research:
Demographic patterns
and strategies of
small mammals in
riparian zone

Establish extent of impacts
by area

Visitor use information;
develop patterns of recreational use; visitor
characteristics

Relate human use to subjective
impact findings

Additional Graduate
Student Research: Survey
of elements of social
carrying capacity

Review management alternatives
for having use correspond to
carrying capacity levels; recommendations for management
guidelines and policy recommendations for further
research

- ^ Write Final Report for NPS -^-
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KATVOwAL
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CATEGORIES

PARK

UNITS

CATEGORIES

parties

.AAA A: use

i.uc'.j.'vt duals

Baekcountry
Permits
nature roaa use
barker unixy (non-vehicular)

T.AMJ RIVER STUDY TEAM

Categories

Units
- Canyon

non-river•

Baekcountry
Permits

Individuals

Axvar subsystemsOther

i'loat-

River —
Nature Road
"""Designated Primitive
sites

2.1

Parties
'man- clays

DEVELOPMENT OF A BACKCOUNTRY INFORMATION SYSTEM

BEFORE

AFTER

NPS - BBNP BACKCOUNTRY PERMIT

SUPPLEMENTARY SURVEY RESEARCH

DATA CATEGORIES

DATA CATEGORIES

Name of party leader
Address
Number in party
Length of stay
License number
Number and type of boat(s)
Location and type of activity
Camp i ng
Floati ng

B a c k c o u n t r y use r u l e s
(on r e v e r s e s i d e o f p e r m i t )

Socio-economic profiles of users
Record of past camping participation and use of other
national parks
Group composition
Use from total park perspective
Activities engaged in in park
Visitor perception of impact
Visitor likes and dislikes
(Mgmt. and experience
related concerns)
information on experiences
sought and satisfactions
deri ved
Verification of type and location
of use as specified on National
Park Service backcountry permit

f^.S

RIO GRANDE ECOLOGICAL SURVEY
RIPARIAN COMMUNITY EVALUATION SHEET

Observer:
Date:
day

Profession:
/ _
/
month

River site (no.):
year

PARAMETER
A.

B.

RATING

MAN'S IMPACT
Litter
Trampling
Rock moving
Camp fire
Human waste
Wood cutting

1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5

TOTAL

6-30

LIVESTOCK IMPACT
Trampling
Waste
TOTAL

C.

E.

2-10

SITE DESCRIPTION

Access
Shoreline v e g e t a t i o n
Campsite p o t e n t i a l
D.

1-5
1-5

1-5
1-5
1-5

~ TOTAL
1 3-15
HABITAT TYPES (check those present)
riparian
dune
gravel beach
bench
talus slope
WILDLIFE CI1ARACTERISTICS
Habitats
Unique combinations
Modifications
Values and needs
TOTAL

I 1-5
1-5
1-5
1-5
I 4-20
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River side:

M or A

Site class:

A, B, C

COMMENTS

r~'j . &
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DISCUSSION
Thompson: Did the study cover both sides of the river or only the United
States side? And how do you establish a boundry of site of impact?
Ditton: By aerial photographs which have been found to be most useful
and effective. Each site was treated as a separate entity. Surveys
were conducted by floating on the river and by walking the area along
the river road, each being determined separately. A considerable amount
of time was expended at each site and a return was made to the exact
spot at each four seasons of the year. We tried to cover the entire
river area, but only the United States side.
Yarborough: Then you would recommend that each site be developed so
that in further use the impact can be controlled and each site be assigned
to river parties? and what about the danger from fires?
Carithers: Inconsistencies in the facilities that are available have to
be considered, and of course we are continually concerned about fires.
Yarborough:
Carithers:
area.

Will a fire pan be used?
No ground fires are supposed to be used anywhere in the Park

Fletcher: I don't think you made it clear as to the trespass use from
Mexico. What is the extent, and is it significant?
Schmidly: There is no serious problem as to human impact, but trespassing
livestock is generally disputed. The Park is on an international boundry
and international aspects make it most unusual. The amount of livestock
trespass depends mostly on the level of water in the river.
Fletcher:

How many livestock?

Schmidly: We found two sites with numerous livestock. From 50 to 60 were
counted in one small area and then we lost count; and even away from the
river into the Park it is a seasonal things and may relate to the water
level in the river.
Fleming:

How useful were the permits?

Ditton: A number of permits we have had to throw out for illegibility and
where the ranger writes name and address but no town. Proper use of the
permit comes down to the Ranger, and the importance of the permits to management in the control of the Park.
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Fleming:

How many sites would be subject to flooding?

Schmidly: All may be subject to flooding although some are more serious
than others and may be subject to washing away. Cutting of trees and
trampling by burros. In the long range, every few years high waters
flushes out these sites and five years from now there may be some significant changes. Relative relationship of sites would change from year
to year.
Thompson: Can sound management recommendations be made without studying
the Mexican side for useage?
Ditton: We have no use data on the Mexican side, but plan to follow up
nine months later and set the frame on that particular trip on where
people camp and that may find many camping on the Mexican side, but at
present we have no statistics.
Lubbert:

What part of time the rodent survey run? for what period?

Schmidly: Four months in the fall, when rodent traffic is easily checked.
We visited each area, all 18 sites, and recycled. All indications were
no impacts unacceptable: Anything else would indicate by the time the
rodents are gone impact would be unacceptable. No linking factors were
present.
Unknown: Did you eliminate the possibility of conflicting factors? Due
to the food source, is impact increased because of human use? Was there
any change in the rodent problem?
Schmidly: A lot of sites have virtually no human use whatsoever, and we
found no significant difference between the roden quotient and human
use. No developed sites were in this survey - purely pack sites.
Yarborough:

Are there any commercial users?

Ditton: Some commercial permits and contracts have been made. Park
Service requires them to provide the number of users. The records show
a group from Dallas to have to be refused every time. The data bases
from private sector is not complete. Thirty percent of the users do
not get permits - the local people. Hard information is the only source
of information.
Yarborough:
Ditton:

Is the number of commercial users large?

No, very small.
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Unknown: What are the aggregate factors of total use and normal pattern
of trips?
Ditton: We will have this information at the end of the surveys currently
being carried out at the Park but not available now.
Unknown: Is rodent density strongly influenced by vegetative cover?
are advantages of this analysis?

What

Schmidly: Vegetative cover relationship has never been investigated. This
has not been fully investigated as to its relationship to inspected sites.
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THE COLORADO RIVER RESEARCH PROJECT: A NATIONAL, PARK SERVICE
MULTIDISCIPLINARY, INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH PROJECT
R. Roy Johnson and Steven P. Martin, Grand Canyon National Park
The Colorado River, probably the best known white water
river in the world is rapidly becoming a focal point for river
management concerns in the western United States. From the
Echo Cliffs at the eastern end of Grand Canyon to the Grand
Wash Cliffs at the western end (a distance of 279 Colorado
River miles) the National Park Service is chartered with
establishing management policies for river running enthusiasts.
Within the last few years, river running throughout the nation
has become a popular recreation goal and the Colorado River
has become one of the most sought after rivers. The management
problems caused by a rapid increase in visitor use and the means
by which National Park Service Research teams, working with
management concerns, are coping with the problems of too many
people, is the subject of this paper.
Although the first documented river trip through the
Grand Canyon was made in 1869 by the legendary Major John
Wesley Powell, few people followed until relatively recent
times. By 1955, fewer than 100 people per year were running
the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon. This number of
people per year on the Colorado remained constant until
1960, when suddenly much attention was shed on the Grand
Canyon area, probably because of the notoriety the controversial Glen Canyon Dam, 15 miles upstream from the Echo
Cliffs area, was receiving. From 1960 to the present, the
numbers of people wanting to experience the white water
adventure of the Colorado River has been increasing. From
1960 to 1972 there was an average annual increase of 59
percent (Kilgore 1973). This is a linear increase (R2 = .95)
of 625 percent from 1967 to 1972 with an average increase of
2495 people per year (see Table 1). Part of the reason
the Colorado River has become a popular white water river in
recent years may be directly traced to the construction of
Glen Canyon Dam. The Dam resulted in many significant changes
in the river region below the Dam site. The river was changed
from a wild, silt laden river, discharging from 1,300 to
200,000 sec. ft. (Fenneman 1931) to a tamed, silt free
river with a (relatively) predictable discharge from 5,000
to 35,000 sec. ft. The new predictability of the river made
river running on a large scale, a relatively safe endeavor.
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In response to these increases and to demands for additional
exploitation, in 1972, the National Park Service put a
restriction on additional increase in numbers of people
allowed to run the Colorado River (Appendix A). At that
time, Park river managers allotted a total of 105,000 annual
passenger dayai. to the 21 commercial river running concessioners.
These static allotments will remain until a river management
-• :heme based on current research is established (see Appendix
B for timetable). However, during 1972, the concessioners
used only 88,135 of the allotted passenger days. Thus, the
allotment was reduced to 89,000 passenger days for 1973 and
has remained at that level to the present time. Prior to 1973,
there were no specific allotments made for private (general
public) use of the Colorado River Resource. During 1972,
7,611 total user daysy_ were used by private river trips. In
1773, the National Park Service allotted 7,600 user days for
these private trips. This allotment has also remained frozen
at the 7,600 user day level. Many elements of this private
river-cunning group are disturbed at the practice of
allowing more commercial use of the National Park resource
(public resource) than private use. A resulting law suit
contesting this practice is presently under litigation.
The need for research/management cooperation on the
Colorado River within Grand Canyon National Park was suggested
as early as 1969 by Research Scientist Peter S. Bennett. A
request for. extensive research on the resource was formalized
by Mr. Bennett as a Natural Science Resource Studies Problem
in February, 1970, and was approved at that time by Robert
R. Lovegren, Superintendent of the Park. Several other events
occurred that year which emphasized the importance of research
on the Colorado River. In March, 1970, a workshop was held
at Grand Canyon National Park between National Park Service
personnel and interested scientists from throughout the United
States. As a result of this meeting the Grand Canyon Research
Advisory Board was formulated. Members of this board consisted
of scientists from various descriptions and National Park
Service staff. One of the first recommendations that came

1/ A passenger day is defined as 1 person on the river from
Lee's Ferry, mile 0, (starting point of Colorado River
trips) to Diamond Creek, mile 225, for one day or portion
of one day.
2/ A user day is differentiated from a passenger day in that
user day calculations include boat crew whereas a passenger
day does not.
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from this Advisory Board was that research on the riverine
resources within the Park should be undertaken immediately
and given highest priority.
Thus, during the summer of 1970, the first of several
National Park Servicer! research expeditions, with many scientists
from a variety of disciplines, departed from Lee's Perry to
begin a 225 mile down river survey of the Colorado River
resources.
In 1973, in response to the frozen allotment of 89,000
passenger days, certain river concessioners filed suit against
the National Park Service, claiming the allotment system was
a result of capricious management. Shortly thereafter,
the western regional office established the Colorado River
Research Project as the region's highest priority project.
In July, 1973, a multidisciplinary multi-institutional
research trip was conducted under the direction of Dr. F.
Yates Borden, Pennsylvannia State University, with funding
from the office of the Chief Scientist, Washington, D. C.
Also, that summer, Regional Chief Scientist, O. L. Wallis
spent several weeks at Grand Canyon while assisting with the
research design for the project and in the initiation of additional
studies. By now it had become apparent, at least from a standpoint of recreational impact (river running and hiking), that
research of the streamside ecosystem was of more immediate
importance than the aquatic ecosystem.
Based on the decision to put the primary research emphasis
on the riverine ecosystem, the first funded project was for
the compilation of a bibliography of existing literature
related to the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon, including
a list of species of plants and animals known to occur
in the area (see Carothers et al., 1974). In addition,
a pilot project designed to investigate the biotic resources
of the riparian habitat and recreation caused impact on the
resources was contracted to the Museum of Northern Arizona
under the direction of Dr. Steven W. Carothers.
In late 1973, Dr. R. Roy Johnson became full-time
coordinator of the Colorado River Research Project. With
the pilot project on the riparian resources underway, Dr.

3/ The first few expeditions were cooperative ventures
between the National Park Service, the Grand Canyon
Natural History Association and the Arizona Academy
of Science.
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Johnson initiated action to undertake sociological studies
on river running activities. With the aid of a consultant,
Dr. Tom Heberlein, a rural sociologist from the University
of Wisconsin, and Dr. Bruce Kilgore, Associate Director for
Professional Services, Western Regional Office (NPS),
issued a calf for proposals. Sixteen proposals from institutions throughout the united States were carefully reviewed
by two panels of National Park Service staff and scientists
from various academic institutions. Dr. J. Eugene Haas,
of the Human Ecology Research Services, Boulder Colorado
was selected to conduct a "River Contact Study1 directed
toward investigating user satisfaction, perception of
crowding and wilderness values, and other sociological
factors. Mr. Byron Shelby and Dr. Joyce Nielsen were
selected by Dr. Haas to direct this study.
Also, during that summer, Dr. Carothers was funded
for a full-scale riparian ecology- study. Aquatic
studies on the Colorado River ecosystem v?ere t. a last to
be funded with the investigations beginning early in
Fiscal Year 1975.
By Fiscal Year 1975, the National Park Service was
budgeting more than $250,000.00 annually to the project,
including logistical support monies to Grand Canyon
National Park (see Appendix C for breakdown of all
research projects and their financial allotments).
SUFffiARY
The research on the Colorado River between Lee's
Ferry and Grand Wash Cliffs can be divided into ecological
studies on one hand, and socio-economic studies on the other
hand. Ecological investigations can be further divided
into riparian (streamside) studies and aquatic studies.
An additional type of investigation, beach erosion study,
is concerned with the interface between riparian and
aquatic habitats.
Socio-economic studies have been divided into an
ongoing study of the sociology of river recreation and a
proposed study of the economics of the operation of
river running concessions and river recreation. Ramifications of ongoing studies often become evident as the research
progresses. An outstanding example, documented by the Museum
of Northern Arizona, regards the degradation of-beaches
by burros and consequential severe impact on populations and
species diversity of plants and other animals (Carothers
et al., In press).

•J ;".'

With the completion of the Colorado River Research
Project in June, 1976, management will have information
from the scientific community to combine with political and
other administrative demands to formulate a river management
plan. A monitoring program has been approved by the Western
Regional Office, National Park Service, through Fiscal Year
1981 to allow follow-up studies to aid in continual
evaluation of the management plan and to serve as an
"early warning system" in case of important changes in the
riverine ecosystems.
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TABLE 1
Numbers of Visitors Who Made Trips
Annually on the Colorado River through Grand Canyon
(after Kilgore, 1973)

Years

1955-1959

1960
1961
1962
1965 c
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972

Number
of
Visitors

Number
Increase

92 a

b

205
255
372
547
1,067
2,099
3,609
6,019
9,935
10,885
16,432

85
50
117
175
529
1,032
1,510
2,410
3,916
950
5,547

Percent
Increase

b
71%
24%
46%
47%
97%
97%
72%
67%
65%
10%
51%

a

Average annual, number of visitors

"Average reflects both increases and decreases during these
years and is not a. useful base figure.
c

Lake Powell was filling during 1963 and 1964 resulting in
reduced river traffice.
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APPENDIX A-SUMMARY 01/ RIVER MANAIMAMLINI UhllSlUWS, GRAND CARVON RATIONAL PAUL
(Lees Ferry (MO) to Diamond Creek (M22.5)
1.

Commercial Use

Annual PD Allotment
Annual PD Use
Monthly PD Maximum
Daily Launch'Limitations
Persons Per Boat Maximum
Persons Per Party Maximum
Beach Use (also private)
Maximum Avg Miles p/day
Scheduling
Maximum No. of Companies
Upstream Travel (also prlv)
Horsepower Maximum
Trip Frequency limitations
(passengers)

1972

1973

1974

1975-77

105,000
88,135
25%
None-actual up
to 400
6-36 passengers
55 passengers
Some restrictions
50 mi. p/day
—
21
Prohibited
55
None

89,000
86,265
25%

89,000
84,300
25%

89,000
86,000 - 88,000
25%

200 passengers
150 passengers
6-20 passengers
6-20 passengers
40 passengers
40 passengers
Addtl restrictions
closures
40 mi. p/day
40 mi. p/day
Study by Perm St. Undwy
21
21
Prohibited
Prohibited
55
55
None
None

Revised
None
7,611
None
None
None

Revised & expanded
7,600
7,833
1 party
20 persons
1 trip p/year

Revised
7,600
7,638
1 party
25 persons
"No-repeat"

Revised
7,600
7,600 est.
1 party
15 persons
"No-repeat," incl.
cornel, boatmen. Norepeat cane Id for '76
and '77

90%
10%
Not recommended

84%
16%
Potential Wilderness

78%
22%
Recommended

65-75%
35-25%
New legislation requires
further wilderness study.

150
6-20
40
closures
40
21
Prohibited
55
None

U1

IL.

Private Party Use

Private Permit
Private UD Annual Max.
Private UD Annual Use
Daily Launch Limitations
Persons Per Party Max.
Trip Frequency Limitations

III.

Use of Motors

Motor Use UD's
Oar Use, UD's
Wilderness Status for River
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IV.

Sanitation & Safety

Food Sanitation
Human waste
Litter/trash
Water source
Safety
Washing
Person Flotation Devices
V.

—
Chemical toilets
Pack in/pack, out
Studies
Survey
No limitations
Required wearing

Interim guidelines
Revised guidelines and training programs
Under cont'd study
Continued refinement; use of fire containers Stoves required
Colorado River approved source; continued studies
Corrective action as necessary
None in tributaries, bio-degrad. soaps only in Colorado River
Required wearing
Required wearing
Required wearing

—
Indiv. companies
Limited use by

Initial planning
Boatmen training progr;
Under consideration by NPS
Basic handbook ('76)
Potential expanded use to be studied; special allotments considered.

1974

1975-77

Interpretation

Training Programs
Training Materials
Education Institutions
VI.
Vj-J

1972

APPENDIX A
(cont,)
1973

Concessions Operations

Company Profiles
Employee Certification

Communications
Meetings
Other

Initial development
Expanded effort
Certification program to be developed on interagency basis with
U.S. Coast Guard.
By some companies Increased company training; sanitation, Health De.pt. ('74),
Interpretation ('75 through '77)
River Runner News
Increased issues
Operator - annual and WRGA meetings each year
Boatman seminars added
Operator requirements as necessary

VII.

Scattered research Development and implementation of comprehensive research program

Training

VIII.
Key:

Research
On-Site Management

Not available
Min. standards

Increased patrols

Increased personnel and patrol craft.

PD = Passenger-days (crew not included) ,
UD = User-days (passengers + crew)
March 1, 1976

APPENDIX B
Development Timetable for the
RIVER MANAGEMENT PLAN - COLORADO RIVER --GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK, ARIZONA
Research. Program
1975
thru
Aug

Soc Ri Aqu
ial par a
ian tic

Sep

River Plan and Environmental Documents

(Beach capacity and beach
erosion studies completed)
Human
Waste

Nov

Draft descriptive portions and format of
environmental assessment for NPS review.

1975
Jan

Begin public mailing list

Feb

Announce Public Workshops

Mar

PUBLIC WOIvKSHOPS - Phoenix 15, LA 16,
SF 18, SLC 23, Denver 24, GCNP 29

Econ
omic

Apr
Analysis of public workshop input
May
Develop list of potential options, alternatives and parameters for research analysis-i

June
Jbul

Draft potential plan alternative/assessment
language for later use-

Analysis of
Research

Aug
Sep
Oct

Prepare alternatives and environmental
assessment-

Nov
Dec

Research Monitoring
Proeram

1977
Jan

ALTERNATIVES & ASSESSMENT TO PUBLIC FOR
Review & Comment

Prepare Draft Plan/Draft Environmental
Statement (DES)

Feb

This

Mar

Portion

Apr

of the

DRAFT PLAN & DES TO PUBLIC FOR

May

Timetable

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Jun

subject

Responses due - Analysis and Rewrite-]

Jul

to slippage

Aug

Nov

KEVIEW

Final Plan/Final Environmental Impact
Statement to NPS, Interior Department
& Council on Environmental Quality for
review and approval
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Approval of Plan and Environmental Stateme
3-1-76

RIVER USE AND MANAGMENT, GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK

Colorado River use in 1972 alone exceeded the 100 years from 1870
through 1969. Between 1967 and 1972, use increased from 2,099 to
16,432 users (88,132 user days). To allow time to determine what
the effect this increase in use was having on the resource and on
the visitor's experience, the decision was made to hold 1973 use to
the level experienced in 1972. The interim annual use allotments
a^e 89,000 passenger days commercial, 7,600 user days private. A
research program was begun to provide data to assist in the development of a River Management Plan by the year 1977. This plan will
be based on input provided by tbe public, research data, and National
Park Service policies for natural areas. See the timetable on the
reverse side of this page for details regarding plan development.
The scope of the plan is the 280 miles of river from Lees Perry to
Pierce Ferry and the use of the river and its side canyons. The
plan will consider the total amount of use to be allowed, use of
motors vs. wilderness designation and oar-power, the size of private
and commercial allotments, the use of the river by education institutions,
etc.
Major use is currently during tbe months of May-September and launches
concentrate en Saturday through Tuesday. Little or no use occurs
between October and March. Camping on the Colorado is usually on
narrow sand beaches. Though these beaches are abundant in parts of
the canyon, in many areas conrpsites are very limited. The large
numbers of people in scenic spots and on heavily used beaches have
posed problems of congestion, disappearing firewood and disposal of
human waste and Icitchen refuse.
The allotments discussed above apply only to the first 225.6 miles of
river. The portion of river from Diamond Creek to Pierce Ferry is
currently not under any use allotment. This section is a combination
of Whitewater and slack-water. Up and down stream travel is permitted
in this zone. The 40 mile slack-water portion is frequently used by
boats from Lake Mead. This portion of the river contains majestic
scenery and interesting side canyons,

March 1, 1976
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• APPENDIX C
GRAND CANYON NATIONAL IAKK
THE COLORADO RIVER RESEARCH PROGRAM
CONTRACTED RESEARCH OF THE GRAND CANTON
The following is a list of work that is presently being conducted or has
been completed recently by researchers in conjunction with the "Colorado
River Research Project." Each entry is divided into seven parts: the
title of the project, the contract or purchase order number, the organization that is sponsoring the research, the principal investigator, the
terms or length of time the study encompasses, the cost of the study and
finally the products received or anticipated to be received before July
1, 1976.
1. Analyses of periphyton and certain physico-chemical parameters from
the Colorado River system between Lakes Powell and Mead (feasibility
study); PX821050861; Northern Arizona University; Dr. Dean Blinn; January
1. 1975, to July 1, 1975; $7,969; report has been received.
2. A proposal for periphytic microfloral analysis of the Colorado RiverLake Powell to Lake Mead; CX821060008; Northern Arizona University; Dr.
Dean Blinn; September 1, 1975, to June 30, 1976; $14,185; a preliminary
report on "Periphytic algae of the Colorado River in the Grand Canyon"
has been received and a final report is anticipated.
3. Limnologic studies on the Colorado River in the gorge of the Grand
Canyon, Grand Canyon National Park (feasibility study); PX821050862;
Arizona Sta*fc University; Dr. Gerald Cole; FY-75; $5,558; report anticipated
4. Continued studies on the limnology of the Colorado River in Grand
Canyon National Park; PX821060263; Arizona Start University; Dr. Gerald
Cole; July 1, 1975, to June 30, 1976; $9,969. A final report on the
limnology of the Colorado River is anticipated.
5. An annotated bibliography of iimnoiogically related research on the
Colorado River and its major tributaries in the region of Marble and
Grand Canyons; PX821041350; Arizona State University; Dr. Gerald Cole;
FY-74; $2,490; final bibliography received.
6. Survey of phytoplankton, bacteria and tract chemistry of the Lower
Colorado River and tributaries in the Grand Canyon (Feasibility studyj;
PX821050863; Arizona State university; Dr. Milton R. Sommerfeld; FY-75;
$7,889; final report has been received.
7. Survey of bacteria, phytoplankton, and trace chemistry of the lower
Colorado River and tributaries in the Grand Canyon; CX821060007; Arizona
State University; Milton Sommerfeld; July 26, 1975, to June 30, 1976;
$14,000; reports are anticipated
8. Aquatic investigations on the Colorado River from Separation Canycr,
to the Grand Wash Cliffs; PX821060350; University of Nevada at Las Vegas;
Dr. James Deacon; FY-76; $8,793; progress report received.
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APPENDIX C
(cont.)
9. A preliminary survey of fishes of the Colorado River in the Grand
Canyon (feasibility study); PX821050965; Dr. Royal D. Suttkus; FY-75;
$2,500; report received.
10. Status survey of vertebrates and associated plants of the riparian
area and Inner Gorge of the Grand Canyon, with emphasis on fishes;
CX821060006; Tulane University; Dr. Royal Suttkus; FY-76; $15,437; progress reports of fish and other vertebrates collected; a final report is
anticipated.
11. Survey of fish and their breeding status in the Colorado River;
PX821060298; Dr. Royal Suttkus; $1,800; report on the fish collected and
their breeding status was received.
12. Study of status of fish in the Colorado River; collaborator; University of Michigan; Dr. Robert Miller; per diem and travel costs; one
report received on the fishes collected and their breeding status.
13. Riparian feasibility study; CX821050079; Museum of Northern Arizona;
Steve Carothers; FY-74; $30,000; was part of the major study MNA is to
conduct; final report received,
14. History with bibliography of biological research in the Grand Canyon
region with emphasis on the riparian zone; PX821040040; Museum of Northern Arizona; Dr. Steve Carothers; FY-74; $1,200; final report received.
15. Ecology of the riparian zone of the Colorado River including; 1)
vegetation mapping, 2) interrelationships of visitors with plants and
animals, 3) successional changes in plants as a result of Glen Canyon
Dam, 4) population densities, home ranges and demography of important
vertebrates, 5) impact of wild burros on beaches, 6) impact of burros on
vegetation, 7) an inventory of insect species; CX821550007; Museum of
Northern Arizona; Steve Carothers; July 1, 1974, to June 30, 1976; $128,776;
progress report I, II, and III received and a final report is anticipated.
16. Number and distribution of burros in the Grand Canyon; PX821050830
Museum of Northern Arizona; Steve Carothers; FY-76; $4,995.25; progress
reports and final report anticipated.
17. Proposed burro follow-up study; damage and recommendations for
protection of the Grand Canyon ecosystem; Museum of Northern Arizona; Dr.
Steve Carothers; FY-76; PX821060722; $9,585; final report anticipated.
18. An inventory of large and small bird bones from Stanton's Cave;
PX821050967; University of Arizona; Amadeo Rea; FY-75-76; $800; both
reports received.
19. Camelthorn control; no contract; NPS-GRCA; Roy Johnson; two trips
through canyon; mechanical removal by students, more trips and a written
report anticipated.
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APPENDIX C
(cont.)
20. The establishment of bench marks and GCNP techniques for measuring
erosion along the Colorado River; PX821060262; Dr. Alan Howard; FY-76;
$4,900; final report has been received.
21. Changes in fluvial deposits of the Colorado River in the Grand
Canyon; Continuation of Washington funded project CX821060009; University
of Virginia; Alan Howard and Robert Dolan; September 1, 1975, to June 30,
1976; $14,609; reports are anticipated.
22. -a-Sociological carrying capacity of the Grand Canyon-Colorado River
area (commercial use); CX821040104; Human Ecology Research Services,
Inc.; Eugene Haas and Joyce Nielsen; April 1, 1974, to June 30, 1976;
$135,000; 4 progress reports have been received and a final report is
anticipated.
22. -b-Sociological carrying capacity of the Grand Canyon-Colorado River
area (private use); change order; Human Ecology Research Services, Inc.;
Eugene Haas and Joyce Nielsen; None; $9,713; results are to be incorporated into the final report of the commercial use.
23. Sound level evaluations of motor noise from pontoon rafts in the
Grand Canyon; CXOOOl-3-0061; Penn. State University; Don Thompson; FY-75;
Funded by Washington Office; final report on motor noise received.
24. Grand Canyon National Park campsites inventory; CX000-3-0061; Penn.
State University; F. Yates Borden; FY-75; funded by Washington Office;
final inventory of the riparian zone received. Dr. Borden anticipates
conducting further research in this area.
25. Proposed srudy on hydrology and sedimentology of the Colorado River;
University of Arizona; Dr. Simon Ince and Dr. Emmett Larsen.
26. Study on the decomposition of human waste on the beaches of the
Colorado River; no contract; GRCA; Bruce Knudsen; FY-76; $12,000; final
report anticipated; new contract proposed; Dr. Bob Phillips, University
of Arizona-.
27. Communicable disease control on river trips; no NPS money; Arizona
Department of Health; Frank Marks; FY-73-76.
28. Proposed study on the economics of river running; proposed PO;
University of Arizona; Dave King and Russ Gum.
29. Bibliography on backcountry carrying capacity (annotated); No. PO;
US National Park Service, Grand Canyon; Nina Brew; FY-75; bibliography
has been received and published.

April 28, 1976

DISCUSSION
Chapman: Are you having any trouble correlating research on impact
before and after the construction of Glen Canyon Dam?
Johnson: Rodent sampling is no problem at Glen Canyon, and you always
worry about the canyon being knocked down to a dangerous level. But
there is no going back to a pristine condition. You have to count on
what you have at the present time lacking a control area. Treat the
system as it is now. Measure it under existing conditions and go with
what shows up now in the way of impact.
Fletcher:

How is the burro problem being handled.

Johnson: Research shows the burro is detrimental to the ecological
environment. People don't like to camp in burro dung. Somebody will
have to make a decision and the possibility of successfully combatting
the inroads by burros.
Yarborough:

What about the use of motorized craft on the river?

Johnson: By 1977 we would hope to have the motors phased out. This gets
us into politics. Some legitimate amount of use on the part of concessionaires might be tolerated. The question is whether the use of one
big boat is better than breaking the passengers down into a number of;
small boats involving more and more people to handle the boats and more
expensive trips. Park boatman training sessions found the baatmen to
be very receptive. Basic economics will have to be worked out. Can a
concessionaire continue to make money with a certain limit placed on
the number of passengers it can carry at a time?
Yarborough:

What impact do the concessionaire make?

Johnson: We have a better control of the concessionaires because they
do have to be licensed and carry large obvious parties so that a patrol
monitoring task is simplified. If a private expedition does not do
something right, the concessionaire will report it. But private parties
do not carry proper equipment and sanitary devices, do not use fire pans,
and it is felt the commercial runners put less impact on the canyon.
Schmidly:

How do you continue to monitor the use?

Johnson: We spent $20,000. a year to monitor, from"using rodent traps
to whatever other means are found to be necessary. River use and management
flow charts show relationships between research and management. Starting
in October 1976, we have an approved monitoring program. We will use
three quarters of a million dollars and a good half is for base line
information. We will then have the base information and will not need
to gather it each year. A specific problem is a specified area can be
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spot checked and three years from now we will do a general check on all
bases. Special ecological problems may cause certain areas to be set
aside for limited use.
Schmidly:

What about photographic studies?

Johnson: This is being discussed. We have bought cameras and plan to
make a special study - make lock mounts with epoxy and set a camera to
take data automatically.
Wauer:

What is done about refuse disposal?

Johnson: We experimented with burrying it in the sand but the results
were not good. It was dug up be wild animals and it attracted breeding
flies. We have concluded that it must be carried out. The private user
may not have the specified capacity to do so. The Porta-Pot is harder
to deal with.
Yarborough:
facilities?

Do you contemplate going into campsites with improved
with assigned campsites?

Johnson: We are about to let a contract to do a study on leaching
fields - picking certain bases and putting holding tanks in and have
it picked up by a boat pumping it out.
Schmidly:

Do you have any problems with the books of the concessionaire?

Johnson: We examine the concessionaire's books. In most cases they
would be foolish not to cooperate and the contractors have a man who
will be working with the river runners. We hope to obtain complete
information on the number of people being carried down the river. The
rangers count everyone who leaves on the commercial boats.
Lubbert: What is the flushing action on the river?
Dam overflow?

Could Glen Canyon

Johnson: Mot through release of too much water at once. The present
structure of the dam does not allow for large releases of water. When
it starts to fill up they start letting water out.
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Ozark R1ver-Use Investigations
By
Leo F. Mamell

Ozark National Scenic Riverways was established as the Nations's
first National Scenic River on August 27, 1964. The area is situated
in the Missouri Ozarks and encompasses approximately 140 miles of the
Current River and its principal tributary, the Jacks Fork (Fig. 1).
The National Park Service administers the Riverways as a National
Recreation Area.
A pendulous issue confronting the National Park Service at Ozark
Riverways is alleged "over-use" of the river by canoe floaters. Concerned environmentalists charge that the area's natural resources are
being overrun and visitor enjoyment is suffering as a result of
crowding. At the other extreme, commercial interests have vigorously
sought to expand recreational use of the river to benefit a rapidly
developing tourism industry. The controversy has been intensified by
the usual forms of notoriety — criticism from the media, political
maneuvering, harassment by disgruntled special interest groups, and
court litigation. The dilemma is a familiar one to the National Park
Service, an agency historically plagued by its accountability to diverse
and often conflicting ideologies.
Interim Strategy
The National Park Service became concerned about escalating riveruse before the issue erupted 1n controversy. Questions began to be
raised internally as early as 1968 about possible environmental and
sociological impacts accompanying intensive floater-use of the river
corridor. In 1971 when the first accurate count was made, 12,600 canoes
were recorded on the Upper Current River between Akers Ferry and Pulltite.
That year the Service imposed a moratorium to halt the growth of
commercial canoe outfitters, who collectively accounted for 90 percent
of the traffic on the Riverways. Permits were issued to established
operators in the surrounding counties and existing canoe inventories
were stabilized. No additional permits have been issued since that time.
Despite this action river-use has risen steadily. A major cause has
been increased weekday use during the summers. Contributing factors
have been rising private canoe use and more recently a proliferation
of car-top canoe rental businesses throughout the region. Last year
36,100 canoes floated on the section of river cited earlier, representing
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Fig. 1 - Map of Ozark National Scenic Riverways.

-3a two-fold increase over the 5-year period. Approximately 49,000 people
floated this stretch of river between Memorial Day and Labor Day in 1975.
The Service has been in court on several occasions during the past
three years to confront the growing problem of unauthorized commercial
operations within the Riverways boundary. Illicit operators have used
various ploys to challenge the Service's regulatory authority inside the
Park. A recent ruling by a federal judge substantially eroded the basic
authority contained in Title 36, Section 5.3 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and it subsequently became necessary for the Service to promulgate a special regulation applicable only to Ozark Riverways. The
regulation defines "commercial operations" more explicitly and seeks to
reestablish the necessary legal means to deal with this problem.
Even with the increase in canoe floating experienced during the past
five years, the growth of this activity has been slowed through the
imposition of restraints on commercial operators. This strategy has been
effective because 80 percent of the canoe-use on the Current and Jacks
Fork Rivers is still being accommodated by rental establishments
operating under NPS permit. Although demand remains in excess of the
supply of canoes available locally, unauthorized operators have been
prevented from catering to it effectively. In the absence of constraints,
far greater numbers of people would be floating these rivers.
The Service has judiciously avoided the claim that the restraints
imposed thus far have come about because an "over-use" problem exists.
The actions taken in no way reflect an attempt to establish a "carrying
capacity". Instead, the rationale has been to preserve the status quo,
to the extent possible, and thus allow the Service time to assess the
situation and formulate a plan for managing river-use. This approach
was based on two considerations; the first was that it would be more desirable to adjust use upward if this is later found to be possible rather
than have to cut back. The other justification was to try and prevent
runaway growth while research was in progress to assess the impacts of
river-use. Such an occurrence would compound the difficulty of interpreting research data.
The Research Program
During the past five years the Service has been involved in an
intensive research e f f o r t to secure facts about river users and the
impacts of recreational floating on the resource. Rather than focus on
a single aspect of the problem, a modest level of understanding was
sought on several different facets. Hence, a multi-disciplinary research
program evolved (Fig. 2). Consideration was given to water q u a l i t y ,
environmental impacts (Sutton, 1976; Settergren, 1976; Mueller, 1975),
sociological aspects of river-use ( G i s i , 1971; Habermehl, 1973; Wehrung,
1974; Brown, 1976) and safety considerations (Weaver, 1975). Patterns of
river-use were also extensively monitored between 1972-75 (Marnell, 1975).
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OZARX RIVER-USE INVESTIGAT'OYS
1972-1976
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Fig. 2 - Major Elements of the Research Program.

Two factors which contributed measureably to the success of the
research program were (1) development of an efficient method for
monitoring river traffic, and (2) reliance on graduate student thesis
projects as a means for accomplishing field studies.
The former involved application of a custom-designed super-8
time-lapse photographic surveillance system in combination with a
computerized floater Informal-ix ;.::u\i survey. Stavlcticui models VJGVV
developed for documentation of the volume, composition, and distribution of river traffic on all sections of the Riverways. Additional data
were obtained on access-use, time and spatial distribution of floater
traffic, camping trends, and basic demographic characteristics of users.
Student participation in the research program at Ozark Riverways
produced impressive results. Direct NPS staff involvement in the
planning of student projects assured well-organized studies which
addressed priority problems. These projects were supported by small
grants, typically in the $l,000-$5,000 range. Qualified graduate
students were often hired as Seasonal Research Aides, an arrangement
which permitted direct supervision and close field support.
A comprehensive report summarizing the findings of all studies
dealing with river-use at Ozark Riverways, including contract investigations, will be available in December, 1976. This informatiro wii :
allow intelligent public l.rput on the river-use issue, and ultimately
will guide the Service in formulating plans for managing this activity.
It is beyond the scope of the present paper to describe the findings of
these studies; however, several aspects of r1ver-use are shown graphically
to illustrate the complexity of the situation, and to describe some of
the capabilities of the data gathering system mentioned earlier (Figs.
3 thru 5).
Recreational Carrying Capacity
An extensive literature has evolved during the past decade dealing
with the concept of recreational carrying capacity. Contemporary views
on this provocative subject are examined in recent papers by Lima (1975)
and Verburg (1975). Additional insights from slightly different viewpoints are presented by All dredge (1973) and Sudla and Simpson (1973).
A recent paper by Mamell (1976) discusses some of the ambiguities
which surround the concept of carrying capacity and attempts to develop
a rationale useful to field managers. The ventral cheme of this review
is that scientific research cannot by itself generate decisions on
carrying capacity. Instead, i t is emphasized that data obtained by
research should be viewed as an input useful for guiding what is essentially an administrative decision-making process. Other fundamental
considerations identified in the paper are "management objectives" and
the need for meaningful public input. A fallacy which seems to linger
in some circles is the misguided belief that research is an elixir which
will relieve managers from having to make value judgments. This is
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-6usually not the case; indeed, research may raise more questions than
it can answer (Lime, 1975). A more plausible approach is for managers
to accept the challenge and potential risks of decision-making and
utilize available research findings to best advantage. An unfortunate
reality of the times is that research must be weighed not only in terms
of its worth for guiding decisions, but equally for its usefulness in
defending particular courses of action. Decisions on recreational
carrying capacity will in some instances be made by the courts.
In order to comprehend the role of management objectives as they
relate to recreational carrying capacity, it is first necessary to
visualize what is embodied by the concept itself. Lime (1975) defines
recreational carrying capacity as the amount and character of use an
area can sustain over a_ specified period of time without causing
unacceptable changes to the physical environment or to_ the_ experience of
the recreation user. Although several of the qualifications in this
definition are noteworthy, the term "acceptable change" is a key phrase.
Implied is the need for clear and meaningful management objectives.
These ultimately form the foundation upon which managers and the general
public will judge what outputs or "end results" are acceptable among
the options available. Without management objectives as a frame of
reference, recreational carrying capacity does not exist and management
will either be arbitrary or by default (Marnell, 1976).
Lime (1975) has proposed that objectives be set forth in some sort
of hierarchal order. Directives contained in enabling legislation and
agency mandates set broad limits within which a certain degree of latitude exists for optional management strategies. Additional refinements
might be made in supporting documents such as master plans, recreation
management plans, natural resource management plans, etc. The final
step is to identify specific "standards of acceptance", the outputs
determined appropriate within the constraints of stated objectives. For
example, how much resource alteration can be tolerated to accommodate
certain kinds and intensities of recreational use? To what extent
should the principal clientele's enjoyment be compromised to accomplish
prescribed objectives? The task of articulating acceptable standards
as they relate to these and similar considerations may, in fact, constitute the greatest hurdle in carrying capacity decision-making.
The approach being taken at Ozark Riverways to resolve the river-use
issue follows along these lines. Broad guidelines have been established
in accord with basic administrative mandates (i.e., National Park
Service Act, Management Policies, Enabling Legislation, Congressional
Hearings related to enactment, etc.). More specific objectives appear
1n the Master Plan (draft) and a recently prepared Statement from
Management, part of the new planning process adopted by the National
Park Service. Information obtained through research will be used to guide
public input and give direction to the overall process of policy formulation. Ultimately, a River-Use Management Plan will be prepared which,
in effect, will dictate a carrying capacity for the Riverways and outline
the actions required to achieve prescribed objectives.
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-7It is anticipated that some degree of "trial and error" experimentation will be required during plan implementation and that periodic
adjustments will be necessary. This is true not only because the possibility exists for errors to be made, but also because new Information
and changing social values may alter any decision that is made.
River-use management policies cannot be cast in concrete; instead, the
Plan for managing this activity at the Riverways must remain flexible and
responsive to changing conditions.
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DISCUSSION
Thompson:

How does the use of cameras relate to the Privacy Act?

Marnell: This is a question we ask ourselves and got a solicitor's
opinion. Operating the system as a passive recording system is considered no different than an axle counter. Steps were taken that individuals
could not be recognized on the film. Various recommendations of the
solicitor have been followed and we have not tried to conduct the
operation in total security* but all of the other agencies in the area
were made aware of the program. University students, special interest
groups, etc. were advised and interested individuals know ehere the
units are located and help provide security.
Hossebrock: What management action has been taken to restrict the
impact on gravel bars, drinking of spring water, etc.?
Marnell: No formal program of maintanence or establishment of uselevels has been reached as yet. Limited amounts of site handling is in
effect - extreme problems of root exposure exists and gravel has been
put down to preserve those areas. We are nehind on this program, and
while we have no current health problem we do have an esthetic one.
We do have some vandalism and enforcement is not always successful.
But littering has been reduced, and natural resources are not as misused as one might expect. Results of heavy use is apparent and there
is a change. Information gathering on changes will be reported and at
the end of the year we will be in a position to formulate a river use
management plan.
Unknown:

Why do you have gravel bar camps?

Marnell: We have made several studies and have found that the microhabitat of the gravel bars is extremely durable, with very little damage.
Local impact is heavy but there is no large scale damages.
Rodrigues: Is the trend of declined fishing activities and increasing
flooding the same as it was prior to the study?
Marnell: Yes, the National Park Service is frequently blamed for river
changes but this trend was established in the river before the Park
Service involvement. The National Park designation of the area had the
effect of speeding up the use development but it 'would have come anyway
and very much more of a problem without the supervision of the National
Park Service and moderate regulation of the development use which has
been held to a minimum.
Fletcher: You have a considerable number of caves representing a nonreplaceable resource. Have you come to grips with the carrying capacity
of the caves and any kind of data indicating use impacts?
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Marnell: We are hurting for data. No effective data is available as to
use and for one reason or another there is no related river use. The
amateur that comes into the area is hard to spot or to monitor. All of
the agencies are frustrated with the same problems. We have caves near
us; the State Geological Survey has tried to cover with guidelines for
management but nothing has come to cope with the problem. But our
occupation with the river problems have kept us from cave inventories
or studies so far.
Unknown: Any kind of carrying capacity in the way of use would have to
take into consideration the week end and week day use.
Marnell: All kinds of strategies have been considered, not only by
separation, but divers and large areas where we could set up different
limits of different situations and sections of streams. Beginning in
July contracting with computer facilities we hope to study the feasibility to develop alternative operations regarding carrying capacity
by the University of Missouri.
Manipulations to operate a pattern of
traffic, sociological study to gain better understanding of what way '•••>
floaters would respond and we found out that the large groups were
sacred. Attempts to break them up met with violent opposition. Overuse situations exist but we have not yet set carrying capacities.
Justification was to stabilize and preserve the status quo during the
time of research. Attempting a holding action on river use while the
survey was being made and establishing value judgments in a stable
period was thought best.
Yarborough:
frequent?

Do you consider single day, or two to four days more

Marnell: Good data exists on this. Week end use is the majority,
but some extended trips of seven days and going up to 100 miles are
a minor part of the useage.
Huggins:

How about the problem of cleaning up the river?

Marnell: Daily clean up are in operation. Most of the debris appears
to occur from accidental canoe upsets. The beer and fraternity groups
also contribute, but there is no great amount of a problem.
Lubbert: Is there anything you can suggest if you got into an area before
influx of people? What could you recommend?
Marnell: It would be a distinct advantage to have information on a before
and after situation. If you had the opportunity to start from scratch,
basic resource inventory work would have a special priority. Then you
could measure the specific impacts as they developed.
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BUFFALO NATIONAL RIVER ECOSYSTEMS STUDY

Robert E. Babcock
Purpose of Study
In the spring of 1973 a memorandum of understanding was negotiated
between the Arkansas Water Resources Research Center, located on the
University of Arkansas at Fayetteville campus and the National Park
Service., Office of Natural Sciences, Southwest region.

The purpose

of this memorandum was to set up the administrative network for what
has become known as the Buffalo National River Ecosystems Study.

The

goal of the Buffalo National River had not been clearly established
so the first year study was a preliminary reconnaissance of the river
which yielded some base line water quality data and established
approximately eight bench mark water quality monitoring stations. The
second year study was a more comprehensive study involving a study of
more diverse elements of the ecosystem of the river. Water quality
monitoring continued to be stressed, but in addition a Level II land
use mapping was accomplished, a vegetation analyses was initiated, and
a benthic macroinvertebrate inventory was conducted, as well as an
initiation of a resource capacity analysis.

The third year study which

has just been completed continued to stress water quality monitoring
as well as the other second year studies with the exception that the
invertebrate study gave way to a rather extensive geohydrology study.
The overall purpose of these studies has been to provide the
background information necessary for the development of criteria standards that quantify limiting factors in the assessment of the river
quality.

River quality as used here is defined as the physical, chemical,

and biological character of the river with regard to its suitability
for a specific goal.

The goal of the Buffalo National River has now
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been defined in the master plan as follows:
"To provide three general visitor experiences

a point of

interest for the tourist, a swimming and fishing area for the
local users, and a destination area for the avid canoeist...
its lands are to be in a state of the simplest possible
development."
Approach to Problem
Although it was not readily apparent at the initiation of the
study our approach to the problem ha c been and is composed of four
elements:
A. Identify, assess, and inventory the current character of the
river. This includes both the water quality of the river itself
and also the ecosystem of the watershed.
B. Develop conceptual model
C. Develop criteria standards that quantify limiting factors
D. Use limiting factors to develop an applied model for management decisions
The current status of the project is somewhere between element "B"
and "C". An adequate assessment and inventory of the current character
of the river has been made and the conceptual model is beginning to be
developed.

The major thrust of the project this coming year will be

to further develop the conceptual model and to begin to develop criteria
standards.
Character of the River
The water quality of the Buffalo National River may be described
abstractly as cool, clear, and bubbly.

More specifically the chemistry

of the river is responsive to the geologic environment and lateral
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Figure 6:

Fecal Coliform Concentrations on Buffalo
River (16 July - 12 Aug, 1975)
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Figure '+5.

Hydrograph of Annual Mean Flow, 1940-1970, Buffalo River
near Rush, Arkansas showing variability of streamflow.

Data Source:

U. S.G.S.
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Figure 48,

Flood Frequency Curve, Buffalo

River near Rush, Arkansas.

Peak discharges, in IOOO cubic feet per second.
Data source:

U. S.G.S.
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Buffalo River at Pruitt, AR
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Source:
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Figure 46.

Flow Duration Curve

Percentage of time that mean daily flow
exceeded.
Data Source:

U. S. G. S.
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inflow during periods of runoff.

This study has demonstrated that

concentration gradients exist throughout the length of the river and
that the river responds to the particular geologic formation through
which it flows.

This study has also presented data that suggest

that during periods of runoff, the river may become heterogeneous
with constituents such as sodium and potassium and that these constituents may originate in the watershed immediately adjacent to the
stream.

It is concluded that the river hydrology exercises dominant

control over the quality and therefore should be studied extensively
in the future.
Trace elements in the river reflect the geology of the area and
in general are low with a few anomalies reported.

Nutrients and

minerals present in the river reflect the land use pf the adjacent
ecosystem and concentrations are highly responsive to storm events.
The biology of the river is described as low productivity but an extremely
diverse biological community.

Fecal contamination is well within

Arkansas State Water Quality Standards for primary contact recreational
activities.

The fecal contamination is probably also highly responsive

to storm events.

The hydrology of the river is very interesting and

must be reviewed in light of the well defined goal previously stated.
As the project proceeds toward its original purpose of developing an
applied model for management decisions it should be kept in mind that
hydrology models must be delineated into three types:
A. average low flow-frequency models
B. instantaneous high flow frequency models
C. average annual flow models.
Of these three types of models the first type is by far the most
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important relative to the stated goal of the river.

Under the

assumption that groundwater recharge and groundwater enflux are equal,
the following charts of percent runoff have been generated for the
period 1963-1972.

The resulting curve drastically points out the

influence of evapotranspiration during the heavy foliage summer
months of June, July, August, September, and October.

In fact, a

detailed analysis of the monthly percent runoff for the individual
months, when compared with the monthly rainfall, reveals that a
relatively wet month in the summer has very little effect on the
percent runoff.

(For example compare the charts for 1970)

It

is obvious that this type of analysis would serve as an indicator
of land use within the river watershed, particularly as to the
influence of human use on the deciduous forest ecosystem.
Once the river hydrology is documented and understood (groundwater
recharge and enflux included) there are at least three models that
should be developed for the river.
1. DO:

Temperature:

They are:

Dissolved Solids

2. Algal Growth: Nutrient Transport
3. Coliform Transport:

Bacteria Indicator:

Sediment Transport

All of these models would provide vital information relative to
limiting factors and thresholds on the river, but the hydrology of
the river must be documented first.

The work of Knapp, et al* will

be of considerable use in this respect.
Although pollution is not at present a problem in the Buffalo
River basin, natural features make both the ground and surface water
particularly susceptible to environmental hazards.

Carbonate terranes

"'Development and Field Testing of a Basin Hydrology Simulator
Knapp, Green, Pogg, and Stanford, Water Resources Resh. , D e c , 1975.
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Figure 49.
AVERAGE PERCENT RUNOFF AS A FUNCTION OF MONTHS FOR THE PERIOD 1963-1972
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which underlie the Buffalo River basin, are especially susceptible.
Fractures and solution channels in carbonate rocks allow the direct
input and rapid distribution without natural filtering of pollutant
materials.

The shallow aquifer system is particularly vulnerable to

pollution, because it is composed dominantly of limestone and dolomite.
Steep slopes transmit pollutants into the surface water system before
they can be absorbed and filtered by the soil.

Disposal of liquid and

solid waste should be carefully considered as the result of these factors.
The ecosystem of the Buffalo National River has been broadly
assessed and several general statements can be made relative to the
uniqueness of specific sections of the river.

For example, at Buffalo

Point the ecosystem can be described as common to the general area
and there exists one or more types of obvious disturbances to the
community.

Also, it contains an extremely diverse community and

there exists an adequate size of area and buffer zone to allow the
ecosystem to survive.

A weighting system has been developed* to

numerically monitor unique ecosystems in Arkansas.

This weighting system

will be refined and applied specifically to the Buffalo National River.
Ideally, criteria useful for identification and evaluation of
unique ecosystems should be applicable equally to different types of
ecosystems and subject to rating by numerical values.

However, this

is difficult to do and many problems can occur in rating different
kinds of areas as shown by the examples that follow.
Undisturbed ecosystems naturally progress toward a climax
community.

The type of community is largely determined by the various

factors of the abiotic environment (e.g., climate, soil type, topography,
etc.).

The rate of this progression varies with the different types,

*Ed Dale and Art Brown, Arkansas Resource Utilization Project, IN PRESS,
Arkansas Department of Local Services, Little Rock, Arkansas.
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and some communities are held in disclimax by natural environmental
occurrences.

Therefore, the attributes of climax communities (which

characteristically have a high species diversity) do not always
coincide with the valuable aspects of unique ecosystems.

Cave

ecosystems are often unique, fragile systems with a very low species
diversity.

They should be protected, however, for they often

represent unique associations between organisms that have co-evolved
in isolation for long periods of time and often harbor rare and
endangered species of wildlife.
Thus, any weighting system is likely to be imperfect, but the
authors believe that a system can be presented that can work reasonably
well if properly applied.

Attention should be given to this problem

during the upcoming contract period.
Future Plans
Future plans will call for the continued development of a conceptual
model involving the physical, biological and chemical analysis of the
river.

A heavy emphasis must be placed on the geohydrology of the

river (physical) and secondly an emphasis on the biological character
of the river with the chemical aspect of the river taking a less
predominant role at this time.

It will take approximately two more

years of study to develop the conceptual model to the point that criteria
standards that quantify limiting factors can be established.

Only after

the quantification of these limiting factors has been established can an
applied model be developed for management decisions.

?l

DISCUSSION
Huggins:

Did you have any previous data on river quality?

Babcock: We started a study the spring after it was declared a
national river. Only two studies in 1942 and later a sample of
one day had previously been done.
Huggins:
year?

Why did your sampling take place for nine months of the

Backcock: We need to take a close look at storm events. We have been
concerned that much of the data could be manipulated in terms of storms.
We have to figure out a qualitative model under the various stages.
Narrowed down to a close look at the low flows during the summer and
showing conditions during floods, will be necessary, but that related
to the low flow in summer is of prime inportance and we will concentrate in the summer on the low flow. We may forgo some of it and center
on the storm events in the spring.
Unknown: What is the quality on the water, and what analysis have you
received?
Spaulding: In putting together an area prior to legislation, various
pressure groups were active. It was said that this is the purest
free-flowing river in the United States. That is a broad statement
when you see what is flowing down the river. The university started
the study in the Little Bulla!o and the coliform counts were from
1200 to down below 200. A sewage disposal system was put into operation.
Fitch:

Do you take counts from the tributaries?

Babcock: This type of data means a lot, and we hope to establish the
make-up of the river and how much is from ground water and how much from
runoff, and track down anomalies.
For the last three years we have
concentrated on water quality and make-up to relate that to management
decisions.
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ABSTRACT
Vegetative differences between heavily and very lightly
trafficked beaches show that more beach traffic correlates with
quantitative decreases in variety and density of plants and with
declines of grasses relative to forbs.

The vegetated portions

of all beaches continue to grow in volume.

However, this is at

the expense of the more seaward (more trafficked) parts of the
beaches and has lead to overall loss of total beach volume except
where vehicular traffic is prohibited.

The very lightly traf-

ficked beach is the only study site wherein the entire beach to
mean sea level has grown.

The effect of these trends on resis-

tance to storm surge erosion remains to be tested.

7k
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INTRODUCTION
Within Padre Island National Seashore there is a variety of
degrees of beach usage and associated vehicular and pedestrian
traffic.

In 1974 a study was begun to measure differences in vege-

tation and beach sediment volumes which may be related to the different usage levels (Behrens, et al., 1975).

The goal of the study

was to determine if usage effects could affect the long term stability
of the dune ridge against storm surge erosion.
To accomplish this goal vegetation was identified and beach
profiles were surveyed over a 10 month period in four areas:

NOTRAF

where vehicles were prohibited (with the exception of one oil field
maintenance vehicle) and pedestrian traffic was very light due to
remote access; PEDTRAF where vehicles were prohibited but pedestrian
traffic was moderate to heavy due to the proximity of a campground;
VEHTRAF where both pedestrian and vehicular traffic were heavy due
to an absence of restrictions; and SHELL where vehicular and pedestrian traffic were light because of the necessity of a four-wheel
drive vehicle to reach the site.

The distribution of vegetation was

also mapped in all the areas except PEDTRAF.

The effect of a storm

surge on these contrasting areas was to be determined by repeating
the beach profile and vegetation surveys after such an event took
place.

The locations of the study sites are shown in Figure 1.

Maps of the plant distributions are shown in Behrens et al., (1975)
Figures 8, 11, and 16.
The results of the initial vegetation surveys showed that
the lesser trafficked beaches had a greater extent and variety of
vegetation.

The beach profiles showed a slow growth of all beaches

?b
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Figure 1.

index Map of the Study Sites.
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but somewhat greater sand volumes and growth rates at the more
trafficked sites. No storm surges occurred during the study period,
so no effect was observed.
The present study was undertaken to continue to monitor the
beach profiles and vegetation until a storm surge effect could be
documented, to continue observations of the sand volume changes for
long term trends which may be related to vegetation and usage differences, and to quantify more thoroughly the vegetational and sediment volume differences between the two most contrasting areas,
NOTRAF and VEHTRAF.
PROCEDURES
Field Methods
In order to determine the mean and variance values for sand
volumes and vegetation parameters, five additional profiles were
located within 1,000 feet (350 m) of the original profile in each
of the two more intensely studied sties, NOTRAF and VEHTRAF, and
six additional profiles were located within 2.4 miles (4 km) of each
original profile line.

Beach profiles were surveyed with rod and

level.
Vegetation was surveyed by two methods, point frame and quadrat.

In the point frame method (Amy etc al., 1942; Rader etc al. ,

1962) a wooden frame is used to guide a thin rod from a point above
all vegetation to the ground.

As the point of the rod moves to the

ground, a record is made of each item it contacts.

The items

identified were:
1.

foliar hits - leafy parts of live plants; itemized to species;

2.

aerial litter - any dead material such as old, nonvital stems,
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grass blades, or nondeciduous leaves which are not on the
ground;
3.

basal hits - living grass culms, herbaceous stems or stolonifierous runners itemized to species;

4.

ground litter - dead vegetative material lying on the substrate surface; and

5.

bare ground.

The rod was lowered from ten positions spanning 27" on the frame at
each station; and stations were located every 10 ft. along each profile.
o

In the quadrat method a one-quarter meter square (0.67 ft. )
frame was dropped every ten ft. along each profile.

The number of

stems of each species within the frame was counted and summed for
the profile.

Stems were defined as culms for the grasses but as

major lower branches for shrubbier vegetation wherein many leafy,
upright, wind baffling branches extend from a single basal trunk.
Individual runners were considered the stems of vines.
Data Processing
Volumes of sand in the beach are reported as cubic feet per
linear foot of beach.

This equals the cross sectional area from

the surveyed surface down to an arbitrarily chosen datum.
were used:

Two datums

mean sea level (msl), and a sloping surface approximating

a theoretical hurricane beach (Behrens et al., 1975, p. 40). Volumes
were calculated for both vegetated and unvegetated portions of the
beach.
Point frame data were grouped into three categories, foliar,
basal, and ground.

The number of foliar hits for each species was

divided by the total number of foliar hits along a profile to give
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percent composition of the foliage by species.

Aerial litter was

excluded in calculations used for the comparison of point frame and
quadrat methods but was included in the comparison of sites. A
basal percentage for each species was calculated likewise.

Percent

ground compositions were also calculated which included individual
species counts where that was the lowest contact of the rod as well
as ground litter and bare ground.

These parameters reveal the com-

positional nature of the higher and lower portions of the vegetation
and of the ground surface.
'Whereas identical compositions may occur as sparse or dense
populations, density values for each of the three categories were
calculated by dividing the total counts of each item by the length
of the profile in feet.

For quadrat counts similar species percent

compositions and plant densities were calculated for each transect.
METHOD EVALUATION
The quadrat method has generally been considered to be the
more thorough (Oosting, 1956; Smith, 1966) but also the more time
consuming.

The methods are qualitatively different in that the

quadrat method counts plants while the point frame method estimates
aerial coverage.

The stem definitions were designed to make the

quadrat counts more representative of aerial coverage so that both
may be related to sand entrapment.

However, neither is a direct

measure of root system development and related sediment binding.
In order to evaluate the results of the two methods, various diversity and density parameters of NOTRAF and VEHTRAF were compared.
The number of plant species comprising one percent or more
of the flora in the two areas, respectively, was 14 to 8 from
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quadrat data and 13 to 9 from point frame data.

Of the eight most

abundant species in NOTRAF, two determined by each method were not
among the eight determined by the other method (Table 1).

Of the

six that occurred in both groups, none were ranked the same and some
were as many as four ranks different.

On the other hand, five of

the top eight species at VEHTRAF occurred at the same rank by the
two methods, and none differed by more than two ranks (Table 1).
Figure 2 shows that the qualitative diversity difference between
the two areas is shown equally well by the two types of data.
The chief differences in the results from the two methods
are that rare species are not as well sampled by the point frame
method.

For example, at NOTRAF 13 species were identified as less

than one percent abundant by the quadrat method while only six
species were so identified by the point frame method.
the respective numbers were three and one.

At VEHTRAF

Furthermore, in spite

of the stem definitions used, the thin bladed grasses with few
blades per plant (e.g., Spartina and Sporobolis) are counted less
by the point frame method, while broad leafed herbs are counted
more frequently (e.g., Cassia and Croton).

Thus the quadrat method

more clearly distinguishes the differences in plant community compositions in the two areas; but the decrease in diversity from
NOTRAF to VEHTRAF is about equally well shown by the two methods.
Density ratios appear even more reliable with the VEHTRAF/
NOTRAF ratio of plant or foliar densities determined by the quadrat
method equal to 0.50 and by the point frame method equal to 0.54 for
the vegetated part of the beach.

If the density parameters are cal-

culated for the entire beach, the quadrat method shows somewhat
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Table 1.

Plant Ranks at NOTRAF and VEHTRAF.

Eight most abundant species determined by quadrat

and point frame methods.
NOTRAF
rank

VEHTRAF

quadrat method

point frame method

quadrat method

point frame method

1

Spartina patens

Uniola paniculata

Ipomoea stolonifera

I. stolonifera

2

I. stolonifera

Oenothera drummundii

Croton punctatus

Croton punctatus

3

Oenothera drummundii

I. stolonifera

Cassia fasiculata

Cassia fasiculata

4

Sporobolis virginicus

Spartina patens

Spartina patens

Uniola paniculata

Uniola paniculata

Cassia fasiculata

Uniola paniculata

I. pes-caprae

6

Erigeron myrionactis

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

I. pes-caprae

Spartina patens

7

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Croton punctatus

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

8

Euphorbia ammancides

Erigeron myrionactis

Oenothera drummundii

Oenothera drummundii

87.7%

98.8%

CO

ru' 5

83.9%

99.4%

% percent of all plants accounted for by these eight species.

-n
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greater distinction of the two areas (quadrat VEH/NO plant density
ratio = 0.42; point frame VEH/NO foliar density ratio = 0.62).
However, the fact that the vegetative density in NOTRAF is about
twice that in VETRAF is about equally shown by both methods.
In conclusion, the two methods contrast most in NOTRAF where
diversity and density are greatest but give very nearly the same
results in the sparser, less diverse flora of VEHTRAF.
RESULTS
Vegetative Differences
The data discussed in the previous section illustrate both
greater diversity and greater density of plants in NOTRAF than in
VEHTRAF.

The chief differences in community composition are the

greater abundances of the grasses Spartina patens, Sporobolis virginicus, and, perhaps, Uniola paniculata in NOTRAF and the absence of
about a dozen of the lesser abundant species at VEHTRAF (e.g.,
Paspalum monostachyum and Eragrostis oxlepis).

The percent com-

positions for each species and other vegetative items are given in
Appendix A along with the several density parameters calculated for
each survey method.
given in Table 2.

A complete ranking of species by abundance is
The percent abundance of each species is the

average value for all 12 transects in each area.
The range of values from transect to transect is large. On
the average the value for any single item or parameter may range
from zero to twice the mean value.

Thus the importance of increasing

the number of transects from one to twelve is demonstrated.

Further-

more, comparisons with vegetative characteristics of PEDTRAF and
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Table 2A,

Plant Abundances of NOTRAF and VEHTRAF.

NOTRAF % and (rank)

Plant

Q

PF

VEHTRAF % and (rank)

Q

PF

Spartina

28.5(1)

13.1(4)

14.1(4)

4.2(6)

I. Stolonifera

19.0(2)

13.4(3)

34.1(1)

28.5(1)

Oenothera

9.3(3)

15.1(2)

2.7(8)

1.5(8)

Sporobolis

6.3(4)

Uniola

6.2(5)

24.5(1)

Erigeron

5.3(6)

3.5(8)

Tidestroemia

5.2(7)

4.5(6)

4.8(7)

Euphorbia

4.1(8)

3.0(9)

.8(9)

Cassia

3.6(9)

9.2(5)

14.7(3)

Sesuvium

3.2(10)

1.8(12)

.1(11)

--

Paspalum

2.9(11)

2.1(11)

—

--

Croton

1.9(12)

4.4(7)

17.9(2)

22.3(2)

I. pes-caprae

1.1(13)

1.2(13)

5.6(6)

7.8(5)

Eragrostis

1.0(14)

.5(14)

--

---

2.3(10)

—
6.9(5)
--

Leptoma

.5(15)

—

--

Panicum

•3(16)

--

.2(10)

Other forbes i(8)1.2
(5)1.4
Other grasses i(3) .4

Q - quadrat method; PF - point frame method.
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—

—
15.8(4)
-2.8(7)
.5(10)
16.5(3)

1.0(9)

10
Table 2B.

Plant Abundances at PEDTRAF and SHELL.

PEDTRAF % ai
id (rank)

SHELL % and (rank)

Plant

Q

Cassia

28 (1)

38 (1)

33 (1)

24 (2)

Croton

21 (2)

18 (2)

6 (5)

12 (4)

Tidestroemia
Paspalum Mono.

5.4 (7)
10 (3)

PF

PF

Q

11 (3)
7 (4)

--

—

—

--

27 (2)

Uniola

6.5 (5)

5.7 (5)

Amaranthus

4.5 (9)

5.7 (6)

--

--

I. stolonifera

8 (4)

4.6 (7)

7 (4)

—

Euphorbia

5.2 (8)

3.4 (8)

--

--

I. pes-caprae

1 (ID

2.3 (9)

Sesuvium

5.5 (6)

2.3 (9)

Oenothera

4 (10)

Heterotheca

• 8 (6) 4 (5)
--

--

--

--

—

26 (3)

44 (1)

.6 (10)

--

16 (3)

Schizathyrium

.2 (13)

—

--

--

Sporobolus

.7 (12)

--

--

—

Q - quadrat method; PF - point frame method.
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SHELL where only single transects were maintained should be considered
only semiquantitative.
In addition to the vegetative diversities and densities, litter
values were higher in NOTRAF than in VEHTRAF.

Aerial litter is more

than twice as abundant (36% and 16% respectively) and ground litter
is one and one-half times as abundant (6.5% and 4.2% respectively).
The extent of vegetation (beach width from dune base to end
of vegetation) during the first year of study was notably less at
VEHTRAF (110 ft) than at NOTRAF (160 ft).

However, the data shows

that the average extents were nearly the same the second year (196
and 209 ft respectively).

This resulted from the addition of a

very sparse stand of predominantly Tidestroemia lanuginosa seaward
of a back beach roadway.
Plant abundances at PEDTRAF and SHELL, although based on only
a single transect at each site, showed that PEDTRAF was most like
NOTRAF with very high plant diversity and density.

However, the

shrubs Cassia and Croton predominated over grasses like the community
composition at VEHTRAF.

SHELL, on the other hand, was even more

sparsely and monotonously vegetated than VEHTRAF (Table 2B and Fig. 2).
Volume Changes
Volume changes were compared on the basis of the original
profiles established in 1974 (Table 3 and Figure 3). Volumes determined from the 12 profiles in each of the two intensive study areas
indicate that the original profiles were somewhat lower than the
mean volumes for the areas.

Whether trends of change through time

are different for mean and single profile values will be determined
by continued monitoring of the sites.
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Figure 2 .

Plant

p y

Diversities

of

Study

Sites

Table 3.

Profile Changes at Original Profile Sites.
Avg. El./Transect to O'MSL
Cubic feet per
foot of be.ach

F E E T
Veg.
Distance

Ave.
Beach El.

Ave.
Veg. El.

4/17/74

4,34

6.21

2.91

160

1/28/75

3.79

5.36

2.03

10/75

4.72

6.39

4/17/74

5.00

1/28/75
10/75

Ave. Bare
Beach El.

Transect
Distance

Veg.
Vol.

Bare
Vol.

Totl.
Vol.

350

994

5 24

1518

180

340

965

325

1290

2.63

200

360

1278

421

1699

9.06

3.35

110

380

997

904

1901

5.04

9.69

3.33

110

410

1066

999

2065

5.18

7.64

2.26

190

350

1452

362

1814

4/17/74

4.74

7.17

3.86

90

340

646

965

1611

1/28/75

4.86

7.27

3.99

90

340

654

997.5

1651.5

10/21/75

4.91

7.39

4.02

90

340

665

1005

1670

4/17/74

5.05

7.21

3.22

170

370

1226

643

1869

1/28/75

5.18

8.07

3.22

170

420

1372

805

2177

NOTRAF

VEHTRAF
CO
CO

SHELL

PEDTRAF

10/09/75

7.04

220

1549

co

Figure 3.' Beach Volume Changes. Beach volumes in cubic fee', pre linear loot of beach,
latin is mean sea .level. Cranhs are for ori-inal profile lines only. Means
g--„.hi an! ranges ( 1 of 11 nrcfilec in MO'MhlF ana YEHTKAF are plotted

-t=-
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SHELL underwent essentially no volume change in both the
vegetated and unvegetated portions of the beach.

The vegetated

portions of all other beaches grew at rates from 20 to 43 cubic
feet per month, which generally continues and accelerates the
growths recorded in 1974. The VEHTRAF growth rate is highest, but
this is largely an artifact of the addition of a considerable width
of beach colonized by Tidestroemia since 1974.

In contrast, the

entire beach at VEHTRAF shoxfed the greatest loss of volume for the
entire beach (28 cubic feet per month).

The PEDTRAF profile was

not extended far enough to include data for the entire beach at
that site.

However, resurvey at a later date showed an overall

loss of volume at this site too.

The total volume of beach at

NOTRAF has increased to equal the stabilized beach at SHELL.

The

total volumes of both VEHTRAF and PEDTRAF are greater, but if the
present rates of change are continued, the beach at NOTRAF will
become larger.
The variability of sand volumes (like that of plant compositions) is greater in VEHTRAF than in NOTRAF.

Standard deviations

of values for VEHTRAF are usually over twice those for NOTRAF.
Volumes of sand above the hypothetical hurricane beach
profile (page 4) did not change at SHELL, but increased markedly
at all other sites (Table 3). However, the hurricane beach
volumes (volume of sand above the hurricane beach profile) were
determined for only the distance from the base of the dunes to
the berm crest (Behrens et_ al., 1975).

This is mostly vegetated

backshore and thus follows the trends of volumes calculated to
the msl datum for the vegetated oortions of the beaches.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study support the qualitative information
of the 1974 study that the less trafficked beaches contain more
vegetation than equivalent, heavily used beaches.

However, analysis

of all four sites might be best done by first comparing the two most
contrasting sites, SHELL and NOTRAF.
At SHELL plant density and diversity are lowest of the four
sites, probably because the high shell content of the beach leads
to lower soil moisture, higher salinity, and higher soil temperatures
than at the other sites.

The exceptionally high berm there may also

decrease the supply of nutrients that normally accompany onshore
wind transported sediment.

The extreme stability of beach sediment

volumes there (4% change in W years) indicates that sediment
supply is essentially nil.

An additional indication of nutrient

supply through recycling is the litter available at each site. At
SHELL 50$ of the foliage is aerial litter, the highest value for
any site.

This suggests that plant vigor is relatively low in this

area and that aerial abrasion is low.

Abrasion from actual contact

with traffic must be low because traffic is light in this area.
Furthermore, abrasion by air-borne sand must also be very low,
because of the minimal sedimentation rate.

The lack of sediment

deposition hinders the aerial material from accumulating in the
soil; and this is reflected in the fact that SHELL has the minimum
ground litter (1$) for the four sites.

The sparse plant community

adapted to this harsh environment is dominated by the composite
Heterotheca, and the sub-shrubs Cassia and Croton supplemented by
the vine Ipomoea and the grass Uniola; and these five genera
constitute 99$ of the flora.
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At NOTRAF, on the other hand, three of the five most abundant
species are grasses, and the first five genera constitute only 70%
of the flora.

The plant densities (quadrat method) are three times

those at SHELL.

The chief reason for the greatest diversity and

high density at NOTRAF is probably the protection from onshore
wind effects afforded a larger portion of the beach by the seawardmost plants which grow unhampered by traffic to within at least 50
feet of the berm.

The protecting position of the small dunes

created by this vegetation is shown in the NOTRAF profiles in
Appendix C.

McAtee (1975) showed that wind intensities one meter

above the surface at NOTRAF, PEDTRAF, and VEHTRAF are the same, but
closer to the ground velocities are significantly less at NOTRAF.
Oosting (1954) claimed that salt spray intensity most limits the
strand vegetation, while Van Der Valk (1974) showed that "shifting
sand...is responsible for the absence of forbes on the front of
the foredune" in Cape Hatteras National Seashore.

Both of these

detrimental factors are diminished by the lower wind speeds which
we attribute to the wind breaking effect of the embryonic dunes
attached to the seawardmost vegetation at NOTRAF.
The sediment accumulation at NOTRAF has proceeded as predicted, that is, there has been steady growth of the beach in the
absence of storm surges.

The most distinctive feature of this

growth is that it applies to the entire width of the beach at
least to msl.

In fact the growth for the entire beach is some-

what greater than for the vegetated portion (Table 4). This
contrasts sharply with VEHTRAF where the vegetated portion of the
beach grew faster but where the beach as a whole lost sediment.
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The beach at PEDTRAF appears to have behaved most like that at
VEHTRAF, i.e., the vegetated portion gained while the whole
beach lost sediment (Table 4).
Table 4.

Site

Rates of Sedimentation, January - October 1975-

Traffic Conditions

Vegetated
Beach

Whole Beach

VEHTRAF - greatest combined traffic

-28 ftVmo.

+43 ft3/mo.

PEDTRAF - heavy foot traffic, no vehicular -17*

"

+20

"

SHELL

- soft shell limits traffic to
low levels

+ 2

"

+ 1

"

NOTRAF

- almost no traffic

+45

"

+35

"

*October values interpolated from a later survey (February 1976)
The data in Table 4 suggest that growth of the vegetated
portions of the beaches is due to a combination of factors, but
the loss from the unvegetated portions (reflected in the whole
beach vs. the vegetated beach data) correlates directly with the
degree of usage.

Although correlation does not prove causation,

several mechanisms exist for traffic to effect these losses :
a) the movement of wheels and feet on the beach lifts more sand
into the wind than the wind could pick up by shear stress alone
and lifts it higher than the wind could by itself.

At greater

heights the wind has greater speed (McAtee, 1975, Fig. 19) and
thus can carry more sand farther from the unvegetated part of
the beach to the vegetated zones; b) traffic destroys sand trapping vegetation directly by crushing and increasing sand abrasion
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and indirectly by increasing wind and accompanying salt spray
and sand transport as vegetation is destroyed; and c) as traffic
destroys the small impediments that the embryonic dunes afford
it, the traffic zone widens and exposes more beach to effects
(a) and (b).
Although both onshore and offshore winds occur in the study
areas, onshore sand transport is probably predominant and considerably enhanced by traffic.

This is because the onshore wind

mode is not only larger than the offshore mode but also is
prevalent during the summer when traffic is many times heavier
than during winter when northers produce the offshore mode and
keep tourists away.

Thus the sand lost from the unvegetated

parts of the beaches is gained in the landward, vegetated parts.
However, the net losses suggest that some of the sand moves
beyond the beach into, and perhaps through, the high dune ridge.
This is supported by the loss of plant vigor within the dunes
and even farther landward of sites where beach traffic is heaviest
(McAtee, 1975).
At SHELL the almost zero sedimentation rate (1 cubic foot
per month) may result in a deficiency of nutrients usually supplied with the sediment and accompanying salt spray (Clayton,
1972).

At PEDTRAP, with the second lowest vegetated beach sedi-

mentation rate, the increase to 20 cubic feet per month of
sedimentation in the vegetated zone correlates with the highest
plant density of the four study sites.

However, evidence of the

detrimental effects of increased sand movement and salt spray is
clear in the change of the composition of the plant community
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from the maximum diversity as at NOTRAF toward the more restricted
and shrubbier flora at VEHTRAF and SHELL.

As sedimentation rates

for the vegetated beach zones increase to the maximum value at
VEHTRAF the detrimental effects overcome any benefit from increase
of nutrient supply; and the vegetated beach growth is at the expense of both the density and diversity of the plant community as
well as at the expense of the seaward portion of the beach.
The study period has been within a period of normal annual
rainfall (Fig. h).

Thus the beach conditions that have been

monitored probably represent nearly average conditions. Considering the extreme divergences from normal which are characteristic
of the climate in this region (Fig. k), considerable natural variations in beach vegetation and sedimentary behavior may occur even
in the absence of tropical storm surge.

During drought periods

even NOTRAF type beaches may have net losses of materials through
deflation of a vegetatively depleted beach.

On the other hand

during very wet periods even heavily trafficked beaches may maintain satisfactory vegetative cover to prevent significant loss of
sediment.

The variations in annual rainfall shown in Figure k

suggest that a full spectrum of meteorological conditions is
usually observable in a period of ten years.
Other environmental variables which may affect beach behavior
have not been sufficiently monitored to determine what part of their
ranges the study period represents.

These include annual resultant

wind, extra-tropical storm tides, and influx of Sargassum weed.
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CONCLUSIONS
1.

Of the four sites studied, SHELL has the most restricted

plant community because of the naturally harsh environment there.
The plant communities of the other sites become more like that at
SHELL as beach traffic increases (Fig. 2). This most likely
results from increases in harshness of the microenvironments
caused by the traffic as well as the damage done to the vegetation
by direct contact with vehicles and people.
2.

Greater sediment mobility caused by heavier traffic can

lead to greater accumulation of sand in the vegetated portion of
the beach; but this is at the expense of the outer beach and has
lead to an overall reduction in beach volume at PEDTRAF and
VEHTRAF.
3.

The undisturbed beach, NOTRAF, continues to grow in the

absence of a tropical storm surge.

The hypothesis that this will

lead to greater resistance to storm surge erosion remains to be
tested.
FURTHER STUDIES
In order to accomplish the primary goals of the studies
begun In 1974, monitoring the established transects should continue
for several years. Vegetative surveys done twice per year and
beach profiles surveyed quarterly would accomplish the necessary
annual monitoring.

Special meteorological or environmental events,

especially storm surges, should be followed by surveys as soon as
possible.

These surveys would provide the basic data for the

original questions - how do storm surges affect beaches with
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different vegetative cover resulting from different degrees and
types of traffic - and - if a storm effect is observed, what is
its importance relative to the normal range of variations in
beach conditions from wet periods with over 32 inches to drought
periods with less than 19 inches of annual rainfall?
Several additional questions arise from the studies conducted
so far.
1)

Do the more or less instantaneous measurements of sand volumes

represent short term (daily, fortnightly, monthly) conditions or
stable, long-term (annual) trends?

Sedimentological conditions

in other dynamic environments such as tidal inlets often vary much
more through a monthly tidal cycle than from month to month or
year to year.

The specific beach responses to typical diurnal and

semidiurnal tidal cycles should be investigated by at least weekly
surveys of selected profiles for representative portions of the
seasonal cycles.
2)

Do losses of beach material from the unvegetated seaward parts

of beaches reflect additional, potentially more serious losses
across the submerged surf zone?

The answer to this question would

require extending the beach profile elevation surveys 1,200 to
2,H00

feet from shore.

This can be done only at considerably

increased effort and expense using a surf sled technique.
3)

Does the change to the plant community produced by traffic

reach an equilibrium or is destruction progressive?

The answer

for beach vegetation would be evident from the continued monitoring
required to answer the basic questions about storm effects and
natural variations.

An important extention of this question, though,
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is the effect noted by McAtee (1975) of traffic on the more landward vegetation.

Extention of at least some (probably one-half)

of the profiles across the high dune ridge and onto the barrier
flats and continuation of the study for several years should
give a good indication of the answer to this question.
4)

Is the stability of the single transect located on a shell

beach (SHELL) representative of this environment?

In view of

the different management plans that would be appropriate for
stable vs. eroding beaches, the representativeness of the SHELL
profile should be determined by surveying at least five additional
transects in that area.
5)

What quantitative levels of traffic produced the observed

effects on beach conditions?

The answer to this question requires

some monitoring of traffic levels. Whereas access to the VEHTRAF and
NOTRAF sites are via single roads, vehicle counters on these roads
would be roughly equivalent to the amount of traffic on the beach.
A counter on the NOTRAF road should not be necessary, because it
has so little traffic and is accessible only through the Ranger
Station, so personnel of that station should be able to monitor
traffic to NOTRAF.

Periodic counts of vehicles or people along

the beach would enable a more accurate estimation of the level
of traffic at any particular distance from the access road.
These data could be collected with a minimum of effort with a
series of at least semi-weekly photographs taken on routine beach
patrols.

The photos could also be very useful in analysing beach

usage by activity.
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APPENDIX A

Transect vegetation itemization and
density parameters by transect

1) plants grouped as types with most
abundant in each group listed first
2) family
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28/10/75

NOTRAF

Family

Species
Grasses:

Spartina patens

Graminae

Sporobolus virginicus

Graminae

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Paspalum monostachyum

Graminae

Eragrostis oxylepis

Graminae

Leptoloma cognatum

Graminae

Panicum amarum

Graminae

"Fimbristylis castanea

Forbs:

\ M 2 QUADRAT

Graminae

Centrus incertus

Graminae

Chloris petraea

Graminae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Oenothera drummondii

Onagraceae

Erigeron myrionactis

Compositae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Euphorbia ammanoides

Euphorbiaceae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Sesuvium portulacastrum

Aizoceae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

""Amaranthus greggii

Amaranthaceae

Heterotheca subaxillaris

Compositae

Physalis viscosa

Solanaceae

Phyla nodiflora

Verbenaceae

Ambrosia psilostachya

Compositae

Cyperus esculentus

Cyperaceae

Cyperus spp.

Cyperaceae

"less than .3%
**less than 1.1%
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NOTRAF

\ M 2 QUADRAT

10-28-75

Density
Transect
2.4

Composition
# Ind.
% Foliar

Species
Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporcbolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum

210' Foliar

17
689
104

.015
.61
.09

.085
3.45
.52

Croton punctatus
33
Erigeron myrionactis
97
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
131
Oenothera drummondii
17
I. stolonifera
37
I. pes-caprae
3
Heterotheca subaxillaris
2
Cyperus esculentus
1
Total = U 3 1

.03
.085
.115
.015
.03
.003
.00 2
.001

.17
.49
.66
.085
.185
.015
.01
.005

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporobolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum

21
253
7
10

.05
.64
.02
.025

.105
1.265
.035
.05

380'
.055
.666
.018
.026

17
15
36
29
8
2

.04
.04
.09
.07
.02
.005

.085
.075
.18
.145
.04
.01

.045
.039
.095
.076
.021
.005

o

200'

Erigeron myrionactis
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Amaranthus greq/gii
Total =

398

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporobolus virginicus

35
40
21

.11
.12
.06

.16
.18
.095

Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
Cassia fasiculata
.
Euphorbia ammanoides
Total =

36
42
58
47
49

.11
.13
.18
.14
.15

.16
.19
.26
.21
.22

328

.080
.236
.319
.041
.090
.007
.00 5
.002
= 2.751

= 1.990
220'

1.6

.041
1.68
.25

=5.675

4>

2.0

410' Foliar
to 0 MSL

= 1.046

415'
.08
.10
.05
.09
.10
.14
.11
.12
=1.475

=

.79

NOTRAF

10-30-75

\ M 2 QUADRAT
Density

Transect
1.2

I—'

CD

0.8

Species
Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporobolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum
Eragrostis oxylepis
Leptoloma cognatum
Chloris petraea
Fimbristylis castanea

480' Foliar
to 0 MSL

.001
.32
.11
.01
.02
.001
.001
.02

.004
.87
.29
.03
.05
.004
.004
.05

.002
.43
.14
.02
.03
.002
.002
.025

48
22
87
7
43
7
52
2
59
3

.07
.03
.135
.01
.07
.01
.08
.003
.09
.005

.20
.09
.36
.03
.18
.03
.22
.008
.25
.01

.10
.045
.18
.01
.09
.01
.11
.004
.12
.006

644

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens

. 3 8
67

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporobolus virginicus
Panicum amarum

240' Foliar

1
209
69
8
13
1
1
12

Erigeron myrionactis
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Cassia fasiculata
Euphorbia ammanoides
Phyla nodiflora
Sesuvium portulacastrum
Cyperus esculentus
Total =

Croton punctatus
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Euphorbia ammanoides
Phyla nodiflora
Total =
0.4

Composition
# Inch
% Foliar

=2.680

9
1
117
103
1

.11
.20
.03
.003
.35
.31
.003

200'
.19
.33

400'
.095
.167

.045
.005
.585
.515
.005

336

= 1.326

.022
.002
.292
.257
.002
= 1.670

1
48
6
3

.003
.16
.02
.01

200'
.005
.24
.03
.015

480'
.002
.1
.012
.006

=

.837

NOTRAF

10-30-75 (cant.)

\ M2

QUADRAT
Density

Transect
0.4

1—•
o
cr-

Species
Croton punctatus
Oenothera drummondii
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium portulacastrum
Total = 2 9 1

Composition
# Ind.
% Foliar
12
98
15
55
53

.04
.34
.05
.19
.18

200' Foliar

480' Foliar
to 0 MSL

.06
.49
.075
.275
.09

.025
.20
.03
.114
.110
= 1.28

.599

NOTRAF

10-7-75

3jM 2 QUADRAT
Density

Transect
800 S

620 S
I—*

o

Composition
# Ind.
% Foliar

Species

190' Foliar

345' Foliar
to 0 MSL

Uniola paniculata
Sporobolus virginicus

59
28

.21
.10

.31
.147

.17
.08

Croton punctatus
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium myrionactis
Total =

13
9
68
6
79
9

.05
.033
.250
.022
.291
.033

.068
.047
.357
.031
.415
.047

.04
.026
.197
.017
.22
.026

271

Uniola paniculata
Sporobolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum
Centrus incertus
Panicum amarum
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
Erigeron myrionactis
Cassia fasiculata
Ambrosia psilostachya
Amaranthus greggii
Cyperus esculentus
Total =

396

= 1.422

= 0.776

43
9
49
5
12

.11
.022
.123
.012
.03

190'
.122
.047
.257
.026
.063

330'
.130
.027
.148
.015
.036

6
47
85
9
113
9
8
1

.015
.118
.214
.022
.285
.022
.020
.002

.031
.247
.447
.047
.594
.047
.042
.005

.018
.14
.257
.027
.342
.027
.024
.003
= 2.778

= 1.194

NOTRAF

\ M 2 QUADRAT

10-6-75

Density
Transect
580 S

400 S
i — '

o

Composition
# Ind.
% Foliar

Species

210r Foliar

330' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.003
.012
.057

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Leptomoma cognatum

1
4
19

.006
.025
.120

.005
.019
.090

Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
Cassia fasiculata
Sesuvium myrionactis
Total = 158

15
17
95
1
6

.095
.107
.601
.006
.038

.071
.081
.452
.008
.028

Uniola paniculata
Sporobolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum
Eragrostis oxylepis

1
23
26
5

.002
.057
.065
.012

230'
.004
.1
.113
.022

39
239
13
32
22

.097
.597
.033
.08
.055

.169
1.04
.056
.139
.096

=

OD

Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Erigeron myrionactis
Sesuvium myrionactis
Total = 400

200S

.

.045
.051
.288
.003
.018
.754

360'
.00 3
.064
.072
.014
= .239
.11
.664
.036
.089
.061
=1.5

Uniola paniculata
Sporobolus virginicus
Eragrostis oxylepis

45
40
18

.20
.18
.08

220T
.20
.18
.08

360'
.125
.111
.05

Croton punctatus
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Oenothera drummondii
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium myrionactis
Total = 222

26
22
3
63
5

.12
.10
.01
.28
.02

.12
.10
.01
.28
.02

.072
.061
.008
.175
.138
.9945

=

= .933

= .153

= .960

= .740

NQTRAF

Preliminary Date

\ M 2 QUADRAT

10-3-75

Density
Transect
0

I—'

o
••£>

Species
Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Sporobolus virginicus
Paspalum monostachyum
Eragrostis oxylepis
Leptomoma cognatum
Fimbristylis castanea

Composition
# Ind.
% Foliar

196' Foliar

360' Foliar
to 0 MSL

42
98
2
48
15
6
6

.12
.28
.005
.14
.04
.02
.02

.21
.5
.01
.24
.08
.03
.03

.116
.272
.006
.133
.041
.017
.017

Croton punctatus
2
Erigeron myrionactis
58
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
1
Oenothera drummondii
7
I. pes-caprae
. 2
I. stolonifera
36
Cassia fasiculata
8
Physalis viscosa
1
Sesuvium myrionactis
4
Amaranthus greggii
2
Cyperus esculentus
1
Cyperus unk. #3
8
Total = 347

.005
.17
.003
.02
.005
.10
.02
.003
.01
.005
.003
.02

.01
.30
.005
.04
.01
.18
.04
.005
.02
.01
.005
.04

.006
.161
.003
.020
.006
.10
.02
.003
.011
.006
.003
.022
=1.765
m = 2.019

Tot.

24.2225

= .963
m = 1.089
13.068

Tot.

28/10/75

VEHTRAF
Species
Grasses:

Family

Spartina patens

Graminae

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

v

Forbs:

\ M 2 QUADRAT

Panicum amarum

Graminae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Oenothera drummondii

Onagraceae

Euphorbia arnmanoides

Euphorbiaceae

""Sesuvium portulacastrum

* 0.2%
** 0.1%

11 0

Aizoceae

VEHTRAF

\ m2

10-28-75
Composition

Transect
2.3

Species

% Foliar

fflnd.

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium portulacastrum
Euphorbia ammanoides
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

QUADRAT

Density
360' Foliar
150' Foliar
to 0 MSL

7
4

.08
.05

.046
.266

.019
.011

11
47
3
8
4

.13
.55
-03
.095
.05

.073
.31
.02
-053
.026

-03
.13
.008
.02
.011

= .794

= .229

=84

230'

I—«

360'

•—
I—»

2.0

Croton punctatus
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Oenothera drummondii
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

45
1
107
55
4

.21
.005
-50
.26
.02

= 212

.195
.004
.465
.24
.02
= .92
200'

1.7

.125
.003
-30
.15
.01
= .59
390'

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens

1
91

.004
-39

.05
.455

.002
-23

Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Tidestroemia lanuginosa

84
37
2
17

.36
.16
.01
.07

.42
.185
.01
.085

.21
-09
.005
.04

= 1.120

= .577

Total

= 232

VEHTRAF

*

10-28-75 (cont.)
Composition

Transect
1.4

Species

i—»

2

QUADRAT

Density
420' Foliar
240' Foliar
to 0 MSL

Uniola paniculata

18

.05

.075

.04

Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Cassia fasiculata

90
34
10
237

.23
.09
.02
.61

.375
.14
.04

.21
.08
.02

Total
I—.

% Foliar

fllnd.

m

= 389

= 1-62

- .91

k m 2 QUADRAT

VEHTRAP
Composition
Transect

Species

1.0
Croton punctatus
(10-23-75) I. stolonifera
Total

#Ind.

% Foliar

50
103

.33
.67

= 153

Density
410' Foliar
110' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.45
.94

.12
.25

- 1.39

= -37

170'

1—»

0.6
Uniola paniculata
(10-23-75)
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Cassia fasiculata
Total

360'

49

.34

.28

.136

55
35
4

-38
-24
.03

.32
.21
.02

.152
.097
.01

= .83

= -395

= 143

240'
1000N
(10-8-75)

385'

Spartina patens

17

.215

.071

.044

I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae

33
24

.42
.30

.14
.10

.085
.062

5

-06

.021

.013

= -332

= .204

Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

=79

220'
SOON
(10-8-75)

I. stolonifera
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

41
16
=57

.72
.28

420'
.19
.07

-09
.038

= -33

= .164

\ m 2 QUADRAT

VEHTRAP
Composition

Density
430' Foliar
235' Foliar
to 0 MSL

//Ind.

% Foliar

Uniola paniculata

14

.065

.06

.03

Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
Cassia fasiculata

112
59
28

.525
-28
.13

.48
.25
.12

.26
.13
.065

= .91

= .485

Transect

Species

600 N
(10-8-75)

Total

= 213

210'
I—*

400N
(10-8-75)

Spartina patens
Panicum amarum
Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

430'

101
4

.40
.02

.48
.019

.23
.009

7
99
1
41

.03
-39
.004
.16

.03
.47
.005
.195

.016
.23
.002
.09

= 253

= 1.20
185'

200N
(10-9-75)

Uniola paniculata
Spartina patens
Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
Cassia fasiculata
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Total

= .57
370'

13
70

-05
.28

.07
.38

.035
.189

9
145
5
9

-03
.58
.02
.035

.05
.78
.03
-05

-02
.039
.013
-02

= 1.36

= .316

= 251

\ m 2 QUADRAT

VEHTRAF
Composition
Transect

Species

0N
(10-9-75)

Uniola paniculata
Croton punctatus
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Cassia fasiculata
Euphorbia ammanoides
Total

(
—
•

% Foliar

fllnd.

Density
350' Foliar
190' Foliar
to 0 MSL

36

.17

.19

.10

2
108
40
21
8

.009
.502
.19
.097
.04

.01
.57
.21
.11
.04

.006
-31
.11
.06
.02

= 1.13

= .606

= 215

m = 1.015

m = .461

I—>

en

Total 12.184

Total 5-54

21/10/75

SHELL
Species

\ M 2 QUADRAT
Family

Grasses:

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Forbs:

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Heterotheca subaxillaris

Compositae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

PEDTRAF

9/10/75
Species

Grasses:

Forbs:

\ M 2 QUADRAT
Family

Paspalum monostachyum

Graminae

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Sporobolus virginicus

Graminae

Schizachyrium scoparius

Graminae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Sesuvium portulacastrum

Aizoceae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Euphorbia ammanoides

Euphorbiaceae

Amaranthus greggii

Amaranthaceae

Oenothera drummundii

Onagraceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

116

\ m 2 QUADRAT

SHELL
Composition
Species
10-21-75

% Foliar

fllnd.

Uniola paniculata

Density
340' Foliar
203' Foliar

to 0 MSL

33

27

.163

.097

Croton punctatus
7
Cassia fasiculata
40
Heterotheca subaxillaris 32
I. pes-caprae
1
I. stolonifera
9
Total 122

6
33
26
.8
7

.034
.197
.153
.005
.044
= -596

.021
.118
.094
.003
.026
= .359

I—»
I—*

PEDTRAF
222'
10-9-75

Uniola paniculata
Paspalum monostachyum
Schizachyrium scoparius
Sporobolus virginicus
Croton punctatus
Cassia fasiculata
Oenothera drummundii
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Euphorbia ammanoides
Amaranthus greggii
Tidestroemia lanuginosa
S. portulacastrum

39
60
1
4
124
169
24
6
47
31
27
32
33

Total

597

6.5
10
.2
.7
21
28
4
1
8
5.2
4.5
5-4
5-5

.18
.27
.005
.02
.56
.76
.11
.03
.21
.14
.12
.14
-15
= 2.695

none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none
none

28/10/75

NOTRAF
Species
Grasses:

Family

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Spartina patens

Graminae

Sporobolus virginicus

Graminae

Paspalum monostachyum

Graminae

Eragrostis oxylepis

Graminae

"Leptoloma cognatum

Forbs:

*
"-

POINT FRAME

Graminae

Panicum amarum

Graminae

Centrus incertus

Graminae

Oenothera drummundii

Onagraceae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Erigeron myrionactis

Compositae

Sesuvium portulacastrum

Aizoceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

""Euphorbia ammanoides

Euphorbiaceae

Ambrosia psilostachya

Compositae

Amaranthus greggii

Amaranthaceae

Cyperus sp.

Cyperaceae

less than .5%
less than 1.2%

11 8

NOTRAF

10-28-75

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
2.4

F—>
I—»

Species

# Ind.

% Foliar

Uniola
Spartina
Sporobolus
Pasp. mono.

2
28
3
4

.01
.21
.02
.03

Tidestroemia
Croton
Oenothera
Erigeron
I. stolonifera
AL*

12
7
5
7
5
62

.09
.05
.04
.05
.04
.46

% Basal
.08

.53
.15
.23

% Ground
.005

.02
.005
.02

210'
Foliar
.01
.14
.015
.02
.057
.033
.025
.033
.025
.31

Density
''
Basal
Ground
.005

.035
.01
.015

.005

.015
.005
.015

BG*

173

.90

.865

GL*

12

.06

.06

410' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.005
.068
.007
.010
.029
.017
.012
.017
.012
.151

vD

= .668

= .328

200'
2.0

Uniola
Spartina
Oenothera
Erigeron
I. stolonifera
AL"
BG*
GL*

5
27
4
5
1
50
169
5

.05
.30
.04
.05
.01
.54

1.0

.006

.025
.135
.02
.025
.005
.25

.97
.03

380'

.025

.025

.013
.071
.010
.013
.003
.132

.845
.025
= .325

= .242

NOTRAF

10-28-75 (cont.)

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
1.6

Density

# Ind.

% Foliar

% Basal

% Ground

220'
Foliar

Uniola
Spartina
Sporobolus

25
2
1

.24
.02
.01

.14
.14

.005
.005

.11
.01
.004

Tidestroemia
Cassia
Euphorbia
Oenothera
I. stolonifera
AL*

2
12
4
6
7
43

.02
.12
.04
.06
.07
.42

.28

.005

.14
.28

.005
.01

Species

BG*
GL*

187
7

.01
.05
.02
.03
.03
.195

.94
.035

*AL = aerial litter; BG = bare ground; GL = ground litter

.004
.004

.004
.004

.060
.005
.002

.01

.004

.01

.01

Basal

.005
.029
.010
.014
.017
.104

.85
.03
= .459

;—•
o

Ground

415T Foliar
to 0 MSB

= .468

NOTRAF

10-30-75

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
1.2

i—>

i—»

Density

# Ind.

% Foliar

% Basal

% Ground

Uniola
Spartina
Sporobolus
Eragrostis

3
12
6
2

.04
.16
.08
.03

.11
.05

.009
.004

Tidestroemia
Euphorbia
Oenothera
Erigeron
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium
AL*

8
4
9
4
1
2
2
21

.11
.07
.12
.05
.01
.03
.03
.28

.05
.28
.17

.004
.01
.009

.33

.03

Species

BG*

212

GL*

1

240'
Foliar
.0125
.05
.02
.01
.03
.02
.04
.02
.004
.01
.01
.08

Basal

Ground

.01
.004

.01
.004

.004
.02
.01

.004
.01
.01

.02

.02

.93

.85

.004

.004
= .306

Uniola
Spartina
Croton
Euphorbia
I. stolonifera
AL"
BG"
GL*

30
4
3
11
21
32
175
8

.30
.04
.03
.11
.21
.32

.25

.005

.375
.375

.011
.011

.15
.02
.015
.06
.11
.16

.938
.042

.006
.025
.012
.004
.017
.008
.019
.008
.002
.004
.004
.044'

= .153

200'
0.8

480' Foliar
to 0 MSL

400'
.01

.005

.015
.015

.01
.015

.075
.01
.007
.027
.052
.080

.875
.04
= .515

= .234

NOTRAF

10-30-75 (cont.)

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
0.4

Species
Uniola
Spartina
Croton
Euphorbia
Oenothera
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Sesuvium
AL"
EG"
GL"

# Ind.
3
3
5
1
16
3
5
3
12

% Foliar

% Basal

Density
% Ground

200'
Foliar

Basal

Ground

480' Foliar
to 0 MSB

.06
.06

.015
.015

.006
.006

.10
.02
.31
.06
.10
.06
.235

.025
.005
.08
.015
.025
.015
.06

.010
.002
.033
.006
.010
.006
.025

.428

.017

.428
.143

.017
.006

163
1

.953
.006

.015

.015
.005

.015
.005
.815
.015

= .255

*AL = aerial litter; BG - bare ground; GL = ground litter

.015

= .104

NOTRAF

10-7-75

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
800 S

Species

# Ind.

% Foliar

% Basal

Uniola
Sporobolus

30
2

.33
.02

.6

Oenothera
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Sesuvium
AL*

11
3
1
1
43

.12
.03
.01
.01
.47

.2
.2

Density
345T Foliar
to 0 MSL

% Ground

200'
Foliar
0.15
0.01

.015

.015

.02

.087
.006

0.055
0.015
0.005
0.005
0.215

.005
.005

.005
.005

.032
.009
.003
.003
.125

.01

Basal

Ground

BG*

140

.85

.70

GL*

19

.11

.095
= .455

= .265'

I — '

190'

CM

620 S

Uniola
Panicum
Sporobolus
Centrus
Tidestroemia
Cassia
Oenothera
Ambrosia
I. stolonifera
AL"
BG"
GL"

22
1
1
0
0
34
9
2
3
68
144
13

.16
.01
.01
0
0
.24
.06
.01
.02
.49

.10
.10

.006
.006

.20
.20

o006

.40

.02

.006

.116
.005
.005
0
0
.179
.005
.001
.002
.036

.88
.08

330'
.005
.005

.005
.005

.067
.003

.01
.01

.005
.005

.02

.016

0
0
.103
.027
.006
.009
.206

.76
.04
= .349

= .422

NOTRAF

10-7-75 (cont.)

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
580 S

# Ind.

% Foliar

Cyperus
Tidestroemia
Cassia
Oenothera
I. stolonifera
AL"

3
1
3
25
14
12

.05
.02
.05
.43
.24
.21

BG"
GL"

98
7

Species

% Basal

Density
% Ground

.40
.60

.01
.03

210'
Foliar
.014
.005
.014
.119
.067
.057

.90
.06

I—'

4?"

* AL = aerial litter; BG = bare ground; GL = ground litter

.009
.014

Ground

.005
.014

330' Foliar
to 0 MSB
.009
.003
.009
.076
.042
.036

.47
.03
= .279

IV!

Basal

= .175

NOTRAF

POINT FRAME
Composition

Transect
400 S

Species
Eragrostis
Oenothera
Erigeron
I.stolonifera
I.pes-caprae
Sesuvium
AL*

# Ind.

% Foliar

1

.03

8
0
16
2
6
2

.23
.46
.06
.17
.06

% Basal

Density
% Ground

230T
Foliar

Basal

Ground

.004
.14
.29
.29
.21
.07

.005
.005
.009
.014
.005

.035
.069
.009
.026
.009

360' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.003

.009
.017
.017
.013
.004

.004
.004
.013
.009
.004

BG*

172

.80

.75

GL*

35

.16

.15
= .152

.022
.044
.006
.017
.006

= .093'

h-»

220'

en

200 S

Uniola
Sporobolus
Tidestroemia
Croton
Oenothera
I. stolonifera
AL"
BG*
GL"

9
2
6
14
6
4
19
108
10

.15
.03
.10
.23
.10
.07
.32

.125

.008

.125
.625
.125

.008
.024
.008

.041
.009
.027
.064
.027
.018
.086

.87
.08
= .272

360'
.004

.004

.004
.023
.004

.004
.014
.004

.025
.006
.017
.039
.017
.011
.053

.490
.045

.30
.03
= .168

NOTRAF

POINT FRAME
Composition

Transect
0

Species

Density

# Ind.

% Foliar

% Basal

% Ground

Uniola
Spartina
Eragrostis
Paspalum

33
11
2
10

.185
.06
.01
.06

.44

.02

Leptoloma
Tidestroemia
Cassia
Oenothera
Erigeron
I. stolonifera
Amaranthus
AL"

2
1
15
1
7
8
1
87

.01
.005
.08
.005
.04
.04
.005
.49

.11
.33
.11

196'
Foliar
.168
.056
.010
.051
.010
.005
.076
.005
.036
.041
.005
.444

.005
.01
.005

Basal

Ground

.02

.020

.005
.015
.005

.005
.010
.005

360' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.092
.031
.006
.028
.006
.003
.042
.003
o019
.022
.003'
.242

1—>

IV)

BG"
GL"

178
23

.855
.11

.908
.117
= .907

Total

"AL = aerial litter; BG = bare ground; GL = ground litter

4.942

.494
.064
= .557

Total

2.171

23/10/75

VEHTRAF

Family

Species
Grasses:

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Spartina patens

Graminae
Graminae

"Panicum amarum

Forbs:

POINT FPJVME

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Oenothera drummundii

Onagraceae

""Euphorbia ammanoides

"1.0%
"" .5%

12 7

Euphorbiaceae

VEHTRAF

10-23-75

POINT FRAME

Composition
Transect
2.3

Species
Uniola
Spartina

//Ind.

% Foliar

Density

% Basal % Ground

150'
Foliar

Basal

Ground

1
2

.05
.09

.2

.01

.007
.013

.007

. .007

I. stolonifera
Tidestroemia
AL*

10
0
8

.98
0
.38

.9
.9

.01
.01

.067

.013
.013

-007
-007

BG*

92

.96

.61

GL*

1

.01

.007

360' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.003
.005

.05

•—>

.02

= .137

= .058

CO

220'
2.0

I. stolonifera
Croton
Oenothera
AL*
BG*
GL*

10
6
6
1
69

.93
.26
.26
.09

.99
.99
.11

2

.05
.025
.01

.09
.03
.03
.009

360'
.02
.02
.009

.02
.009
.009

.88

.3

.025

.009
= .109

1.7

Spartina
I. stoloniferaCroton
AL*
BG*
GL*

6
1
28
7
08
0

.19
.02
.67
.17

.67
-33

.01
.01

200'
.003
.005
.19
-035

.98
.00

.03
.02
.02
.003

= .073
390'
.01
.005

.005
.005

.015
.002
.072
.018

.099
0
= .183

= -107

VEHTRAF

10-23-75 (cont.)

POINT FRAME
Density

% Foliar

Transect

Species

#Ind.

1.4

Uniola

12

.11

I. stolonifera
Croton
Cassia
AL*

3
32
37
24

.03
.30
.34
.22

% Basal % Ground

240'
Foliar

Basal

Ground

.05
.57
.43

.03
.01

.13
.15
.10

.028
-016
.012

.016
.008

BG*

123

-90

.51

GL*

8

.06

.03
= .44

I—t

1.0

Uniola

2

.05

I. stolonifera
Croton
AL*

21
13
6

.50
.31
.14

BG*
GL*

93
5

110'
.02
.78
.22

.04
.01

.19
.12
.054

410'
.005
.06
.02

.04
.009

I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Cassia
AL*
BG*
GL*

.051
.032
.015

-90
.05
= .103

170'
Uniola

.007
.076
.080
.057

= .256

= .384

0.6

420' Foliar
to 0 MSL

360'

17

-24

.2

.007

-10

.012

.006

.047

9
11
8
26
111
7

.13
.15
.11
.37

.4
.4

.03
.02

.05
.06
.05
-15

.023
.023

.023
.018

.025
.030
.022
-072

-88
-055

.65
-04
= .41

*AL=aerial litter; BG=bare ground; GL=ground litter

= .196

VEHTRAF

10-8-75

POINT FRAME
Composition

Transect

Species

1000N

Spartina
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
AL*
BG*
GL*

#Ind.

% Foliar

Density

% Basal % Ground

240'
Foliar

Basal

Ground

1

.06

.22

.01

.004

.008

.004

.002

3
11
2

.18
.65
.12

.22
.56

.01
.04

.012
.096
.008

.008
.021

.004
.021

.008
.028
.005

105
11

.85
.09

.437
.046
- .043
420'

= .07
220'
I—»

800N

o

I. stolonifera
Tidestroemia
AL*
BG*
GL*

600N

Uniola
I. stolonifera
Croton
Cassia
AL*
BG*
GL*

385' Foliar
to 0 MSB

8
1
1

.80
.10
.10

.75
.25

66

9
5
37
17
6
99
16

.03
.01

.036
.004
.004

.014
.004

.96

.12
.07
-50
.23
.08

.25
.75

.02
.02

.009
.004

.019
.002
.002

.30
= .044
235'
.038
.021
.157
.072
.025

-82
.13

.013
.038

.013
.013

= .023
430'
.021
.012
.086
.039
.014

.421
.068
= .313

= .171

VEHTRAF

10-8-75 (cont.)

POINT FRAME

Composition
Species

400N

Spartina
Panicum

3
1

.11
.035

I. stolonifera
Croton
Tidestroemia
AL*

9
4
9
2

-32
.14
.32
.07

BG*
GL*

#Ind.

% Foliar

Transect

Density

% Basal % Ground

230'
Foliar

Basal

Ground

-013
.004
.82
.09
.09

91
5

.06
.01
.01

.039
.017
.039
.009

.007
.002
.039
.004
.004

.87
-05

.030
.004
.004

= .065

l8u5-_
Uniola
Spartina
I. stolonifera
Croton
Tidestroemia
AL*

4
5
23
1
1
7

BG*
GL*

98
3

.10
.12
.56
.02
.02
-17

.90
.10

.055
.009

.022
.027
.124
-005
.005
-038

.91
-03

370'

.049
.005

.032
-005

.011
.013
.062
.003
.003
.019

-53
.016
= .221

*AL=aerial litter; BG=bare ground; GL=ground litter

.021
.009
.021
-005

.396
-022
= .121

i—•
vu

200N

430' Foliar
to 0 MSL

= .111

VEHTRAF

10-9-75

POINT FRAME
Composition

Transect
0

Species
Uniola
I. stolonifera
I. pes-caprae
Cassia
Euphorbia
AL*
BG*
GL*

#Ind.
18
12
9
4
2
3
122

% Foliar
.37
.25
-19
.08
.04
.06

% Basal % Ground
.08
.01
.25
.67

.01
.03

190'
Foliar
.09
.06
.05
.02
.01
.015

.96
0

Density
'
Basal Ground
.005
.005
.015
.042

.02
.01

350' Foliar
to 0 MSL
.051
.034
.026
.011
.006
.008

.64

i—>

= .245

= .136

Total 2.672

Total 1.342

*AL=aerial litter; BG=bare ground; GL=ground litter

21/10/75

SHELL
Species
Grasses:

Family

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Heterotheca subaxillaris

Compositae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

9/10/75

PEDTRAF
Species
Grasses:

POINT FRAME

POINT FRAME
Family

Paspalum monostachyum

Graminae

Uniola paniculata

Graminae

Cassia fasiculata

Leguminosae

Croton punctatus

Euphorbiaceae

Tidestroemia lanuginosa

Amaranthaceae

Amaranthus greggii

Amaranthaceae

Ipomoea stolonifera

Convolvulaceae

Euphorbia ammanoides

Euphorbiaceae

Ipomoea pes-caprae

Convolvulaceae

Sesuvium portulacastrum

Aizoceae

Oenothera drummundii

Onagraceae
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SHELL

POINT FRAME
Composition
Sjgecies

10-21-75

#Ind

Uniola paniculata

$ Foliar

4

8

Croton punctatus
Cassia fasiculata
I. pes-caprae
Heterotheca subaxillaris
AL*

3
6
1
11
25

6
12

BG*
GL*

1
85

2
22
50

% Basal
50

17
33

Density
^Ground

203' Foliar

1

.019
.015
.030
.005
.054
.123

1
1

Basal
.015

.005
.010

96
1

Total

Ground

3^0 ' Foliar
to 0 MSL

.005

.012

.005
.005

.015
!oi8
.*003
032
!o74

.42
.005
= .24^

= .030

= .154

PEDTRAF
^

'

10-9-75

.

222'

Uniola paniculata
Paspalum monostachyum

9
10

5
6

Tidestroemia lanuginosa
Croton punctatus
Cassia fasiculata
Euphorbia ammanoides
Oenothera drummundii
I. pes-caprae
I. stolonifera
Amaranthus greggii
S. portulacastrum
AL*

17
27
56
5
1
4
6
8
4
21

10
16
33
3
.5
2
4

BG*
GL*

5
2
12.5

20

.5

30

1.0

20

1.0

20
10

.5
.5

184
3

Total
*AL=aerial litter; BG=bare ground; GL=ground litter

(NONE)
1

.041
.045
.076
.122
.25
.023
.005
.018
.027
.036
.018
.095

95
1.5

.

.004

009

.009
.009
.004

.0
.83

= -756

APPENDIX B
Beach elevations, widths, and volumes to MSL
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Avg. Elevations/transect
Ave.
Beach El.

Trans.

I—'

•_rJ

PADRE ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE
(to O'MSL)
Ave.
Veg. El.

Ave. Bare
Beach El.

Veg.
Distance

Transect
Distance

Veg.
Vol.

Bare
Vol.

Totl.
Vol.

Not. 0

4.72

6.39

2.63

200'

360'

1278

421

1699

Not. 200S

5.19

6.72

2.80

220'

360'

1478

392

1870

Not. 40OS

4.72

6.01

2.45

230'

360'

1382

319

1701

Not. 580S

5.18

6.61

2.68

210'

330'

1388

322

1710

Not. 620S

5.12

7.27

2.2

190'

330'

1381

308

1689

Not. 800S

4.75

6.40

2.47

190'

345'

1216

383

1599

Not.

.4 mi. 4.46

6.34

2.26

200'

370'

1268

384

1652

Not.

.8 mi.

4.99

7.32

2.66

200'

400'

1464

532

1996

Not. 1.2 mi.

4.20

5.96

2. 44

240'

480'

1430

586

2016

Not. 1.6 mi.

4.42

6.55

2.01

220'

415'

1441

392

1833

Not. 2.0 mi.

4.34

6.24

2.22

200'

380'

1248

400

1648

Not. 2.4 mi.

4.59

6.71

2.37

210'

410'

1409

474

1883

m =

4.72

= 6.54

= 2.43

= 209'

= 378'

= 1365

= 409

= 1779

s =

.33

= .43

= .23

= 15.6

= 90

= 84

Veh. 0

5.18

7.64

2.26

190'

350'

1452

362

1814

Veh. 200N

5.19

7.80

2.58

185'

370'

1443

477

1920

= 43

= 135

PADRE ISLAND NATIONAL SEASHORE (cont.)
Ave.
Beach El.

Ave.
Veg. El.

Ave. Bare
Beach El.

Veg.
Distance

Transect
Distance

Veg.
Vol.

Bare
Vol.

Totl.
Vol.

Veh. 400N

5.16

7.20

3.22

210'

430'

1512

708

2220

Veh. 600N

5.68

8.42

2.38

235'

430'

1979

464

2443

Veh. 800N

4.10

5.82

2.21

220'

420'

1280

442

1722

Veh. 1000N

4.87

6.24

2.61

240'

385'

1498

378

1876

Veh. .6 mi.

5.86

8.22

3.74

170'

360'

1397

711

2108

Veh. 1.0 mi.

4.63

8.71

3.14

110'

410'

958

942

1900

Veh. 1.4 mi.

6.15

8.25

3.35

240'

420'

1980

603

2583

Veh. 1.7 mi.

6.28

8.92

3.50

200'

390'

1784

665

2449

Veh. 2.0 mi.

4.78

6.35

2.01

230'

360'

1461

261

1722

Veh. 2.3 mi.

4.61

7.17

2.78

150'

360'

1075

584

1659

m =

5.21

= 7.56

= 2.81

= 196'

= 391'

= 1485

= 550

= 2035

s =

.67

= 1.02

= .56

= 40

= 30

= 313

= 189

= 319

4.91

7.39

4.02

665

1005

1670

-

7.04

1549

-

Trans.

!—>
OJ

Shell
Pedtraf.

-

-

90'

340'

220'

-

-

Sand Storage above "hurricane beach"
O-Berm.
Volume

ST„

O-Veg.
Volume

Veg.-Berm.

Not. 0

466

372

94

Not. 200S

461

460

1

Not. 400S

351

351

0

Not. 580S

689

654

35

Not. G20S

970

854

124

Not. 800S

722

676

46

Not.

.4 mi.

738

710

439

Not.

.8

892

892

0

Not. 1.2

648

284

364

Not. 1.6

289

216

73

Not. 2.0

432

432

0

Not. 2.4

736

318

418

m =• 616

s= 214

m = 518

s= 229

m = 133

Veh. 0

681

549

132

Veh. 200N

644

611

33

Veh. 400N

1077

565

512

Veh. 600N

946

557

389

Veh. 800N

737

217

520

Veh. 1000N

833

241

592

Veh.

927

662

265

Veh. 1.0

656

435

221

Veh. 1.4

1283

1.94

1089

Veh. 1.7

1065

-60

1125

Veh. 2.0

1132

-531

1663

Veh. 2.3

670

-131

801

200

532

207

325

Pedtraf. 265

906

702

204

Shell

.6 mi.

m = 1007

m = 410

138

s= 285

m = 656

APPENDIX C

Beach Profiles
September - October 1975

Numbers followed by the letters N or S Indicate distance
In feet north or south, respectively, of the original, 197^
transect line.

Other numbers indicate distance in miles from

the original transects.

Dates of elevation surveys are given

as day/month/year.
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DISCUSSION
Unknown:

Does the beach move seaward?

Behrens: There is a long term trend with variations. At Galveston there
is a slow progressive growth of the island seaward. Padre shows a more or
less steady upward growth. At the delta of the Rio Grande there is a
continual erosion which it is not practical to try to stop.
Ditton: What implications are given with the Texas open beaches law?
(Texas Public Land Act)
Behrens: The law is pretty well respected, and it is unique.
be feasible.

It should

Lubbert: It has been only the last few years that grazing has been taken
off and does this affect the vegetation?
Behrens: No difference has been noted between the grazing sites and other
areas. Our only survey is from this one point in time.
Wauer: An early master plan for the island said that the logical place to
put a road was on the non-shell beaches, but the new data seems to show
the more stable beach would be the shell beach.
Lubbert: The Malaquite?
Behrens: Between the 4-wheel drive and Yarborough Pass there is restricted
traffic, but other parts of the beach have no restrictions.
Wauer: Would be wiser to allow traffic to go down the beach or put in a
road behind the dune area.
Behrens: Perhaps a lot of beach vehicular traffic is unnecessary. If they
can use a access road to the part of the beach where they want to go they
will use it? A great deal of the traffic is just cruising and that is the
usage that will have to be controlled.
Unknown:

Does the beach move seaward?

Behrens: There is a long trend with variations. At Galveston there is a
slow progessive growth of the island seaward. Padre shows a more or less
steady upward growth. At the delta of the Rio Grande there is a continual
erosion which it is not practical to try to stop.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK
EVOLUTION OF A BACKCOUNTRY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
by
David B, Butts*

This presentation covers some of the changes that took place in the
decade from 1965 to 1975. Many other complimentary changes were
occurring at the same time. Most of them reflect an increased emphasis
by management on perpetuation of the resources of the backcountry.
Geographic-Demographic Setting:
The park is located in the central Rocky Mountains. The Front Range
rises from about 5,000 feet elevation in the Denver-Fort Collins area
to about 7,000 feet at the lower edge of the park.
The Colorado Springs-Denver-Fort Collins area is one of the fastest
growing metropolitan areas in the country. This area of growth is right
next to the park, Fort Collins, 40 minutes away, Denver, 1 1/2 hours
away (Exhibit #1). On a given day, visitors leave home early in the
morning and get into the backcountry of the park and be back home at
night to the major metropolitan area. This is one of the things that
the Rocky Mountain National Park staff must live with and hopefully most
of the southwestern parks staff will not.
This continental divide goes north to south through the park. The east
and west slopes are sub-divided into thirteen sub-drainages with limited
cross-drainage travel. The backcountry permit system that evolved for
the park, was developed around these drainages.
The 1964-1974 period was a period of very rapid change. In about 1964
backcountry use accounted for under 10,000 camper-days per year. By
1975, it had risen to in excess of 50,000 camper-days per year within
10 years a five-fold increase. The problems that were evident in 1964
included physical impact such as trampled vegetation and trash. There
were garbage pits xfhere everybody added their trash each time they
visited. The hauled it in, dumped it and left if. There were impacts
on the trails and they become more evident.
In 1965 a backcountry management study was carried out by the park staff
which resulted in a sizeable mimeographed document. It included photographic documentation of structures in the backcountry, edited by
Pat Miller. These included ranger cabins and cabins that had been
acquired along with inholdings. The condition of dams were recorded
along with their impact on the backcountry of the park. Numerous
recommendations were made on what should be done including removal of
certain structures.

* Resource Management Specialist. Washington, D.C.
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The Early System:
The result of that study, or as a spin-off of it, was a movement to
get away from the campfire permit of the National Park Service. If
you were not going to have a fire, you did not need any permit. The
permit implied it was for fire only. Some camping areas had been
stripped of fuel and fires were no longer permitted so in 1966 a camping
permit was developed for Rocky Mountain National Park.
This was tied to the administrative units of the backcountry. At that
time there were several subdistricts, Fall River, Wild Basin, Milner,
etc. A code system in the park was established. An example of this
is WT3. W was for Wild Basin. For the Thunder Lake camping area, the
second letter was T. The number 3 stood for campsite. These were made
up on aluminum routed arrowheads. One of the hazards of this basis was
learned later. Unfortunately, administrative units are not constant and
so reorganization being what it is, the name of a subdistrict was changed.
Most of the arrowheads had been purchased for about $5 a piece, but they
had obsolete lettering. As it evolved, the same arrowheads were turned
around, letters toward the post, and used just as an campsite indicator.
The park got away from the purely administrative basis of a coding system
and changed to a geographic coding system basically subdrainages, lettered
A through M.
The park adopted a geographic base which was constant but data from it
which could be administratively shifted back and forth without much
effort.
Analysis of Use:
Once a permit system was operated, data was generated and then was a need
to try to figure out what is it to be and what use it could be. Two
seasonals were assigned for two seasons to the task of working in the
backcountry. They spent their two summers hiking the trails and camping
in the campsites of Rocky Mountain National Park. Max Biggs and Maurice
Warner did a very good job of assessing use. Their job was to go out and
find all the sites where people had camped. At that time, some of the
arrowheads indicators had been placed. There were also a lot of other
campsites in existence. Their job was not to just look at the campsites
we were using, but to locate any and all the campsites which existed in
the backcountry.
Exhibit 3 shows the work sheet they prepared for Law Lake with campsites
that should be abolished marked with a slash. Potential campsites were
marked by a shaded tepee. One large beat-out area was indicated on the
mpa including about 12 overlapping sites. That area had been used for
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many years. They worked up these maps for all of the areas of Rocky
Mountain National Park. Being a mountain park, these are very steep
valleys and well defined destruction areas such as lakes, or cirques.
The traffic moved up-valley and camping areas were pretty well defined
within the destruction area. Biggs and Warner went into these areas
and carefully scouted around the lake and a reasonable distance back
into the trees and plotted all of the sites. At some of the lakes they
found campsites down both sides of the lake. During their second
summer management criteria was superimposed on the data that they had
developed. Visitors go out into the backcountry and wilderness for a
camping experience to get away from other campers. One of the criteria
involved was that people should not camp on more than one side of a
lake. The idea was to have the view from the campsite as natural as
possible. In the case of Lawa Lake there was not any camping on one
side. There were quite a few lakes where there were several streams or
water sources coming in and so they would end up with the lake circled
by camps. An effort was made to eliminate that by going to a more
intensive designation program.
The campsite permit in 1966 and 1967 was not rigidly enforced. The
authority was there for enforcement in section 2.5 of the Code of
Federal Regulations which provides for designation of campsites in
the backcountry by the Superintendent. Not all of the trailheads were
marked warning the public that they were required to have a permit they
went up that trail. People could get into the backcountry in a very
honest and open manner not knowing that permits were required. However,
as time went by, particularly during the Biggs and Warner study, it became
evident that the compliance with the system was not there because of
little enforcement. Each and every one of the trailheads was then posted
indicating, "Backcountry use permits are required for all camping beyond
this point." From that time on an effort was made to contact the public
and provide for reasonable access by the public to the permit sytems
and at the same time provide reinforcement of that system by citation
of the visitors that chose to ignore the warnings. This brought about a
significant change. The system underwent some changes after that study
primarily as refinements through 1971.
Backcountry Permit Pilot Program:
In 1972 the park initiated a pilot program which involved not only a new
permit system but also a computer generated summary of the data. It
was a mandatory system controlled out of a central office. The permit
that year consisted of the permit, ROMO-172 and tag ROMO-172a (Exhibits
4, 5 and 6).
Those familiar with questionnaires will pick up the falicy of indicating
yes/no data on the permit for a whole party. All that it indicated was
that someone in the party may have fished. Particularly, the fishing
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section generated a lot of meaningless data. If one person took along
a fishing rod, then everybody was generalized to have fished. Those
categories have since been dropped. Completing the permit was a matter
of including the permit number, name of the area, park code, class,
number of nights camped.
For winter mountaineering or technical climbing, the back side of the
permit (Exhibit 5) provided additional information. The bottom line of
the back of the permit was used in a Vis-a-File until check-out. Because
of the mandatory nature of the permit, they would fill out and put them
in and actually file them under technical climbing or winter mountaineering
and say when they will be back and they were turned over if they did not
check out at that time. And this was supplemental information that was
not found on the face of the permit.
A single copy of the permit was filled out and retained. In addition,
the visitors were given a tag to tie onto their pack. This was used in
the backcountry to verify the permit number, the class of permit, and
destination by dates.
Several classes of users were identified within the single permit system.
Each had specific management implications that needed to be addressed.
The classes were: (1) designated site; (2) cross-country; (3) winter
mountaineering; (4) technical climbing; (5) bivouacs; and (6) group.
Designated sites were those marked sites that had evolved over about a
four year period. An individual site could accommodate 1-7 people, or
1-3 small tents.
There were crosscountry zones one-half mile off of the trails. Visitors
almost had to have found their way into it before the trap or to be able
to read maps very well. Visitors were to indicate, within a one-eighth
mile accuracy, the general area in which camp would be made.
The technical climbing permits covered day use while bivouacs were the
overnight stamp. Winter mountaineering and climbing both were based on
special regulations that require those two categories of users to be
registered with rangers before conducting the activity. Not that visitors
cannot conduct these activities, but that they do have to register. Both
are primarily a safety factor with high avalanche hazard country and
severe wind chill factors, and very advanced climbing.
Groups were broken out because there were some problems unique with
large parties. Groups included 8 to 25 people and were restricted to
certain campsite areas that were adequate to handle those numbers. All
the rest of the campsites were keyed in to about 7 or less people per
campsite. Through this was a pretty elaborate set up. It did insulate
the small party from noisier groups.
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The diagram of the issuing systems is indicated in Exhibit 7. Visitors
could obtain permits from all contact stations. Initially they could
contact the ranger in the backcountry and obtain a permit through a
radio contact with the dispatcher. This was later dropped because of
the workload and the shift to citations following posting of trailheads.
The permit "Log" (Exhibit 8) was maintained at one point, the park
dispatch office. There were no more than two rangers handling the
entire dispatch and backcountry permit system. Most of the day only
one ranger was on duty. It became evident very soon that the system
was overloaded by trying to handle the backcountry permit system on top
of normal radio dispatch. The log was kept with all permits recorded.
The generation of permit numbers was from the page number followed by
the number of the entry on the page. In a season about 300 pages would
be used.
In order to control the capacity of the individual site, a record was
kept on it. One of the Vis-a-file cards (Exhibit 9) was used. It
showed the number of sites and locations along the lower edge which
could be read while the cards were in the file drawer. For instance, if
the particular campsite area only had three campsites, then a red line
was drawn down to the right of the third row indicating that only three
sites were available. A party of 4 staying two nights would be indicated
by writing a "4" in the first box and just check the box below. It was
a purely normal system.
The Backcountry Use Permit was used for the first time in 1972, included
coding boxes for later key punching (Exhibit 4). The same information
had been gathered previous years. This portion of that particular system
Involved a computer printout (Exhibits 10, 11, 12 and 13). It was a
summary. The BUS (Backcountry Use System) Program was developed not as
an analysis but really a digestion of permit data. That year the computer
run was only done pm designated site permits. The printouts indicate the
number of visitor days, party days and stock days. The other data on
fishing, boating, etc. was recorded was too generalized to be of any use.
The system was designed to keep track of use by days, months, years
and also by a location heirarchy going from the individual campsite,
campsite areas, drainages, and then parkwide. The "campsite" was never
used because the individual numbering was dropped. Original plans
included tying a research evaluation between sites in a given campsite
area to the management programs. Later it was determined that it would
be easier to do it on a research project basis.
The printout for "parkwide for individual days" shows the 4th of July.
It documents the parties in the backcountry, how many people were in
them and how many had stock. It shows what a backpacker use park
Rocky Mountain is with only six head of stock overnight in the backcountry on the 4th of July.
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In the winter mountaineering category drainage is about as close as
detailed you can get. Later there was a shift to sub-drainages to
identify more subtle distribution. That system identified a significant
difference between the use patterns in the various drainages.
A refinement added later was the printing of the names on shifts in
addition to the numbers. The system was to later handle all classes
of use but this was deferred to in anticipation of a Servicewide program.
Visitors were expected to maintain their scheduled itinerary. Most of
the campsites are less than seven miles from any trailhead, unless they
deliberately went across drainages, which is not the common practice
in that park. This is a contrast to places like Yosemite where you go
for several days on a single trip across the backcountry. It was not
that difficult in most cases for them to maintain their itinerary.
Backcountry Sanitation:
Another pilot program that year which was carried out simultaneously
with the permit system had to do with backcountry sanitation. An effort
was made to try to solve one of the critical problems throughout Rocky
Mountain National Park. That was the accumulation of humane waste in
backcountry areas. It was easy to imagine the magnitude of the problems
if you consider the number of camper days and days visit per year.
In 1972 estimates indicated 200,000 days use visitors occurred and about
37,000 camper days. Sanitation became a serious concern in the first
three to five miles into the backcountry. An effort made to try helicopter removal of human waste from the backcountry. There were several
reasons why this was attempted. Temperatures were too cool for biological
breakdown. In some areas there was a need to dig too many pits for privies
in a given year. The spring snow melt or high water table created
unacceptable situations with pit privies. Finally in some areas it
was just the overwhelming number of users.
The 50-gallong buckets were shaped basically after the existing fire
retardant buckets. As far as flight characteristics were concerned,
they had been proven from a standpoint of aerodynamics. The bucket had
in-flight lid and this is what we are achieving. The complexity becomes
more apparent when you look at the operations chart. The elevation of
the sites ranged from 8,600 feet to 13,000 feet. Forty gallons is
roughly 320 pounds that must be lifted by the helicopter at high elevation.
The only way to include the 13,000 foot site was to fly in the cool,
early morning air. For a while an average of 80 gallons per week was
removed from the two sites on Longs Peet. Without the helicopter, there
would have been 80 gallongs a week of waste on the area contaminating
all water supplies below there. The reference to one can of trash,
indicated the amount of trash that visitors had deposited in these
vaults. This was in spite of privy prohibiting trash and soliciting
cooperation of the public.
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The system never failed to operate in these vaults in spite of the trash
simply because it was just a receptacle, with no mechanical devices.
These vaults were helicoptered down to a base area, pumped out, sanitized
and flown back to the next site. The cost of operation for one summer
was $4,430. That was distributed at about $85 per trip.
Communicating with Users:
James Fazio made a study ' n73 dealing with the public reaction to
the backcountry permit s
He considered this system the most
complex operation in the
d States at that time. His doctoral
thesis was, "A Mandatory Permit System and Interpretation for Backcountry
User Control in Rocky Mountain National Park: An Evaluative Study."
Copies of his summary for those that participated in his project are
available here today.
Fazio found that the park did have about 92 percent compliance for the
permit system and that a very high proportion of the violators were
local. The local people knew the system and risked citation on the
odds they would not get caught. The tag did help peer-group pressure
to ensure compliance.
That study also indicated that newspaper and other broad scale local
efforts did not reach the user. The best technique was a slide-tape
show viewed for the few minutes while waiting for a permit. This was
tested by use of a presentation or user ethics (Exhibit 16).
Conclusions:
The programs at Rocky Mountain represent those evolving at many areas
throughout the system. They are a blend of research and management
projects, both contributing too refined programs.
Changes are still taking place. More people are assigned to backcountryrelated duties. Some time consuming facets such as the log have been
dropped.
It characterizes the management priorities and emphasis needed to handle
the complex use of 200,000 day use visits and 50,000 camper days each
year.
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sleeky Mountain ssxtional lark.
Shadow Mountain fetional Recreation area
Rates Park, CcOorado 80517
SCHEMATIC FOE ISSUTflG
BACKXXWKERT USE BERMXZS

Visitor contacts an
issuing station
System info issat ion reviewed
by v i s i t o r
Bkn?loyee advises v i s i t o r
of current options sssd
ansvers questions
Visitor s e l e c t s deslrad
route and s i t e s
Rarplcyee confiraa
intinerary with backcountry office and
obtains permit number
B&ckccnxotry office updates
V i s - a - f i l e campsite record
and enters the permit i n
the log
Rkplcyee completes permit
and gives v i s i t o r the "tag"
which he attaches t o the
outside of b i s pack
Visitor checks back i n frost
t r i p (only required of technical climbers and winter
mountaineers)
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EXHIBIT 16
Backcountry Slide-tape
Presentation
James Fazio
1973
Visual

Narrative

1,

Entrance sign

We would like to welcome you to Rocky
Mountain National Park, and extend a
special welcome since you will be taking
advantage of one of the park's most outstanding features—its backcountry area.

2.

Backpacker and
mountains

The purpose of this short set of slides
is to help you enjoy your wilderness
experience .in the park's backcountry—and
to help you protect this fragile environment from destruction.

3.

Lake and mountains

As you know, the park's backcountry is
a haven for wilderness recreation.

4.

Street scene

5.

Freeway with X

6.

Wildflower

7.

Elk

and wildlife.

8.

Two backpackers

And, of course, it is a place to visit.

"9.

Girl and lake

But the wilderness is a very special
place. And unless every one of us does our
part to protect it, the high quality of our
wilderness environment will be lost. And
today, that threat is very real.

10.

Application and
tag

The National Park Service is doing its
part to protect the quality of your
wilderness experience by administering the
backcountry use permit system.

11.

CU of tag of pack

You are probably already familiar with
how the permit system works.

12.

CU of tag in car

13.

Permit on pack

Here, the works of man...
are left behind.
Instead, it is the realm of wildflowers...

(No Narrative; music only)
We hiope you also understand why it is
necessary, and why we must all help to
enforce its rules.
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14.

Mt. lake scene

15.

Crowded lake

from turning into this!

16.

Desk

Although permits are presently required
only for overnight users, growing numbers
of one-day hikers may soon make it
necessary to extend the system to dayusers as well.
By regulating the number of people that
can use any area at a particular time,
the permit system is an effective and fair
way to ensure that we all can enjoy a high
quality wilderness experience.

Quite simply, it is to prevent this...

17 . Girl v.'ith map

Now let's look at what you can do during
your visit to the backcountry to help
protect these "areas. By themselves, the
ideas we- will share with you are little
things,

18.

Row of backpackers

but if we all make them part of our
wilderness code of ethics, they will go a
long way toward assuring continued protection for this land which we love.

19.

Gathering wood

First of all, you can help by conserving
firewood. Trees in the high country grow
very, very slowly, replacing used-up wood
at an equally slow pace.

20.

NFS fire ring and
coffee pot

To help with problem of firewood conservation, the Park Service is installing
these special fireplaces. They have proven
to be very efficient in providing maximum
cooking heat with a minimum amount of wood.

21.

Grill off fire ring

With its grill set aside, it is also
excellent for containing a warming fire, or
evening campfire.

22.

Man by rock ring

Still another benefit of the metal fire
ring is that it prevents the proliferation
of unsightly rock rings. Back in the old
days, when only a few people used the
wilderness, this was an accepted method of
building a fire.
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23.

Rock ring with X

But today, with more than 6 million
backpackers and tens of thousnads visiting
this park alone, the proliferation of
blackened rocks and fire rings has become
a major threat to wilderness quality.

24.

Gas .stove

Actually, these convenient, light-weight
gas stoves are ideal for cooking and are
the ultimate in protecting wilderness
quality. In fact, above timber line and
in some other areas of the park, they are
the only legal source of fire.

25.

Gathering wood

When you cho_ use an open fire and are
gathering your firewood, be sure to use
only dead wood that is lying pn the ground.
And gather only,as much as you need.

26.

Pile of wood

If you happen to gather a supply in
excess of your needs, scatter it before
leaving your campsite. While this was
once considered a friendly gesture, in
remote areas,

27.

Pile with X

today it is one more thing which adds up to
destroying the spirit and. independence
which backpackers seek.

28.

Dead tree

Another good point to remember is—never
break limbs off a standing tree, or cut it
down for firewood, even if it ±s_ dead.
There is usually enough dead wood on the
ground, and the dead trees of high mountain
areas provide a special beauty that deserves
to be protected.

29.

Axe

30.

Axe with X

for green trees as well.

31.

Boy cutting limbs

Even the smallest limbs should not be cut or
broken off.

32.

Making bough bed

Once bough beds were the accepted practice
in wilderness areas...

33.

Bough bed with X

But now there are simply too many people
using the same areas to allow this old
tradition to continue.

And, of course, protection is needed...
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34.

Rubber mac

Instead, air mattresses, or, better yet,
these light-weight and comfortable foam
rubber pads ,' are recommended by experienced
wilderness users.

35.

Dishes in stream

Here's another tip to help protect the
environmental quality of our wilderness.

36.

Dishes with X

Never wash dishes directly in the water.
Not only are soap suds a pollution threat,
but scraps of food remain for long periods
of time in frigid mountain water, lowering
its crystal clear quality.

37.

Dishes away from
ere eh

You can protect this quality simply by
washing a few feet away from the water.
This way, the soil acts as a filter.

38.

Rinsing dishes

Rinse water can be scooped out of the
creek or lake and used over the soil where
it will have no detrimental effect.

39.

Litter bag

Then, of course, there is the modern way
to dispose of your litter, and that is to
"carry out everything you carry in."

40.

Boy with shovel

Burying rubbish was once the accepted
practice, but animals and frost action
usually undid the effort! And, that problem
today is compounded by the high number of
campers using the same areas.

41.

Pit with X

So, again, carry out what you carry in, or
what can not be burned in your fire.

42.

Dog

Another problem which can be easily solved
is for everyone to obey the law which
prohibits all dogs and other pets from being
taken into the backcountry.

43.

Dog on leash

Although most of us love "man's best
friend," even on a leash his presence in the
backcountry may disturb other campers or
hikers, and frighten away wildlife which most
backpackers hope to see.

44.

Footprint of dog

When a print like this is seen in the
wilderness, it should belong only to a
coyote, fox or other wild member of the dog
family.
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45.

Two backpacks

Just one more tip. When you select your
equipment, choose drab colors.

46.

Two backpackers

Of course, bright colors are a good idea
if you will be using an area where hunting
is permitted and the season is on.

47.

Boy with backpack

But since most of us use the wilderness
in the summer, or use national parks where
hunting is never allowed, there is really
no reason for using bright colors.

48.

Tents

And the problem with bright colors is
that they help shrink the wilderness,
psychologically.

49.

Hillside

As you can see here, the two bright red
backpacks and the red tent are obvious even
at a great distance. Actually, there is
also a brown backpack—and two green tents
on the hillside, but you'd never know they
were there.

50.

Drab equipment

So, when drab colors are used, more
people can be in the same area without
knowing of each other's presence, and
therefore without intruding into the wide
open spaces and solitude we expect as part
of a wilderness experience.

51.

NFS shield

We hope this will better prepare you to
join other concerned wilderness users in
protecting the unique backcountry of Rocky
Mountain National Park and other wildernesstype areas throughout the West.
We thank you and hope you have a safe and
most enjoyable visit.
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DISCUSSION
Balaz: Do you have a figure on the current number of designated camp
sites in the Park?
Butts: In 1972-1973 there were 181 sites in 51 areas, plus 7 group
campsites areas, and capacity for 50 in cross-country sites set onehalf mile off the trail, for an average of one camp site per square
mile of the Park. Roughly there are 200 camp sites in the total Park.
There are no statistics available for the year 1966.
Unknown:

On the helicopter lift out, are they still in use?

Butts: Only in two areas. A cross section was maintained for 2 months
and it was found that in some areas it was not practical as they were
not heavily used, and in others the privy vaults were being filled
with garbage and other discards rather than used for human waste only
as was the intent. The campers were using the vaults to "stash their
trash" instead of carrying it out.
Unknown: How much research underlay the regulation against dogs?
You won't find any ground rodents where you allow dogs, but that
is the only advantage. The dog/dog and the dog/people relationships
were causing trouble. Since most visitors were looking for wild
life, the sight of a dog track would be a disappointment where they
were looking for that of a wild animal. It was very confusing, and
we felt it was best to eliminate the dogs.
Unknown:

Can this also exclude pack animal and saddle stock?

Butts: The problem of the hikers following along the trail of a
string of pack animals does cause conflicts between the two groups.
But trying to keep some of the stock off the trails used by the
hikers had helped some. Most complaints come from the operations
of certain concessionaires who operate their own pack trails rides
into back country.
Dayton:

Is there any problem of hikers making their own trails?

Butts: The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) made a good job of setting
out trails throughout the Park. Once beyond the 3 mile mark most hikers
use the well established trails. There may be some overlaying of patterns
of use, such as cutting off a long curve and by usage obliterating the
path by formation of a new sector strait up and over rather than following
a long curve of the trail and through continued use becomes a new trail.
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Hemming:

How many heliports are there?

Butts: There is only one helicopter pad and that was the outgrowth of
a visit by the Secretary of the Interior. The copters remain airborn
from the helio pad and hover over the privy vault. It was necessary
to instal a fiberglass liner for the vaults to facilitate their being
lifted. The pilot had to be able to get easy lift-off as any resistence even by a strong wind - could cause the copter to crash. The pick-ups
were made in the early morning to assure the campers some degree of
privacy.
Yarborough:

How did your rangers handle emergencies?

Butts: Their routes were spaced and defined in special restricted areas
especially in the winter activities, so that the visitors would have an
idea of where they might quickly find a ranger in an emergency.
Marnell: Is the program of permits for camp sites usage being administered manually? or is it involving some automation?
Butts: Registration season is all months except September, July and
August, the peak months, because it is a manual system and they can not
handle the volume at those months. The permit system has abolished the
Log but still uses the Visitor Permit System, filed by the last name
of the registrant. Computer analysis is designed to the identity of
each permit so that records can be maintained as a unit. The dashboard
tag bears only the permit number. If a ranger patrolman wanted to check
if a party was overdue he could call in and identify the party by the
permit number and learn whether they had left the area.
Dayton:

Who fills out the permits?

Butts: Park personnel or any of the contact stations. Radio or telephone contact would then be made with the computer center.
Hemming: Was there an increase in the number of violation tags? and do
you utilize a courtesy system?
Butts: Courtesy tags were not used. Most violations were by locals who
knew better. You could not tell from the car tags when they were due out.
Unknown:

How much adverse visitor reaction was there to management?

Butts: Well, a few thought we were on a par with the beast of Berlin,
and the Park officials received considerable flack from visitors over
the system. A strong resentment period was present but has mostly passed
and when talking with them about the system they seemed to feel the system
was a better alternative to overuse. It was the locals who showed the
greatest resistence to the system.

i7 k

Rodriques: When people are involved in an accident then they are very
glad to have the permit system; and whenever it was necessary to get an
emergency message to a camper.
Butts: Sheer volume has lost us the capacity. It involved 8 persons
to handle the 50,000 registrations and we dropped the Log. We still
allow to checkout system. There was an 18% increase in 1975. Some
real hazards in a 100% system. You have to watch some of the management decisions to average out usage and avoid impaction.
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SUMMARY
Roland H. Wauer
In summary, the papers and discussions on this first day have suggested
some very important points that I would like to reiterate. Briefly,
they are:
1.

It is extremely important that raw data obtained in the
form of backcountry and frontcountry permits be retained
for eventual use in evaluations of usage. The Rio Grande
study emphasized the use of that data.

2.

Lets make sure that vegetative transects that are established
for ecosystem evaluations or long-range monitoring are
designed for long-term use, by permanently marking and
recording the sites and preserving the data retrieved.

3.

Comments made about good cooperation and concession
employees are worthy of bringing up again. Their assistance and support can make or break many of the visitor
capacity type projects we may initiate in the future.

4.

I want also to mention "Critical Habitat." We are going
to hear a great deal more about this subject during the
next few years, and the area manager should be aware of
his obligation for preservation of endangered species.
We would like very much to get ahead of the game by
initiating some Critical Habitat Management Plans soon.
I would hate to think of the bind that we could find
ourselves in if we were required to develop a plan for all
of the endangered species that occur on Park Service
administered lands within a few months. The Park Service
probably has a greater management responsibility here than
any other agency. Lets recognize that legal responsibility.
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THE SYSTEMS APPROACH TO RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Roland H. Wauer

All of the following, that I am about to

expound upon, reflects my thinking

about the approach to the problems of resources management planning, except
for the fact that 70% of the material is either plagerized, paraphrased or
lifted directly from the works of C. West Churchman, Marshall McLuhan and
Robert Pursig.

I thank them one and all.

Thanks also to Milford Fletcher

for reading the manuscript and providing several suggestions.

The systems approach can best be described as a method of decision-making
that evolves in a logical and coherent manner so that fallacies of narrowminded thinking are reduced to the minimum.

Lets begin our discussion by

listing some of the world's problems that in principle can be solved by
modern technology.

In principle, we have the technological capability of adequately feeding,
sheltering and clothing every

inhabitant of the world.

We have the tech-

nological capability of providing adquate medical care for every inhabitant
of the world.

In principle, we have the technological capability of pro-

viding a sufficient education for every inhabitant of the world for him to
enjoy mature intellectual life.

We have the technological capability to

outlaw warfare and institute social order to prevent the outbreak of illegal
war.

And so on.
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If the human being has the capability of doing all of these things, why
doesn't he?

Do we all have some perverse streak?

Are we all faced with

some kind of moral degredation that permits us to ignore our neighbors?
Or is it some deeper and more subtle reason why, despite our enormous
technological capability, we are still in no. position to solve the major
problems of the world?
If we look over the list of problems, one aspect of them becomes clear:
the problems are interconnected and overlapping.

The solution of one

clearly has a great deal to do with the solution of another.

They are so

interconnected and overlapping, in fact, that it is not clear at where we
ought to begin.
Suppose we have made up our mind that the first problem to be solved is
that of adequately feeding, sheltering and clothing e\/ery
the world.

How would we begin?

inhabitant of

The technological capability is there.

We can produce the necessary food to do the job, and the materials to build
the houses, and the textiles to clothe every person.
it?

Then why don't we do

The answer is that we are not organized to do it.

The United States could pull together a conference at some quiet place for
the purpose of laying out and implementing a plan for feeding, sheltering
and clothing the world's inhabitants.

But is there sufficient trust in

the United States for such a conference?

Many nations fear our military

strength too much to trust us. This means that there is another problem
to be solved first—that of creating trust. The developing of trust depends
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upon the international politics that would provide an adequate environment.
And that means that the people would need to be educated enough to understand.

And how can you educate a starving man?

There we are, back at the

beginning again! There seems to be no adequate way of resolving the dilemna.
Where is the problem?

It may be that the real trouble is in the way we

started to think about the problem.
could begin.

We started by listing places where we

But maybe we didn't begin to think soon enough, or at the

beginning.
Logicians tell us that when we want to solve problems we should begin with
the thinking process. Otherwise, we are apt to go off on another pathway
entirely.

So, we are going to need to develop practical goals (or sub-

systems) that are relevant to the purpose if we are going to accomplish
the central objective.
For an example, lets say that we want to land an object on the moon. We
will need (1) a propellant system; i.e., a substance capable of pushing
the object out of the gravitational field of the earth; (2) the design of
the ship that will fly to the moon and the boosters that will permit it
to make its flight and to land satisfactory.

We also will need to have

(3) a communications-control subsystem that will enable people on the earth
to know where the object is and if necessary to control its flight, and to
learn it has landed. And if our ship is to have a human inhabitant, then
obviously we will need (4) a life support system, and (5) to select and
train the one or more people who are going to fly the ship.
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This "shopping list" of items that would be required in order to accomplish
the purpose of landing something on the moon is not quite sufficient.

We

know we are going to have to ask a group of people to develop the propellant
subsystem, the design of the ship, the communications subsystem, and the
astronaut subsystem.

But first, we need to create guidelines that will

enable them to do their jobs well.

In other words, for each objective we

are going to need a measure of performance of that subsystem and a desired
level of performance which we call a "standard" for the subsystem.

And we

are going to have to be able to measure whether or not a subsystem conforms
to the standards.

If it does so, then we are in the position of accepting

it and using it in the total system.

If it does not, then we have to have

further steps of take to develop a subsystem up to the level that we desire.
That is not all, however.
subsystem.

We can't spend forever on the design of the

In fact, we can already begin to sense that if some of the

efforts are delayed, then some of our other efforts are a waste of time.
If its going to take ten years to develop an adequate propellant, then we
know we shouldn't develop highly trained astronauts to fly on the system
next year because, by the time the propellant. is fully developed, the
astronauts will be too old to fly.
Consequently, we need a plan that will bring each subsystem up to standard
at a desired time so that the whole development effort progresses smoothly
and there is no serious wastage on account of delay.

We need to develop

the explicit steps that we will take, in both time and space. And we must
also do the same with a system that could operate if one part of the first
system would fail.

This is perhaps one of the most neglected aspects of
ISO

the system approach to planning design.

This last component, which deter-

mines the overall objectives, and relates to the subsystem standards to
the overall, can be called the "management subsystem."

It is that sub-

system that thinks about the overall plans and implements its thinking.
If this management subsystem works correctly, its thinking goes on continuously.

It thinks about the overall objectives and relates them to the

subsystems f6)rm the outset. And if something goes wrong it is ready.
doesn't postpone its thinking until a crisis is reached.
how it should act when the unexpected occurs.

--

It

It thinks about

Does this type of thinking

about the whole system help yery much in terms of our attitudes toward the
problems in the world today?
What do we wish to accomplish?

Can we actually state an objective that is

operationally clear as the objective of landing an object on the moon?
is it a foolish waste of time to think about the objectives

Or

of feeding,

clothing, educating, etc., the inhabitants of the world in such terms?
In this second part of the Symposium we will consider some of the ways of
thinking about the whole system of resources management.

It is a rather

modest program; it doesn't begin to compare with the problems we listed
earlier.
We already have seen that thinking should start in dictating the manner
in which we describe what it is we are planning to do.

For example, if you

were asked to describe an automobile, you may immediately swithfj off your
thinking process and simply blurt out the things you recall about your own
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auto--its wheels, engine, and shape.

You may start out by saying that it

is something that has four wheels and is driven by an engine.
about a three-wheeled car?
sider a wheel ess car.

And is a two-wheeled car possible?

There already is a floating car.

But what
And con-

So, the way to

describe an automobile is first by thinking about what it is for, about
its functions, and not by the list of items that make up its structure?
When you begin to think of an automobile as a mechnical means of transporting a few people from one place to another, at a certain prescribed
cost, you are beginning to use the systems approach to automotive transportation.

From the systems point of view it appears that we began incorrectly by
talking about the world's inhabitants and the various defects of their
environment.

We shouldn't be describing good intentions in terms of

their structure, but their purposes.

All of this sounds quite reasonable.

But differences arise when we try to make these ideas specific and applicable.
We find then there are several system approaches, not one:

efficiency,

humanistic, scientific, and anti-planning.

Efficiency involves identification of trouble spots and, especially where
there is waste and unnecessary high costs, removing them.

The humanistic

approach claims that systems are people, and that approach involves first
looking at human values of freedom, dignity and privacy above all.

This

approach subscribes to avoiding imposing plans or interventions of any kind.
The scientific approach involves an objective way of looking at a system
through a model that describes how it works.
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As Ted Sudia so aptly said,

"if you describe something and whatever it seems to be from the description
turns out to be something that you know, then maybe that's what it is."
The anti-planners believe that any attempt to lay out specific and rational
plans is either foolish or dangerous or downright evil.

They believe that

the correct approach to systems is to live in them, to react in terms of
one's experiences, and not try to change them to grandiose schemes or models.
There are all kinds of anti-planners but the most numerous are those who
believe that experience and cleverness are the hallmarks of good management.
I will not attempt to deal with all four approaches equally.

My bias is

sciences, and the objectives of good management is not fighting brushfires.
There is a story often told in logic texts about a group of blind men who
were assigned the task of describing an elephant.

Because each blind man

was located at a different part of the body, an arguement arose in which
each claimed to have a complete understanding of the total elephantine
system.

The story is a bit of arrogance.

It assumes that we as non-blind

men can always get on top of a situation and see the whole elephant.

It

assumes that a good manager can view the foolishness of people around him
who are incapable of seeing the whole system.

A good manager may relate

the system to a set of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of objectives.
And so, we arrive at five basic considerations that the manager must keep
in mind when thinking about the meaning of a system:

1) the total objectives;

2) the fixed constraints; 3) the components of the system; 4) the divisions
of the system; and 5) the management of the system.
The OBJECTIVES of the system is a logical place to begin. Mistakes begin
once one ignores the true objective of the whole.
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But it is not always an

easy matter to determine the true objectives of a particular system.
It is necessary to move from the sometimes vague and conceptual management
objectives to some precise and specific measures of performance of the overall system.

The measure of performance of the system is a score, so to

speak, that tells us how well the system is doing.

The higher the score

the better the performance.

The objective of a highway can be measured by "thruput," or the number of
cars that are able to pass over specified segments of the highway within
a given period of time.

The objectives of a resources manager may be

measured by less tangible aspects of the system that, boiled down by
mandates, fall under the heading of preservation of things.

Still trying

to be explicit, we are dealing with flowers, trees, birds, bugs, rocks,
historic structures and scenes, and so on - natural and cultural systems.
And in determination of a measure of performance, the manager will seek
to find as many relevant consequences of the system activities as he can.
Admittedly, he will make mistakes and will have to revise his opinions in
the light of further evidence.

But his persistence and alertness, and his

intent to be as objective as possible, will enable him to minimize his errors.

The next aspect is fixed CONSTRAINTS, the influences that lie outside of
the system.

In estimating what's inside and outside of an automobile, we

need to know more than what lies beyond the paint job.

And perhaps, after

all, the super-observer of the blind men trying to describe the elephant
was himself blind,

Does the skin of the elephant really represent the

dividing line between the elephant and its environment?
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Maybe an under-

standing of the habitat needs of the elephant is essential, and perhaps
the habitat should be regarded as part of the elephantine system.
Marshall McLuhun has pointed out that in the age of electric technology
the telephone has actually become part of the individual person.

Indeed,

in many cases it would be hard to differentiate between the ear and the
telephone any more than we can cut a person's ear off in any satisfactory
way.

The telephone is part of the system that we call the individual person.

Hence, the manager has to have a way of thinking about the environment of
a system that is better and more subtle than mere looking for boundaries.
When we say that something lies "outside" the system, we mean that the
system can do relatively little about its characteristics or its behavior.
The environment then makes up the things and people that are fixed or
"given" from the system's point of view.
For example, we operate under a fixed annual budget given to us by some
higher agency and we have limited means of changing it by any activities
of the system.

This is true for position allotments as well.

So, the

budgetary and personnel constraints are in the environment of the system.
But if by some organizational change the system would influence the budget
and personnel ceilings, then some of the processes would belong inside the
system.

Not only is the environment outside of the system's control, but

it is also something that determines in part how the system functions.
Congressional mandates, whether they be the Enabling Act, Antiquities Act,
Establishment Acts, National Environmental Protection Act, Historical Preservation Act, or Endangered Species Act, are fixed constraints that we all
must live within.
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The environment is not the air we breathe, or the social group we belong
to, or the house we live in, no matter how much these may seem to be outside
us.

In each case, we must ask, 1) "Can I do anything about it?" and 2) "Does

it matter relative to my objectives?"

If the answer to the first question

is "No" but to the second is "Yes," then "it" is in the environment and a
constraint.

A good manager must learn to recognize the differences and to

review the differences constantly.

The COMPONENTS of the system are those things within the system.
the means that the system uses to do its job.

They are

The components are the things

the system can change and use to its own advantage, opposed to the environmental constraints which cannot be changed.

Management can decide which of

its employees shall work on which jobs, or how its money shall be spent on
various activities, or what the time limits will be on various kinds of
activities.

To the manager, the systems approach entails the development of "management
information systems" that will record the relevant information for decisionmaking purposes and specifically will tell the best story about the uses of
its components.

It is especially important that the manager pays attention

to the existing components as well as to the manner in which the components
function.

Better components can be created for the future by means of

research and development, training and education, and by various kinds of
political activities which will increase the budget and personnel.

In fact,

in many systems this component is one of the most important parts of the
system.
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Components are the general reservoir out of which the specific actions of
the system can be shaped.
or subsystems.

The specific actions are taken by the DIVISIONS

The divisions is the fourth item for consideration.

Tradiation blurs our thinking when it comes to compartmentalizing activities.
An industrial firm may have a production division, another labeled marketing,
and another for advertising.

A certain governmental organization may include

in its divisions, protection, interpretation, maintenance, and administration.
But those divisions are not as clear cut as they might seem.

Administration

overlaps into all of the divisions. All divisions must provide interpretation
of their own. And maintenance of some type can be found in each.
In thinking about the system it is best to ignore tradition when identifying
they most workable divisions, and turn instead to basic "missions" or "jobs"
or "activities," all labels used to describe the same kind of thing, namely
the breakdown of the tasks the system must perform.
There is, of course, a lot of resistence to the mission-oriented view of
the divisions of the system.

In terms of politics, the head of a division

knows that his division is a unit and a distinguisable part of the total
organization.

He has to do battle for budget and personnel with other

divisions, and he is judged in terms of how well his "part" has done in
supporting the total organization's goals.

Furthermore, the people who

work in that division identify themselves with the division and the so-called
mission, which merely exists in the mind of the manager.
The worth of an activity can best be estimated by analyzing the missions.
There is no feasible way of estimating the worth of a division's performance.
The manager needs to know whether one activity of a system division is
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better than another.

But if a division's activity belongs to several

larger missions it may not be possible to distinguish its real contribution.
The obvious question is why do we need divisions at all?

It would be great

if we could look at each choice of the whole system in a direct way, without having to subdivide the choice.

But this is not feasible. The real

reason for the separation of the system into divisions is to provide the
analyst with the kind of information he needs to tell whether the system
is operating properly and what should be done next.

The manager thinks he

has succeeded in certain cases in identifying the real missions of the
system!
One of the dangers of the division system is the rigidity which occurs once
the design seems to be working fairly well, and so that design, right for
the moment, becomes fixed by law and impossible to break.

What occurs is

a kind of hardening of the communications arteries, and the disease that
sets in is well known to most administrators.
An example of rigidity in thinking and action is the Federal division
that drains swamps to increase crop land and recreational activities at
the same time another Federal division creates swamps for wildlife habitat.
The ultimate aim of division thinking is to discover those missions whose
measures of performance are truly related to the measure of performance of
the overall system.
And so we come to the MANAGEMENT of the system, or the generation of the
plans for the system; i.e., consideration of all of the things we have
discussed, the overall objectives, the constraints, utilization of the
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components, and the divisions. Management sets the division goals,
allocates the components, and controls the system performance.

The manager

is not necessarily a man of action, but a man of ideas.
Yet he cannot stand apart, like the elephant observer, and merely recommend,
but not act. Mere recommendation is a fantasy; in the manager's own
terminology, it is doubtful whether the study of a system is a separable
mission.
The manager not only generates the plans for the system, but he must also
make sure that the plans are being carried out in accordance with its
original objectives.
changes.

He must also evaluate the plans and make necessary

So, one of the critical aspects of management is the planning for

change of plans.

The management part of the system must receive information

that tells it when its concepts of the system are erronous and must include
steps that will provide for a change. And those changes must be enacted
at the appropriate time, not too swiftly and not too slowly.

What is

required is an information-feedback loop that permits the manager to react
to the needs for change in an optimal fashion.
And now, lets fit our systems approach into the context of an actual illustration, one that we will be dealing with the rest of the day, and in some
manner of fashion, the rest of our careers.
An Example
If we follow the advise already presented in this paper we should begin
our example with the thinking process. And the initial step in that process
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is the determination of our base objectives. The National Park Service has
played the objective/goal game for a number of years, but the response to
that activity is as varied as the players.
Park Service objectives are intended to be broad and all inclusive. They
are intended to be a list of desired conditions.

They "provide a framework

that enables planners and managers to work toward fulfilling the park purpose while applying Park Service policy" (Planning Process Guidelines NPS-2,
November 1975).
Lets assume that our objectives "To protect and perpetuate the cultural and
natural environments," and "To provide visitors with interesting, enjoyable,
and enlightening experiences" are comparable to the objective of landing
an object on the moon.
In the case of the moon landing theme, we divided that central objective
into relavent goals or subsystems. The subsystems chosen included a propellant subsystem, design of the ship, a communication-control subsystem,
an astronaut program, and a life-support subsystem.

Lets now take a look

at the shopping list of goals that we ought to use to accomplish the
objective, "To protect and perpetuate the cultural and natural environments."
The stated objective fits into our thinking because it is a purpose, like
the automobile is a transportation system, not a definition of structure.
So, we develop goals for accomplishing the objective of protecting and
perpetuating our resources. Those subsystems, goals or steps may be
stated as: 1) Determine the existence of a problem; 2) Define the problem;
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3) Document the problem; 4) Determine the best strategy for resolving the
problem; 5) Gather data; 6) Analyze the data and develop recommendations;
7) Evaluate the recommendations; and 8) Implement and evaluate.
To add clarification to the above goals of our systems approach to resources
planning, we might group the eight steps into three stages:

1) qualitative,

2) quantitative, and 3) management.
The qualitative stage (1) includes the determination if a problem actually
exists, and the defining of that problem.

Non-problems can become

problems

if they are blown out of porportion by anti-planners, utilized for a recognition vehicle or a tool for which one can construct a career, or are
not placed in proper perspective.

The initial goals can become clouded

with obscure misunderstandings or irrational motives. The efficiency
expert, the humanist, the scientist, or the anti-planner must not be
allowed to dominate the problem identification process and muddy the
thinking.

Equal participation of each is required for a balanced, rational

approach.

The manager may act as a fulcrum of an in-put/out-put rap session

that involves all of the disciplines, and yet is directed toward the specific
topic.
The question of whether or not there is a problem may be a major issue.
Input by one or more division
into that determination.
and unemotional way.

may or may not provide sufficient clarity

Thinking and listening must be done in a logical

Clarification of the symptom versus the problem must

be formulated and serve as the basis for the next step of defining the
problem.
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There is a story of a small town located at the base of a high cliff. A
winding, dangerous road existed along the top of the cliff, and people were
often driving off the cliff.

The city fathers recognized the problem—that

of dead and injured people plying around the base of the cliff.
deliberation

the town purchased an ambulance and stationed it at the bottom

of the cliff.
continued.

After much

They felt very civic minded and humanitarian and accidents

Their solution only resolved part of the problem, not the reason

for the problem.
Problem definition should not result in a mere knee-jerk reaction that a
problem exists. That definition must be a well thought out format that is
reached in a concrete and explicit way and can be verbalized and written
down in understandable terms.

Until the problem is understood, it cannot

be described or put into perspective that will lead to a solution.
Once the problem is actually defined, the quantitative stage begins. This
stage includes the documentation of the problem, developing a strategy for
resolving the problem and, when necessary, data-gathering and analysis.
Documenting the problem is an intregal part of the National Park Service
planning process that has been in effect for several years with varied
results.

The primary vehicle for this documentation is a thing that we

have talked about at almost every meeting where resources have been a topic
of discussion--the Resources Management Plan.
Maybe the reason that the process fell in on us on a number of earlier
occasions was because we started with the documentation stage rather than
the qualitative stage. The systems approach includes prerequisites that
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absolutely essential if we are to develop an answer to a problem that is
the very best at that point in time. The documentation of the problem and
action statements within our Resources Management Plans require creative
and free thinking.

It must not be a list of routine recitations, but

independent techniques that respond to the specific situation. The action
statement in our plans that document our determination of management
(maintenance) activities or research must imbody the best of the four
approaches to systems analysis.
And the data-gathering and analysis phase must be considered part of the
quantitative stage itself. The analysis of the new information and development of recommendations must be accomplished together without bias in a
non-prejudicial scientific mode. Just like McLuhan's telephone is an
extension of the ear, so must the provision for needed information be
part of that quantitative stage of the system.

The procurement of data

must not be a mysterious and foreign element within the program, but a tool
for resolving a question that cannot be resolved by ordinary day-to-day
communications.
Stage three—managing—begins at the instant a recommended solution to the
problem comes into being. Management must evaluate the recommendation in
light of the environment; it cannot loose sight of the overall objectives
and the fixed constraints. The manager must concern himself with management
strategies and not the science. The manager must oversee the commitment
of the resource manager and scientist, the efficiency expert and the humanist,
to work together for the good of the overall objective.
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Out of this complexity of evaluations evolves a management strategy that is
the best for that point in time.

It also must be realized that evidence

of more and different problems may arise as a result of the data-gathering.
New problems must be cranked into the system beginning at step one. But
the newly evolved solution to the problem, if it does not become drowned
in a new problem, should be implemented at the most appropriate time. And
the information feedback loop must be put into effect to evaluate the results.
And thinking continues.

The manager cannot coast on past merits or the

comfort of believing that the new solution is a panacea.

He must consider

the realtionship of the overall objective to all of its parts at the very
onset.

Nothing can be postponed until a new crisis is reached.

Each goal

of the system must be justified in terms of the overall objective.

The

good manager will be ready to trust his evaluation of the solution implementation, but also be ready to make necessary changes if necessary.
Our cycle starts with the determination of the existence of a problem that
exists in attempting to fulfill a goal.

It includes documenting the problem

within the Resources Management Plan, initiating proper action for resolving
the problem, evaluating and implementing recommendations, and recognizing
new and changing problems.
Summary
Man is by nature a manipulator.

And a resources manager, with his variety

of resources positioned like chessmen, can provide continuity for the natural
processes and preservation of the cultural ones, or he can cause or allow
irreparable damage to occur,

He is not expected to possess infinite knowledge
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of all the disciplines, or even a few.

He is not expected to resolve all

problems immediately and to beget infallible solutions that will last
throughout time. He is only expected to utilize the components and divisions
available to him in a systematic fashion that will lead to the very best
solution at this point in time.
The format for arriving at that best solution is not edged in stone.

It is

a systems approach that has evolved through the bureaucratic quagmire, that
includes the anti-planners as well as the scientist and the economists and
humanists, to an acceptable solution to our current problem of direction
in resources management planning.

It is/general format that provides the

basis for development of resources management decisions.

The quality of

the decision is in direct porportion to the quality of the input and
analysis.
And so we come to the development of the action plan itself.

The rest of

the day has been stylized to lead the manager through the systems approach
stages from the point of a potential problem, to recognizing that problem,
through the necessary thinking stages in describing the problem and
evaluating possible actions that will lead to the best solution to the
problem.

The path is lined with good intentions. The route is up to you.

To paraphase Freeman Til den,

there are all grades of sight, from seeing

astoningly much, to seeing nothing at all.
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FROM SYSTEMS TO PROGRAMS,
THROUGH RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLANNING

David Butts
The theme of this 2-day session is visitor capacity, as such it weighs
heavily on determinations by park managers and just how much use a park
may receive and still retain its desired character.

These areas were

set aside for their values to mankind, whatever those values might be.
Some view these areas as scientific units of unique opportunities,
whether it be historic or natural. The universities and educational
institutions may consider them as a vehicle for educational pursuit
utilizing their unique character.

The visitor in many cases sees them

clearly as an inspirational object something we deem of value. They
visit it to obtain inspiration.

Parks are there to be used.

This is where the conflict begins to arise. Parks, the concept of
parks, are resource dependent.

The dichotomy of national park management

keeps reemphasizing this but particularly when capacities and limitations
are addressed it becomes evident that we are dealing in a resources
dependent activity.

If the basic resource, the prk is lost, there is

no further purpose for park management.
the National Park System itself.

There is no further purpose on

So our efforts are aimed at perpetuating

the resources so that they can continue to contribute to the other
benefits that people derive from the parks.

Ultimately, the management or the manager is straddling the fence. There
is no place in Park System Management where it is more evident that in
the master plan-master plan hearing-wilderness hearing process where
we draw public input into our planning process. The public speaks for
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what they think we should be doing today.
today.

They want to use the parks

They want more acreage in parks today.

in the park today.

They want a development

The park manager on the other hand must speak for

what their park is today and what it is going to be in 1986 or 1996 or
2006.

His responsibility is partially projected to what he or his

successors will have left one decade from now or two or three. There
are some publics that are projecting even further ahead than the Service
does sometimes. Most of the demands are oriented very much toward the
park today.

The manager has to balance this within his commitment to

perpetuate these areas. He has to insure that the public, this generation
and the next, that there will be something there. He does this through
various techniques. He has to guide the management program, the planning
and the research to retain the area intact and see to it that the objective
of perpetuation of the parks is reached.

The plan itself is a vehicle for getting there. How do we get from where
we are to where we should be?

In many cases today we are not where we

wish we were. We know that in many of our parks that impacts have already
deteriorated those resources to a point below which we would like to see
them maintained.
clearly.

Some research discussions yesterday brought this out

We do need a valid basis upon which to make management decisions

and to provide management guidance to these programs. Ro Wauer brought
it out and I think it was said earlier too, "hunches are not good enough
any more." Management can only get by so long proceeding in the absence
of good information.

One of the times when this is most evident occurs

in Park Service, and all other agencies upon transfer of key personnel.
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There is a continuous flow of staff through the park.

To me one of the

most valuable contributions that good planning makes is in providing the
thread of continuity to tie one management style to another.

It gives the

next man a chance to take the program from where it is one step further in
the desired direction.
back.

Operations need not make a step forward and two

We cannot afford any more stepback. We need to see to it that we

move progressively.

As soon as you start documenting and planning you get into the inevitable
debate over how much information is enough?

Particularly, when you get

managers and researchers together it seems to end up with divergent views
on "How much data?"
the data yet?

How valid is the data?

Can you make a decision on

Do you need to find out a little bit more before you make

that decision?

There are at least three categories of data. There is necessary data.
You might put necessary in quotes at that point because again it depends
upon the point of view as to what is necessary.

There is reassuring data

that tends to substantiate the program, the plans that are already in
operation.

Then there is, "nice to know" data. Managers need to establish

the priorities for data.

This is a part of the management function.

There will never be enough money to buy the "whole thing."
no way.

There is in

Start at the top of the priority list and project down as far

as you can. The means to the end are manpower and money.

That may not

be far enough in the long run but that is the best you can do.

If you

have started at the top of the priority list and stretched as far as you
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can, then you have done as good a job as can be expected.

One desirable characteristic of this process we are going through is
somewhat in contrast with "plans" which tend to become fixed.
the idea of flexibility.

That is

Our plans are based upon projections.

make assumptions on how things will be at a point in time.

We

When funds

are requested, assumptions are made on how those funds will be utilized.
Changes do occur both in the form of knowledge and influences.

A

research project focuses on a particular problem, but in the process of
conducting the research not only does it answer the questions we asked
but reveals other fact that were not anticipated.

Just because the

question was not asked does not mean the data should be ignored.

If it

is there, and valid, and has implications for refinement of management
programs, it should be utilized and incorporated.

That flexibility is

good management!

A good example of this is the cave radiation situation.

The

potential

was virtually unknown and yet as a result of research it is being
incorporated in the management program today.

It will be reflected in

visitor use programs and employee programs and in more research.

It

demands a shift in the whole outlook because new data is available.

The same thing can happen in regard to visitor influence.
patterns can change drastically.

Visitor use

The rate of increase for backcountry

use as compared to the overall park use caught many parks off-guard.
There has been an effort every since to try and catch up with that facet
of management.

There once was the idea that the backcountry took care
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of itself.

If managers took care of the frontcountry, the use was so

low by contrast that the backcountry took care of itself.
that this is not the case.

We know now

We are managing the total park whether it

has a river through it, is a desert country, or whether it is alpine
country.

The role of the National Park System might change somewhat over time.
The potential entity that the Park Service is, by that I mean political
reality, can bring about a change in the role of the National Park System
in the overall pattern of the public land management.

Managers have to make reasonable protections about transportation systems,
about population centers, as was brought out at Rocky Mountain National
Park.

The fastest growing portion of the United States is within a

100-mile radius of that park and will bring about substantial shifts in
demands.

Projections have been made for this to occur throughout the

more arid western states.

A recent nex^s magazine article indicated that

most of the western states are expected to carry the blunt of population
increases in the years ahead.

Particularly in the Southwest Region, with arid climate, the impact of
increased permanent populations in these areas will have significant
influence on park operations.

Managers will have to be flexible, perceptive,

and be able to adjust programs to face these demands.
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Another facet of flexibility might be that of a major governmental shift.
This could be an action such as defense of a small nation.

These can

pull the rug out from under park operations and project park activities.
The availability of funds for certain park programs can be affected.

It

could happen the other way, pumping more funds into the parks. We need
to be able to adjust the programs. Not just grab the funds and spend
but accomplish programs based on good sound planning and reflected in the
resources program.

We should be conducting a broad based conservative approach to park
management.

This relies on a good knowledge of what there is in the way of

park resources.

There must be a good base of personnel to take those

resources and to adjust those programs to provide the best management
possible for them.

We need to be particularly cautious I think in this next decade from the
standpoint of long-term irreversible commitments of park lands. Consider
the consequences if even half of some of the anticipated projections the
futurists have come up with about changing life styles, changing demands
on these areas are true.

It raises questions about where we stand in

making a 30-year commitment of park lands or an indifferent commitment on
the parks coming into the System.

Extensive commitments are made for

automobile-based needs for vehicular access and development of these areas.
How visible are they?

They better be based upon the best data available.

These need to be at least considered with roads, facilities and another
facet of long-term contracting where, hopefully, we will at least retain
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in the beds of our minds the idea of flexibility that if major plans
for these parks take place that we do not stay locked into something
that no longer sends the purpose.

Contracts can be renegotiated.

They

do not have to go on for 30 years as they are without any adjustments.
Admittedly is an involved process, a legal process.

If it is necessary

because of a major shift, then management must have to have some
flexibility built in to face that challenge and take what action is
necessary to readjust the programs.

Land acquisition is another facet that impinges on resource commitments.
Particularly, the facet of trying to acquire as many of the inholdings as
soon as possible.

Southwest Region is probably pretty well off with the noticeable exception
of Big Thicket.

Places like Cuyahoga and some of the parks being

established in urban areas present major problems. At Big Cypress there
are in excess of 35,000 individual parcels of land to be acquired.

Only

then can the Service manage the whole thing and not just pieces of it.
This is a major barrier to comprehensive park management today.

One key

life tendency in the heart of a park, if it happens to be a young person
or very tenacious one, and park management options may be locked up for
20 or 30 years.

I think this is a very serious consideration.

I am not

saying it cannot be done, but I think we should be very cautious about
making these long term commitments that essentially defy a more flexible
and responsive management program.
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Last but not least is the fact that the purpose of it all is action to
manage the park.

Competent management of parks for their intended purposes.

Their purposes are mulitple, there are very few single purpose parks.

It

depends on how people view them, how they use them.

The assignment of responsibility within the park is the park managers
prerogative.

With our variable organization today, any number of titles

are used for similar activities.

This is somewhat frustrating.

I found

out when you are in Washington and try and call a park and talk to a
person about a particular subject, you do not know the individual that is
there, titles do not always get to the right person.

While this may be

frustrating to us, the main thing is that if the park managers have people
with expertise in their park, they should use them to get the job done.
Redescription and refined titles can come later.

The activity is there,

the resources are there, the lands are there, people may have different
titles but the job must be done!

Action today should be based on best data available.

It does not make

any difference whether it is a research project, whether a manager has
done some studies or whether they just have a depth of experience and
knows a particular way something should be done.

It can be refined by

training if the training is aimed at accomplishing those objectives.

The action plan is a key guide by which the park operates.

The action

plan that is most appropriate at this meeting is a backcountry management
plan.

It should address the whole backcountry.
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management portion, there may be other portions of it depending upon
the complexity of the park.

Wayne mentioned the other day the plan

itself is printed, published, set aside and in too many cases.

It

should be a usuable viable document that the manager keeps sc that it
can continue to serve its purpose to help you to guide the program
today and into the future.

It should not be something that is locked in steel, inflexible and
stacked on a shelf.

If that is done, it is a waste of time.

Your

programs should reflect how you take the action plan and put it into
effect so the job will get done out there in the park.
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THE SPIRIT OF THE RIVER
By Lon Garrison

This discussion of the recognition of Resources and Values in National
Parks was prepared for a National Park Service regional conference in
Fort Worth, Texas in May,1976.

These park resources may be natural places,

or historical sites, or areas of great recreational potential.

The prin-

ciple element today is to identify such resources where there is also heavy
public use, and find ways to identify danger points or indicators of over
use.
How can we, as park managers, recognize over-use in time to do something about it before we permit destruction of the very things we are
striving to preserve?
My review today begins by reporting on a meeting of the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature held in Kinshassa, the Capitol city
of Zaire, West Africa, in September of 1975.

Inger and I had attended

this meeting and one afternoon we listened to a discussion about a proposed electrical plant on a river in West Africa.

The speaker was the

Ecological Science Advisor to the President of his country and he spoke
to the topic of "The Spirit of the River."

He commented that he could

explain all of the physical factors to his people such as elevation differentials, quality and quantity of xvater, machinery needed to generate electricity, and amounts of power, but he could not answer their inquiries as
to what would happen to The Spirit of the River.

And with 85% of the

native population in small communities along the stream this had become a
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a very real issue.
The river was a dominant force in their landscape, their culture and
their economy.

Its Good Spirit had helped them through the traditions and

the transitions of many generations.

How would a dam alter it?

Would

it displace or evict this powerful ally?
I thought of this yesterday as you discussed American rivers and the
physical shape of a stream, its chemical composition, its latent energy
or number of bathers or tons of fish protein, or oxygen generation.

But

we have too little thought for the Spirit of the River, a kind of ethereal
factor which is a part of our heritage of resource also if we but think
of it in this manner.
The Spirit of The Grand Canyon!

In the grinding of boulders during

flood stage in a side stream or in the roar and growling of Lava Falls
Rapids or in the dancing water patterns near Deer Creek Falls, and the
pleasant laughter of Bright Angel Creek - there could be a River Spirit
and is it annoyed with man's interference with its daily routines?
There are other great values we call the Special Jewels of the
National Parks and

we saw some of these in slides yesterday also - the

Grand Canyon rim-full of clouds, the great face of the Sierra del Carmen
in Big Bend at sunset, a visit to Trail Ridge road in Rocky Mountain
National Park and a stroll onto the edges of the Tundra.

This can bring

you to your knees if you take time to look at the glory of nature around
your feet in the miniatures and minutia of grasses, flowers, and shrubs a great bounty of floral beauty.

Or the lushness and sudden eruption of

spring in the southwestern desert, or the blaze of a cactus blossom, the
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burst of Ceniza in response to sudden desert showers.

It is great to

view the lunar rainbow at the foot of Yosemite Falls as the soft mist
drifts quietly around you.

There must be a Spirit of Yosemite Falls that

enthralls you with this ethereal Lethe!
I rode suddenly to the very top of the trail through Donahue Pass
in Yosemite and Bang! - Suddenly I could see to the edge of the world in
the eastern distance across an endless jumble of wild mountaintops!
An old lady at the Grand Canyon murmurs to her companion, "I feel
v

that I should whisper!"

A visitor to the Liberty Bell dropped to her knees and quite obviously
offered a quiet prayer, arose, kissed the bell and walked out.

Why did

this seem a natural place for her to offer her devotions?
The joy of inspiration, the uplift of beauty, the joy of wonder!

These

are part of the great resource places in the National Parks of America or
any of the great resource places of nature or history in the world.

I

suspect Spirits inhabit all of them but for me, they are kindly Spirits of
environmental completeness or the glories of nature.
We do not ordinarily speak of them but they are a very real part
of our total resource heritage where a dream turns into reality rather
readily.

I found the beautiful clear flow of the Current River in the

Missouri Ozarks gave an absolute impression of purity and unfettered
flow as it swirled over sand bars - a joy to behold and experience.
Similarly, I found the rustle of in-coming tide at the Trunk Bay in the
Virgin Islands with its water beauty equally unforgettable.
too are our resources!

Do we treasure them?

20?

And - these

Can we find ways in our
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eager formulas, to rediscover these intangible ideals, to structure
organization and management to care for them, to articulate the formal
language needed in statements of purpose, objectives, standards, and
legislation to truly communicate from our own spirits and hearts?

Can

we include the concerns that we feel for such things as the Spirit of
the River or the Spirit of the Grizzly Giant Tree?
Personally, I found the transition to my real world easier for these
evanescents through considering such wonders as both the figurative
flow of water in the Current River and also the tidal reaches at Trunk
Bay.

There are many ways to go if we but listen to our own responses!
But, I shall not speak furhter of resources - we know of the 15 inches

of sea coast that each of us might claim if it were divided up.

We have

spoken of carrying capacity of land or meadows in its biological adjustments.

We understand more imperfectly the social and psychological aspects

of response to man's social and psychological needs.
part of the mundane necessity for our paper work!

And they are all

And I shall not bother

you further with this swirl of man and his world and his thirst for understanding.

I think you understand also.

However, there are two items I must relate; the first because I need
to fulfill myself in this situation.

And this calls for an articulation

of awareness of the resources of history, culture and esthetics that
lie within our great domains.
Some years ago I presented a National Registered Historical Landmark
Plaque to an ancient structure simple called The Friends Meeting House at
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at Flushing on Long Island, New York.

This unpainted and sturdy structure

of about 1685 had served the local congregation for 250 years and was still
the spiritual center of their lives.

Many generations of Friends had wor-

shipped here; it had been a community center for airing political controversy, for sharing observations on economic events, a center for cultural
discussions, and an exchange point for intellectual understandings.

And,

as I stood there, humble indeed in my temerity in seeking to glorify this
building beyond its own character and significance, it came to me suddenly
that as this marked a continuum of mankind's cultural, intellectual, and
religious history, so many of our great natural parks were repositories
of nature's wisdom and lore and lessons in the unbroken chain of natural
law which had controlled their events sice the beginning of their own time.
So that the mixture of natural history and mankind's history in our national
park system seems completely natural and logical.
There is no need to question or reject the message in either dimension
for in a very real but unrecognized sense our National Parks are indeed
great historical story books of the environment and the processes and forces
which have shaped both the land and the men who lived on and with it.

I

cannot often find the right audience to whom to communicate the unity this
gives my apprehension of the world and the joining of the twin programs of
resources we have in both dimensions.
This is the first message I am impelled to present, and I have done
so; sharing my own deep personal philosophy of the satisfactions that
come from working with the programs that fortunately are our heritage, our
trust, and our task.

It was appropriate that my own divination was in an
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an eccleastical environment as it was in a Monastery Churchyard in Tibet
50 years ago that botanists rediscovered the Dawn Redwood, long considered
extinct until Dr. Ralph Chaney, a botanist of the University of California
realized that in the enclosed compound this relic of natural history had
fortunately been preserved.

And since that time I have noted in church-

yards the historical islands they often preserve.

This can be rural or

urban - the preserve is often the only natural green spot in the community.
I learned this as a teen-ager finding in country churchyards frequent
sanctuaries for quail and other game birds! Why not expect to find historical plant islands also?

And often they are, although I never could do

other than flush birds from these natural habitats.

But they often remain

as botanical residuals to our great fortune.
Now the other element which is part of my listed program for the day
is that I may share with you also my concepts of an early warning system
for our resources which may be endangered.

Frankly, my readings of

ecological wisdom and of the realities of demography are that the most
critically endangered species of all is mankind but he will not believe
it.

He and his immediate world are immortal.

And to prolong our illusions

of control of our own destinies we seek endless palliatives which will
delay the moment of truth.

Our experiences at Montezuma Castle with the

necessity for closing this monument to protect it from human clamberings
and fondlings have indeed pointed effectively to other conservation
measures in our historic and archeological areas.

I recall in the early

years at Vanderbilt Mansion National Historic Site, the great horror with
which we observed one day that a year of one ranger walking twice a day
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across a huge oriental rug just to turn the lights on and off had indeed
scuffed a discernable pathway into the pile of the rug.

And while we

started a rewiring program at Vanderbilt that afternoon, it also led to
further review of many of our other routine daily operations to eliminate
all possible wear and tear on our historic resources.
If any of you have worked for me in historic areas you remember my
own fetish about (1) Pianos - particularly grand pianos.

If we had one

on our inventory it must be kept polished and it must be kept in tune.

A

warped sounding board should not be the result of our meticulous polish
of the exterior case.

And, (2) if we had a grandfather clock it also

must be kept polished, operating, and on time.

I had a distinct horror of

a successor regional director opening the door on a clock and discovering
the clock works in a heap of rusty chains, wheels and sprockets and the
pendulum on the floor.
For historic property and artifacts the best maintenance comes from
a sensitive curator or maintenance man or woman and a superintendent
who is likewise sensitive to these little values that in total make the
big difference!
Trouble can be anticipated many times like in the care or lack of it
of the library at Hubbell Trading Post'which is not a primary value but
which has been one of the horror stories in my contemporary knowledge.
We care for the rugs, the baskets, the pictures, the woodwork and the logs,
but someway books, such as children's school books and family novels are
invisible and don't get on the maintenance list.

And it isn't cheap we

know, for at Adams National Historic Site, the Old House, their 14,000
volumes are on a programmed maintenance schedule with $10,000 a year put
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into repair by a book expert.
years work ahead!

And even with that schedule we have 100

But by selectivity, we are keeping abreast of the

critical and fragile items.
In natural areas the dilemma is so difficult that it is usually
bearable if you make a humorous listing of our shortfalls!

I usually use

Murphy's Law with its 3 well known principles:
1.

Things Always Go From Bad to Worse.

hold up over the weekend.

A cracked fence rail will not

The sick sheep will die before Monday morning

when you can locate the veterinarian.

The roof will leak when it rains

Sunday night but only over the stamp display.
2.

It is a companion parable that If Anything Can Go Wrong, It Will!

And the mind of man will ever be amazed at the ingenuity of an ill fate
which arranges for the sewer pump to stop functioning at 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday, July 3, just after the last maintenance man has left for a
three day weekend fishing trip.

And a cloudburst will wash out the Chisos

Basin Road at 6 p.m. that same evening taking out the powerline, the
telephone line, and stranding 50 hotel guests and 30 campers.

But

number 3 will make you forget numbers 1 and 2, for number 3 is that Nature
Always Sides With The Hidden Flaw.

So while the porch floor looks sturdy

enough, there is an undetected split in a floor joist in the back corner
where the delivery man spills 1000 pounds of rock salt blocks onto the
fuel tank in the basement, thereby ruining the winter supply of flour
and sugar.
From many years of experinece in maintenance, and in observation
of the fate which pursues us, and Our calculated observations of the ill
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fates which may occur, this formula which Mrs. Murphy says is too
optimistic, may suggest an adequate alert guideline - at least it may
save an ulcer operation!
Yes, our resources are great - the greatest!

And, yes, the people

who work with you in managing your programs are super kind of sensitive and
dedicated assistants but this cannot quite overcome the overload of manpower shortages that the last 10% meat-ax cut by 0MB forced on you.

But

someway we love it and we muddle through, damaged but with colors still
high.
It pays to keep an alert and inquiring mind as to what you are doing,
why you do it, and how you do it. You may find suddenly a revelation of
an alternate way that will save the day!

Part of your job is to know how

to handle this kind of miracle should it occur!

However, my knowledge of

the NPS crew is that they would be equal to such an unlikely occasion!
You cope with the operational and maintenance shortages of funds
by giving more of yourself.

This has been standard procedure for National

Park Service personnel for over 40 years.

I see no real relief.

But the

major element of salvation comes if you can remember The Spirit Of The
River!

And, as with generations before you I believe that you can!

Thank you.
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DISCUSSION

Question: What do you see as the greatest challenge the Park Service
has before it in the next 15 years?
Reply:

Resolution of the conflict within your own heart; are we to
preserve or to use the areas without getting to the point of
damaging or using them up. In many places, a Greenline Concept
collaboration between ownership (fee title) management, planning
and use must evolve to end with saving anything. We must learn
to conserve within this kind of mixture of ownership. I see
this as one of the major programs ahead. The task you face is
that within this mixture we must re-establish the National Parks.

Question:

(Thompson) What relationship will we have to live with and how
are we going to resolve the undermining of our resources?

Reply:

There is going to be change and we have to consider if there is
a real confrontation that will force a compromise concerning
National Parks. Let us defer it as long as we can. We really
need to rearticulate the principles of park resource protection
and the legal protections they have or we may seek.

Question: What are the most important areas to be protected?
Reply:

Probably some of the historical areas. Most of the great and
pristine natural areas are already identified and under protection.
If asked to name the two greatest symbols of the National Park
Service I would name Old Faithful Geyser and The Liberty Bell.

There was a general discussion of the Green Line Concept. The
speaker described the Ice Age National Scientific Reserve in
Wisconsin as type legislation that may be followed in other
places. The Scientific Reserve is a unit of the National Park
System, but it is not in federal ownership. By agreement with
the State of Wisconsin State Parks Department, the National Park
Service participates in master planning and then partially funds
acquisition, planning, development and administrative costs.
The master plan is the control document.
The service role was in developing a statement of national
significance, and now in keeping the master plan current in
accordance with national standards.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AND CULTURAL FACTORS
FOR
VISITOR CAPACITY DECISION-MAKING*
Richard L. Bury**

Much is heard these days about recreation visitor carrying capacity.
Critics cry, "Our parks are used above their carrying capacity!" And recreation managers often feel they could manage better if only a defensible
recreation carrying capacity could be established.
Let's examine the objectives of recreation management and the nature
of carrying capacity in its several forms, and then evaluate the applicability of this concept to park management
Objectives and Definitions
The objective of recreation management, as most professionals see it,
is to maximize user satisfaction within specified constraints of budget
or physical resources or agency policy.
Currently, maximizing environmental preservation is a popular objective of recreation management.
A fine definition of carrying capacity is that proposed by Lime and
Stankey: " . . . that character of use that can be supported over a specified time by an area developed at a certain level without causing excessive damage to either the environment or the experience of the visitor."
Can this definition be used to set carrying capacity? That would
depend on the management objectives of the area, for only such objectives
would permit us to specify the "excessive damage" cited in the definition.
Objectives, as well as judgements of "excessive damage", are affected by
factors such as agency policies and managers' personal values. These factors are recognized as important, but will not be discussed further here.
Management objectives are usually influenced also by the physical resources of the subject area and of alternative areas that could be either
complementary or substitutable. Demand may be large, but it need not all
be satisfied on any particular site. Some of it may be better satisfied
on sites managed for recreational objectives different than those of the
site in question.
Management objectives also must consider the attitudes and expectations of potential users. For example, Hans Gregerson has suggested that
users of motorhomes and other similar recreation vehicles may be best satisfied with what he calls "campurbia."
Trees, grass, space, and natural
environments may be unnecessary. All these users really want is a paved
surface and utility hookups so that they can drive in, hook up, and then
drive off in the morning. This is one type of user expectation. Other
recreation visitors may be most satisfied with quite different facilities—
campsites with minimum development and maximum naturalness. The total
recreation opportunities provided by public plus private operations should

''Presented at National Park Service Visitor Capacity Symposium, Ft. Worth,
Texas, April 29-30, 1976.
**Professor of Outdoor Recreation, Department of Recreation and Parks,
Texas A&M University, and Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
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provide all of these. Clearly, then, carrying capacity depends on the management objectives of the area, and many management objectives are possible
or appropriate.
In a pioneering study of this topic, Wagar concluded that:
"Recreational carrying capacity is not an absolute value inherent solely in the ecology and original characteristics of each
land area. Rather than a single facet the carrying capacity problem has three major parts: (a) the impact of people on the
recreational environment, (b) the impact of the recreational environment on the people, and (c) management procedures for modifying these reciprocal impacts."
Recreation carrying capacity can be viewed in many ways, some of which
are shown below. These may be regarded as components of a comprehensive
conception of carrying capacity.
ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINTS ON CARRYING CAPACITY FOR RECREATION
Biological:

Botanical
Zoological

Physical:

Hydrologic
Sanitary
Edaphic
Topographic

Cultural
or Human:

Social/Psychological
Aesthetic
Spatial
Financial
Temporal

Let's examine some of these viewpoints or components to determine their
usefulness in recreation management.
Biological Factors
In the biological sense, carrying capacity can be viewed in terms of
population levels and general health of a selected species or group of species.
Much research has been conducted on this aspect of recreation carrying
capacity, and research reports are fairly abundant.
For example, ScottWilliams has reported on the form and rate of recovery of alpine plants
subjected to trampling within Rocky Mountain National Park.
Both plant and animal species vary greatly in their ability to maintain health and vigor under intensive human use; some are much more resistant to human impact than others. Therefore, any specified level of recreation use will produce conditions more favorable (or less damaging) for
some species than for others. No matter what the level of use, for example,
the harvest of game animals will usually result in different reactions
among other biota than would be expected in the absence of hunting.
Also, a different biological carrying capacity for any given species
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will occur under different environmental conditions and different types
and intensities of human use. For example, McMillan discovered that Yellowstone Park moose became noticeably more tolerant of human disturbance when
subjected to high levels of visitor contact.' However, he warns that this
response may not apply directly to other parts of the country, nor to closely
related species.
It is very difficult to set a biological carrying capacity that will
be even reasonably accurate under all conditions. A species growing near
the limits of its environmental niche will have a much lower resistance to
human impact than it will when located in environments optimal for its survival. Also, most species can withstand a higher annual level of use if
spread uniformly through the growing season instead of being concentrated
within a few weeks. And obviously, a given species of (say) turfgrass
can withstand 1,000 visitor-days of recreational walking much better than
1,000 visitor-days of football or soccer.
Biological carrying capacity also implies an acceptable amount of change
or damage; Frissell and Stankey have developed this as the "limits of acceptable
change concept."
Definition of "acceptable" is very difficult; it relates
to the area's management objectives, manager's values, and visitor preferences. Generally, however, management objectives permit more biotic change
in a National Recreation Area or in most State Parks than would be acceptable
in a designated Wilderness Area or a nature preserve.
Because of the above variations in species response to use and the
difficulties in determining limits of acceptable change, carrying capacity
may be quite hypothetical in terms of its managerial usefulness.
Physical Factors
Natural conditions may often limit the number of visitors that can be
accommodated within a recreation area. How many recreationists can be served
by the available and potential supply of potable water? This is a primary
concern at Big Bend National Park in the Chihuahuan Desert of southern
Texas. Except for a small strip adjacent to the Rio Grande, the Park has
about reached its hydrologic carrying capacity for recreation under existing standards of water use. However, carrying capacity is still not definite; the standards of water use could be changed. For example, because
most campgrounds in Arizona have no water, campers in Arizona usually carry
supplemental water and use it very conservatively. So too, current standards
in Big Bend could be changed—for example, by eliminating the showers—and
thus increase the hydrologic carrying capacity of the Park.
Sewage disposal requirements may be another limitation that sets the
carrying capacity. What limits are imposed by natural and/or developable
capacity for sewage disposal? What regulations must be followed? And what
limitations are therefore placed on human use due to the environmental conditions vis-a-vis the mandatory regulations? For example, sewage disposal
difficulties have required a limit on use of the Mount Whitney trail in
California, where hiking is now restricted to 75 persons per day. Disposal
of human waste has posed a major problem in management of wild and scenic
rivers—and thus has been a determinant of carrying capacity.
Edaphic carrying capacity is yet another viewpoint. What level of
human use will the local soils support? Considerable research on recrea-
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tion carrying capacity has been related to soil erosion, compaction, and
moisture relations.10 Investigators have revealed that human trampling
generally increases soil density while decreasing pore volume, air capacity, and infiltration rates. In most cases, these effects are expected
to reduce the vigor of plants on the site. However, some interesting and
unexpected results have been reached. For example, Hartesveldt discovered
that soil compaction caused by humans walking around redwoods in Yosemite's
Mariposa Grove may actually increase the health of the trees; this effect
resulted from resultant favorable relationships between soil compaction
and soil moisture.1* Echelberger discovered that vegetation did not deteriorate appreciably on well-maintained campsites in the Adirondacks during
a five-year period, and that this response was obtained over a wide range
of use intensities.13 And finally, visitor impacts on both tundra and lower
elevation ecosystems in Rocky Mountain National Park were shown to be slight
if trail routing, construction, and maintenance were well-executed—in
contrast to trails developed through visitor use.l^
Individual soils (soil series) vary considerably in response to human
tion, and in suitability for uses related to recreation. Relevant
ria include such features as bearing strength for roads, resistance
to erosion, permeability for sewage beach fields, and general drainage
for campsite units. Carrying capacity of parks can be markedly increased
by designing sites to take advantage of appropriate soil features, while
avoiding soils that would produce management problems under some proposed
recreation uses.15
Research has also investigated the capacity of soils for absorbing
sewage effluent—information required to answer the above questions on sanitary carrying capacity. But here we encounter the same difficulty of generalization—edaphic carrying capacity is very specific to site conditions,
and optimal standards cannot be set that will apply over large areas or
among several areas.
Topographic carrying capacity is yet another aspect of the picture.
Little research has been done on this, but perhaps little is needed. Obviously, the physical alternatives for use are limited by topography. Development must be relatively light where slopes are steep. And as topographic
relief increases, psychological carrying capacity for extensive recreation
uses increases because people cannot see each other. Within a Wilderness
Area, for example, more people can obtain psychologically satisfactory
experiences if the tract has dissected, mountainous topography than if it
is relatively flat.
Cultural Factors
A substantial amount of research has tested visitor satisfactions as
affected by levels of use, types of use, or site design.
Social aspects relate to the territorial imperative concept popularized
by Ardrey-1-^ and by Halli8. Each animal has living space around itself
that it wishes to protect against invasion. In this social concept, recreation carrying capacity is related to satisfaction regarding our number and
type of encounters with other humans in a recreational area. However, it
is also affected by the potential number and type of encounters. In a wilderness setting, recreation satisfactions may be impaired even before any en-
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counters occur, if the number and density of people seems higher than the
visitor would like to encounter, or if the potential encounters seem likely
to be more intense, or closer, than the visitor wishes. He then says, "There
are too many people here!" For example, how many people can simultaneously
use the back country of Rocky Mountain national Park without destroying the
spirit of wilderness? What difference does the spatial pattern of encounters
and sightings make? And "what, in fact, is the wilderness spirit, from the
user's perspective?"1"
A quantitative approach to this problem, based on economic theory and
using a simulation model, has been explored by Fisher and Krutilla. u
This condition may also be reversed—as when teenagers go to a beach
to see, be seen, and interact with others. In this case, the desire of the
visitor is for high densities of human use. We should also note that each
individual varies in desires concerning density of use, depending on the
amount and type of interaction wanted for different activities at different times.
Density of vegetative cover is related to this social or psychological
carrying capacity. Carrying capacity for extensive recreation activities
generally rises as cover density of shrubs and trees rises; visitors can't
see or hear each other as well under dense vegetative conditions, and so
they seem less crowded. For example, a wilderness above timberline has a
lower psychological carrying capacity than a wilderness below timberline.
Above timberline, only topography screens visitors from each other; below
timberline, they are screened by both topography and vegetation.
Under these conditions of variation in user desires, the manager may
act in any of three ways: (1) limit use to attain maximum satisfaction
of each visitor, (2) allow whatever amount of use will produce the largest
total satisfaction of all visitors, and/or (3) change site conditions and
management to produce optimal satisfactions by either of the previous criteria.2 1
Aesthetic carrying capacity refers to conditions found pleasant to the
senses. Most commonly referring to sight, aesthetic carrying capacity can
be related to visitor perception of beauty as affected by natural features,
modification of those features, or deterioration of the environment. Aesthetic preferences have been studied in several formats; for example, Klukas
and Duncan found that visitors to Itasca State Park in Minnesota preferred
red pine and/or white pine stands, followed by northern hardwoods (including
birch), spruce/fir, and aspen. 2 Other studies have been based on principles from landscape architecture , and some interesting studies have
indicated that aesthetic values may indeed be quantified and resultant preferences described.24,25
Visitor satisfaction is commonly expressed in terms of on-site perceptions as compared with expectations before the site is visited. For example,
relatively high levels of use inevitably produce signs of wear and tear on
the natural beauty of a site. This deterioration relates directly to the
capacity of the site to produce high quality experiences for visitors who
value natural, undisturbed areas. In this sense, recreational carrying
capacity could be defined as the level of development and use "beyond which
the site's capacity to provide a sustained high level of satisfaction becomes impaired due to severe damage to the natural site."
We now need
more experiments to test the impact on visitor satisfactions of such signs
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of wear and tear.
In his nationwide study, Reid concluded that the general sense of crowding felt by visitors was " . . . affected as much or more by the adequacy
of facilities in the area for handling large numbers as they are by esthetic
considerations . . . " * ' At Dolly Copp campground on the White Mountain
National Forest in New Hampshire, he found only about 3% of 504 camping
groups dissatisfied, even through both natural and developed amenities
had been very substantially deteriorated by heavy use.2° This led to the
warning that visitor satisfaction and preferences should be used only as
an adjunct in recreation management policy; to give such satisfactions
sole determination of policy could result in sites driven to very low standards of quality.
Aesthetic carrying capacity also may be related to social carrying
capacity—for example, visitors may be regarded as an intrusion within natural landscapes (such as the Wilderness Area of Olympic National Park).
Alternatively, they may be regarded as a primary visual attraction of the
recreation area, as on the beaches at Lake Mead National Recreation Area.
This concept has been validated by research showing that visitors within
nature study campgrounds desire relative quiet and minimal noise and activity;
visitors in family water-skiing campgrounds, in contrast, engaged in vigorous activities featuring much noise and contact with other visitors.
(Burch 1964:709)
Standards responding to such concerns for human destiny have been developed; among these are U.S. Bureau of Outdoor Recreation's bulletin, Outdoor
Recreation Space Standards.
Unfortunately, most such standards are arbitrary and have not been tested for visitor satisfaction. For example, the
National Park Service has commonly used a standard of 8-10 family campsites
per acre in campgrounds, while the Forest Service has employed a space standard of three campsites per acre. Neither are tied to research concerning
visitor satisfaction; instead, they were developed from other considerations
such as minimum cost of development and operation.
Human carrying capacity also relates to how much of the area is actually
used, the accepted zoning for various uses, and density of use within each
zone. This concept may be called spatial carrying capacity. For example,
less than 2 percent of Yellowstone National Park is developed. Yet the
stated carrying capacity of the park is probably tied almost entirely to
the carrying capacity of that two percent. Again, Scott-Williams' findings
regarding impacts on alpine plants at Rocky Mountain National Park are
helpful; we can expect impacts to be tied almost entirely to the developed
trails (and hence be called "point impacts") rather than to the Park at
large ("areal impacts") .3-'- Therefore, the carrying capacity of the Park
could be greatly increased if managers would decide to double or triple the
acreage developed. Such decisions could be made without changing the management objectives of the park, or visitor's perception of it, and satisfactions
of both managers and visitors could remain high.
Financial carrying capacity is yet another view; it might be the point
at which management cost per visitor served begins to increase markedly.
If accurate cost records for development and operation are available, this
point can be determined rather well. As with many other businesses, the
management cost per person served will at first decrease as number of people
served increases—up to a point at which a substantially higher level of
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development or management is required to care for more people. At that
point, cost per visitor rises; this could establish a financial carrying
capacity at that point. Alternatively, financial carrying capacity might
be set as that number of visitors which can be accommodated with the approved
level of program funding under accepted criteria for maintenance and operations. Or it could be the point at which income from visitor fees would
equal costs plus reasonable profit—or it might be the point at which the
cost of minimizing adverse environmental impacts begins to rise steeply.
All of these costs may rise exponentially as use increases.
Character of the area's use over time is yet another way of viewing
carrying capacity. This may be called temporal carrying capacity, and
it refers to the season of use, its intensity over time, or the duration
of the higher intensities. Obviously, a given recreation use distributed
rather equally through the year (such as at Everglades National Park) will
produce a resource impact much different than when half the annual use occurs during two or three weeks in April and the other half scattered throughout the year (as in Big Bend National Park).
This summarizes several views of carrying capacity. Such a great
variety of views suggests there is no uniquely correct recreation carrying capacity, and that the concept will be both difficult and confusing
to use in park management.
Misconceptions
Finally, let's consider some basic misconceptions about recreation
carrying capacity. J. Alan Wagar has described four major misconceptions
relating to recreation carrying capacity. ' The first is the misconception
that the manager's responsibility is primarily to resources rather than
to people. Preservationists would agree with the dominance of resources,
but the author agrees with Wagar—we need to weigh the needs of both resources and people when we consider carrying capacity and limitation on
human use.
Secondly, managers often have the misconception that each acre of recreation land has a natural (that is, inherent) level of durability. This
is simply not so. Many means are available to extend the durability of
most sites—for example, fertilizing and irrigation, rest-rotation of use,
supplemental planting, and so forth.
Another misconception is that most of our recreation areas should be
managed for naturalness and uncrowdedness. But if some visitors want
Gregerson's campurbia, shouldn't we give them campurbia in some portions
of our National Parks—and certainly, this concept seems suitable for National Recreation Areas.
Lastly, Wagar cites a misconception that recreation areas would be much
easier to manage if only we knew their carrying capacity. According to
him, areas wouldn't really be any easier to manage because (1) it's very
difficult to determine carrying capacity, and (2) even if a carrying capacity were selected, many conflicts relating to use intensities would still
remain.
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Summary and Challenge
Carrying capacity for recreation seems a difficult management tool
at best. And at worst, if misapplied it may greatly distort current and
potential values of recreation areas. It could be useful in decisionmaking if managers consider only one or two viewpoints of carrying capacity and ignore all the rest. But it's very complex if managers take a comprehensive approach including all viewpoints—biological, physical, and
human.
If a comprehensive optimizing approach is to be avoided, the manager
could simply search for the most limiting or sensitive factor at the site—
the one that first produces difficulties as the number of visitors increases,
or the one that produces the most serious long-term consequences. For
example, Wilderness Areas often reach a social carrying capacity before any
other kind of carrying capacity. Under this rationale, managers would
accept the carrying capacity that specifies the lowest number of people.
This seems too simplistic; it would produce suboptimal results because
many biological, physical, and human values might not be fully utilized.
But if pressed to determine a comprehensive carrying capacity, the
manager must try to optimize the total effects of all these viewpoints
on carrying capacity. The objective would be to reach a combined effect
that would produce the highest value according to specified criteria.
As Wagar has put it, it is the manager's job to "decide which combination
of needs and desires it is most desirable to satisfy from our limited resources. °
This would necessarily involve personal decisions in selecting
and weighting criteria.
For example, the biological viewpoints would emphasize carrying capacity according to needs of plants and animals. As contrasted with this,
the cultural viewpoints emphasize needs and desires of humans. Stankey
and Hendee have identified these as "biocentric" and "anthropocentric"
viewpoints of carrying capacity. ° And the manager's judgement concerning
the appropriateness of each viewpoint may be wrong, or he may have ignored
the established objectives of management for his particular area. Thus,
it is apparent that an unbiased selection and weighting of criteria would
be very difficult. Calculation of optimal solutions would also be very
difficult due to the intangible qualities of many major criteria.
Most managers realize that such optimizing assumes the use of averages
for some of these viewpoints, such as social carrying capacity. Yet they
know that such aiverages conceal the many differences in expectations of
visitors, in resistance of plants to trampling, etc.
Also, any optimizing would be unique for each situation. Carrying
capacity must be determined uniquely for each site to account for its unique
combination of biological, physical, and visitor characteristics.
Finally, it must be recognized that even a hypothetical carrying capacity is elastic, because it can be increased in so many ways. For example:
1) Durability of vegetation can be increased through watering,
fertilizing, and selection of outstandingly durable species;
2) Education and information programs for visitors can reduce wear
and tear on sites through changes in visitor behavior;
3) Increased physical development ("hardening") can reduce damage, '
and
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4)

Through physical developments and/or direct regulations, managers
can shift visitors from overused sites to underused sites and
thus better distribute the load within the recreation area.

In summary, a variety of factors that influence recreation carrying
capacity have been examined, and many difficulties of applying them to obtain
acceptable standards for human use have been presented. These complications suggest that no uniquely correct carrying capacity exists, and that
the concept of carrying capacity will be both difficult and confusing to
use in park management.
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DISCUSSION

Rumburg: You give the impression that the camp urbanites can be pushed
off as they are merely looking for a place to camp. If they did not want
to see the area they would not have made it the point of their destination.
We must consider that their impact is far less on the environment than
those who are looking into the backcountry and we should not impose our
standards on all people. We should not limit the parks only to those who
want to travel the backcountry.
Wauer: The combination of the different areas and activities in one park
is for the purpose of supplying the different needs.
Yarborough: How about the people who are just passing through and have
not done anything in the park, but used it as a cheap motel?
Bury: There should be a strong distribution of traffic into truly commercial mobile areas as differentiated from visitor participation areas.
Carithers: People impose certain criteria on others - and we don't
encourage use of bright colored backpacks, but people will have drab ones
and remark they couldn't find a bright one. People don't always say
what they mean and tend to say what they think is expected of them.
Bury: Many of the bearers of bright col ores are unaware of the effect
of the colors on the environment. They chose red simply because they
liked the color without any understanding of what they would find
when they got to the backcountry.
Unknown: Considering appropriate use of some areas, where public land is
at a premium, the public users take whatever there is, whether it is
historial site or not, they will tend to use it as "open space" and bring
their kites to fly on a battlefield. In certain portions of the country
open space is a real problem and the real conflict is how the people see
an area and how management sees it.
Unknown: Special use, if you double the impact by the number of people,
it might actually be non-linear.
Bury: I think additional numbers would raise the impact after a certain
limit. When fees were first set for National Park use it was met with
screams from the public users, but after that when fees were raised it
came with less opposition. After you put the first road in an area, the
impact has taken place, and other roads will be somehow better tolerated
than one would think.
Rodrigues: It depends on the use that the visitor makes of the area. But
a passive useage where they just take the sunshine, I think that is still
good usage and they will likely not tax the resources, and I think we should
be careful how we criticize.
Garrison: The political support and endorsement of the National Parks comes
from a kind of benign acceptance of the program we have, and some think he
is in a wilderness and are satisfied. If you come to fish what difference
does it make the color of your pack?
227

Sociological and Political Factors in Carrying Capacity Decision Making
Richard Schreyer

2

Int r oduetion
"For the benefit and enjoyment of the people" is a phrase which more than
any other describes the agony and the ecstasy of National Park Service management.

Like so many other "mom and apple pie" phrases, there is a nagging

realization in the back of our mind that when they came up with it, they
neglected to say for the benefit of just which people and how many of them.
This consideration would be little more than a humorous footnote were it not
for the fact that the phrase has acted as an invisible hand to shape and guide
Park Service philosophy lo these many years.

Of course, "they" did not have to

worry about too many people; we do.
The sociological and political factors'in carrying capacity decision
making are the ostensible topics of this paper.
line the topic, I approached' it conceptually as:
B. Political Considerations.

When I first started to outA. Sociological Considerations,

However, I gave up this format as I realized

that the two are inextricably inte__wined and that it is impossible to consider
them in separate distinct categories.
the other.

Rather, each interacts with and shapes

That is how I intend to approach them here, and I hope the inter-

relationships will become more evident subsequently.

Ecological considerations

are also intermingled with the other two, and all three factors must really be
looked at simultaneously in any carrying capacity decision.

Dr. Bury has

Paper presented at the Visitor Capacity Conference, National Park Service,
Ft. Worth, Tex., April 29-30, 1976
2
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Forestry ard Outdoor Recreation, College of
Natural Resource^, Utah State University, Logan, Utah.
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already pointed out the socio-cultural influences in the determination of
ecological impact.

Simultaneous consideration does not sound like a parti-

cularly easy task, but then decisions on carrying capacity have been among
the most difficult and painful ones that managers devoted to public service
have had to make.
I wish to discuss directly two "hang-ups" which have evolved from the
catch-phrase that opened this paper and which have significantly influenced
visitor use decisions in Park Service areas.

These hang-ups have gone hand

in hand and will be about as easy to shake as the Ghost of Christmas past,
but there is some hope, as I feel there is. already more or less general
agreement on the obsolescence of the first one.

It is the second one that

gets stuck between the molars and the wisdom teeth.
Parks exist to provide benefits to people.
is:

Therefore, Hang-up No. 1

The more people we can get, the greater the benefits we can provide.

The down-fall of this hang-up has been signaled by the expressed need for
coming up with a human carrying capacity for an area, an issue which has
generated much concern, incliding tnis conference.

Hang-up No. 2 is:

are for all the people, and we should manage them accordingly.

Parks

By this I

do not mean that we must cram everyone in the U.S. into Yellowstone, which
is a restatement of the first hang-up, but rather that we view the folks as
a vast, indistinguishable, amorphous mass and thus manage for everyone.
counter to this is a proposition:

The

To the extent that a specific amenity

resource such as a National Park is managed" fnr the widest possible clientele,
the goals of management will be oriented toward the lowest common denominator
and will move away from conceptions of quality upon which the identity of the
Park was originally founded.

I will expand upon this subsequently.
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Rivers As Examples of Sociological and Political Input for Capacity Decisions
The management of Whitewater river resources provides a particularly
fruitful-area for some close examinations of capacity-related issues.

One

reason for this is the fact that rivers represent a resource in which managers
have not hesitated to develop the types of visitor use limitation policies
that managers of other amenity resources have theorized about for years.
River managers have seemingly approached the issue with a zeal that, considering the potential political environment, could have been tantamount to
suicide.

However, the use limitations appear to be a fait accompli, and the

river managers are sticking by their guns.
The reasons for these actions appear to focus on the limited nature of
the resource.

A linear channel with but few access points focuses the use

far more than a trail network through the backcountry of Canyonlands N.P.
Increases in the use rates have also been dramatic to the point of calling
for some kind of response from the manager.

The recreational use of Cataract

Canyon in Canyonlands National Park from 1969 to 197 2 grew 60 percent annually.
It has often been pointed out that the annual use on the Colorado River through
Grand Canyon N.P. in 1972 was greater than in the entire 100-year period from
1870 to 1969.

In the seven years between 1966 and 1973, use on the Snake

River in Grand Teton National Park grew from 16,000 to 73,000 visitors.
One need only extend such expotential rates but a few years into the
future to realize that astronomical use figures would be seen.

While upper

levels would li'u.ly have been reached before t~>o long, managers did act
to wait around to see what that limit would be.
enacted.

LU';.'

Thus, use restrictions were

The fascinating thing about the whole affair is that we are here to

consider how to decide rationally what these capacities should be.

However,

the use limits r ..ich are now in force have invariably, been derived by rule of
thumb guesstimates.
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There are two ways in which these limits have been made.

The first is

by basing use on a particular year's level of use and saying that is enough.
Grand .Canyon N.P. set a use ceiling starting in 1973 of 89,000 commercial
passenger days and 7,600 private passenger days.
the 1972 season.

Both were use levels from

Maximum use on the Green and Yampa Rivers in Dinosaur

National Monument has been set at 17,000 visitors, which was the seasonal
use in 1972. The second strategy has been useful when use rates are not
yet alarmingly high.

This involves picking a reasonable-sounding figure that

is somewhat above current use levels.

This allows use to move up to what

appears to be a substantive ceiling, giving more credibility to the limitation.
In 1972, administrators at Canyonlands N.P. placed a use limit of 10,000 on
the number of visitors moving through Cataract Canyon when current use was
about 2,500.

This figure gave the managers enough leeway that they were sub-

sequently able to reduce use levels to around 6,700 and still have room for
growth (Schreyer, et al., 1976).
The above figures may sound reasonable, and in most cases they have worked
fairly well.

However, as the political environment around the river recreation

resource becomes increasingly charged, and as various interests make increasing
demands for the accountability of administrators of the resources, rule of
thumb estimates will become less adequate.

This was recognized in the policy

statement of the National Park Service, dated August 28, 1974, which froze
use ceilings in effect at the time on western rivers under Park Service jurisdiction.

The levels would not change "p-*--1! ±<- was possible to "establish

through scientific research the level of use that each river system can sustain."
Each unit would have to develop a river management plan, and could not change
the use ceiling in that plan unless supported by "sufficient scientific eviuence."
The message was that formal planning would have to be carried out in a rar.xr nal
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and systematic way and that limitations would be based on evidence rather
than estimate.
proceed.

Now we are gathered here to see how that process should

If I am successful, I will send you away from here with more

questions than answers, but hopefully, they will be the right questions.
I wish to discuss some important social and political considerations,
illustrating them where possible with results from capacity-related research.
We have carried out social-psychological research on the rivers in Dinosaur
N.M. in order to provide information for capacity-related planning.

Briefly,

during the summer of 1975, we distributed questionnaires to persons who had
floated the Green or the Yarnpa Rivers in Dinosaur N.M.

A 76 percent response

rate on the mailback questionnaires yielded 864 useful returns.

Our study

focused on the individuals' perceptions of the river trip, including responses
to the presence of others, their expectations for their river trip, and their
evaluations of various potential management strategies.

The final report on

the study addresses the issue of carrying capacity from the behavioral point
of view (Schreyer, et al., 1976).

Carrying Capacity As a Management Concept
I do not want to delve toe deeply into the notion of carrying capacity
itself, as you will already be familiar with many of the issues.

However,

two basic premises of the carrying capacity concept need to be established
here to guide what follows.
concept.

First, recreational carrying capacity is a human

Therefore, an understanding of human behavior is critical to dealing

with any kind of a capacity issue.

This applies even to many consideration :

which might otherwise seem strictly ecological.

A person is not just a foot

which squashes the Claytonia, but an individual with a pattern of behavior
that results in the squashing.

Information c~ the pattern can help us determine

what methods may be most effective in altering the situation to the benefit of
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all.

While this may sound reasonable, I am not aware of very many studies

available to managers that ever go beyond the basic socio-economic data.

I

would also ask whether you would feel much more comfortable having a biologist
study how many Caytonic are getting squashed rather than asking a sociologist
to study why people squash Claytonia, in the name of capacity research.
The second premise.is that there is no such thing as carrying
capacity.

There are so many considerations, options, and decision points

that a single number becomes meaningless.

The papers by Dr. Bury and Dr. McCool

will have made this sufficiently evident not to require further elaboration
on my part.

While this is an identifiable concept, it is one that leaves us

with an empty feeling in the pit of the stomach.
scientific research was going to come up with?

Isn't that what all this
This is where the first glimmer

of political factors enters into the decision process.

The previously cited

carrying capacity policy statement was more politically astute than it was
scientifically practicable.

It was an attempt to lend legitimacy to managerial

decisions based upon "scientific evidence" in order to avoid taking flak from
"arbitrary and capricious ' charges.

However, while it buys time in the short

run, in the long run it bodes ill for high conflict areas.

In order to under-

stand this, consider what will happen when the Park Service is hauled into
court by some group challenging a particular use limit, and they get a sharp
lawyer who gets the behavioral scientist who produced the scientific evidence
on the stand and promptly proceeds to crucify him because he is enbroiled in
a. sea of reliability and validity issues and a load of assumptions he had to
make and the lawyer wants to know what the hell that has to do with people
floating down a river.

So much for the carrying capacity.

The above has not

been meant as a research cop-out so much as it is intended to be a stimulus ^o
get you to be very careful about what you are doing when you decide to play
the numbers.
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Old Hang-Ups Never Die; They Just Continue to Shape Policy
I would now like to return to the subject of this essay:

the hang-ups

which must be dispensed with before any kind of sane planning with respect
to use management can proceed.

The first assumed that if benefits to people

are the end product, then maximizing benefits means maximizing visitors.

The

logic of this is very seductive, as it provides goods in a simple additive
function.

All one has to do is to carry the linear projection to its logical

maximization to realize the absurdity of the assumption.

Clearly some kind

of curvilinear relationship is at work.
Nevertheless, even though the statement cannot be taken at face value,
the opposite tack in the direction of use limitation has been slow in coming.
For years, the primary response has been to "harden" the sites.

Focus the

visitors and minimize their impacts through facilities construction.

Thus,

the invisible hand of our old conservation philosophy—the greatest good for
the greatest number—continues to haunt us.

Garrett Hardin (1968) reminds

us, however, that "the greatest good for the greatest number" is logically
impossible, since one canno': maximize two interdependent variables at the same
time.

But why do we have so much trouble limiting use on wildlands?

When a

theater has all its seats filled, the manager feels no remorse in shutting
the doors on the throngs outside.

They will have to wait for another time.

Of course, it is easy to point out that we can count the number of seats in
the theater, while we cannot do the same for a wilderness area.
would suspect the answer runs deeper.

However, I

There is something basically undemo-

cratic (and thus by extension un-American) about denying people access to a
public good, particularly if that good is seen to be scarce and highly valued.
There is an inconsistency here which results from the fact that even though
we see recreation as being a valuable experience, we have resisted the notj r.i
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that recreation may be a scarce commodity capable of being consumed.

That

is, we do not think twice about restricting and regulating public access to
timber harvest on the Federal lands. .It is a public resource which should
provide benefits, but we can easily see that it would be consumed if access
were unrestricted, and therefore protection of the resource is legitimate.
However, recreation is considered to be an intangible resource and is, therefore,
not likely to be consumed.

We do regulate parks to prevent damage to the

physical environment, but to insist that Big Bend N.P. is nothing more than
a particular ecosystem, located on a certain geologic! formation is to miss
the point of what National Parks are all about in the first place.
Recreation is a consumable commodity.

The reason why most people have

failed to recognize it as. such is essentially the same reason why the first
hang-up is still very much alive and well and living in management strategies.
Politics again.

How is the success of a park determined for budgetary purposes?

We are all aware of the persuasiveness of statistics on visitcr-days in coaxing
appropriations for management.

This process implies that the major output

of park management is a headcount.

Consider the absurdity of gauging the

effectiveness of a hospital solely by counting the numbers of persons being
processed in, through, and out of the facility, regardless of whether they
left alive or dead!

(Knopf and Driver, 1973).

We can get away with this for

recreation areas primarily because of the superficial way in which we view
the behavioral aspect of the recreationist.

We equate presence on the site

with satisfaction, assuming all people will react the same way, anH i-iion ^niq
this with "benefit and enjoyment."

In order to view recreation as a commodity,

it is necessary to understand what people are doing when they recreate and
how their satisfactions may actually be a very scarce commodity indeed.

When

this realization is excepted, then it will be possible to throw off the first
hang-up and protect a very valuable resource.
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The Recreation Experience.
The major output of recreation management should be the satisfactions of
users.

But what determines satisfactions?

Each person enters the recreation

engagement with certain expectations about the particular experience.
tations are what the person hopes to get out of the experience.
characteristics of the ind-'
that people have for partis

Expec-

The distinctive

rl's personality will shape the expectations
activities.

a broad range of possible experiences.

The expectations may relate tc

They may deal with some notion of

organic thrill, a learning experience, the desire to escape an urbanized environment, or to have a spiritual communion with nature.

There are any number

of factors in the person's lifespace and developmental history which will
determine the relative importance of various expectations.
When a person enters a recreation environment, the perceived reality of
the situation will he compared to the person's own expectations.

The impor-

tance here lies in the person's own perceptions, as reality may be filtered
through the individual's needs, resulting in selective acceptance or rejection
of certain factors.

To the extent that perceived reality matches the expec-

tations of the individual, satisfactions may be derived.
wise that certain expectations may not be met.
dissatisfactions may result.

It is possible like-

If these are very important,

In fact, conditions of stress may result,

leading to a very negative recreation experience.

The commodity of recreation

which may be consumed is the access to a particular experience.
solitude, the presence of others precludes that.

If one seeks

If one seeks co~v.nicu with

nature, ubiquitous facilities made necessary by high use levels may make that
difficult.

Thus, satisfaction is dependent on an experiential reality rather

than a physical one.
It is easy .o conceive of an infinite combination of potential expectations
which can be matched against the recreation experience, making it impossible
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to make any generalizations about management.

However, there is evidence

that, in fact, certain kinds of recreational opportunities are perceived as
being more likely than others for satisfying particular kinds of experiences
(Knopf, 1972).

Thus, it may be possible to associate recreation opportunities

with specific experiences, and when we start thinking about managing for
experiences, we are one step closer to the true source of visitor satisfactions.
In our study of Dinosaur N.M., we asked recreationists on float trips to
rate the relative importance to their own experience of a number of different
classes of expectations which might be important (Roggenbuck, 1975).
seven categories we measured were:

The

1) learning about and experiencing nature,

2) stress release and solitude, 3) a sense of achievement or a feeling of
autonomy (I did it myself.), 4) social interaction—sharing the experience
with others, 5) self-awareness, an examination or contemplation of one's own
values, 6) action and excitement, and 7) status.

We asked people to rate the

importance on a scale ranging from "not at all- important" to "of utmost importance."

They were then assigned a score on several individual items which

made up the composite index

Their average score gave a relative rating ranging

from a low of 1 to a high of 6 on the importance of that item to them.
shows the average composite scores for the total sample.
is a considerable range in the average scores.
is for action and excitement.
ride.

Table 1

As may be seen, there

The most important expectation

More than anything else, people want a thrilling

The second most important is learning about nature.

of the experience cannot be overlooked.

The natural character

Ponnle are entering a wilderness- a

drastic change from their normal living environment.

Least important among

the factors is status, though it may be fair to assume that people may not be
willing to admit the importance of this factor in their participation.

Other

expectations which are intermediate in importance are self-awareness, and a- tonomy
and achievement.
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Table 3.. Classes of expectations for the river experience.

Category

Average Score

Standard
Deviation

Number of
Respondents

1)

Action/Excitement

4.91

.90

849

2)

Learning about Nature

4.31

1.03

848

3)

Stress Release/Solitude

3.56

1.27

845

4)

Social Affiliation

3.36

1.31

846

5)

Achievement/Autonomy

2.81

1.13

846

6)

Self-Awareness

2.66

1.45

843

7)

Status

2.33

1.15

838
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What emerges is a profile of expectations for an activity.

It gives

information to the manager concerning what people are looking for.
be compared with management goals and.objectives.

This may

In this instance, learning

about nature is a strong value associated with Park service philosophy.
However, action and excitement do not necessarily fall neatly into existing
policies.

It may also be possible to compare these profiles with those of

other activities or other areas offering the same activities.

Once differences

have been recognized, it may be possible to make decisions concerning the
provision of recreational activites that relate to human experience.

This

leads us into the second hang-up.

Expectation Differences and Selective Management
It is important to realize that a particular resource may be perceived
differently with respect to experience expectations by various groups.

A

certain type of individual may perceive the. resource as providing one kind of
experience, and this may serve as a primary inducement to engage in recreation
on the site, while another type of person may perceive an entirely different
exp

'.enee, and may be motivated to use the site, but with very different

expectations.

To the extent that the different expectations are all

met on the site, we can look with pride on the diversity of satisfactions
that a particular resource may provide.

However, it is becoming increasingly

apparent that certain kinds of experiences may not be compatible, and that
unrestricted recreation management results in the exclusion of certain
recreation experiences.

This may be coupled with the realization tna" we

are in an age of relative scarcity of resources with recreation emerging as
a prime example.

The two statements above are represented by the increasing

concern on the part of the administrators for "capacity management.'1
to expand on this below.
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Difference in experience.

While I have maintained that persons will

select an activity for its perceived ability to provide a particular experience,
and therefore that the activity may be.associated with certain kinds of experiences as opposed to other activities, it must be remembered that we are
talking of statistical aggregates.
these perceptions.

There are no hard and fast rules binding

Very different expectations may be associated with different

groups of people.

The difference may be the result of any multitude of causes,

including totally unrealistic expectations fostered by never having engaged in
the activity, inflated promises of private entrepreneurs, or extraneous motivations, such as just wanting to be a part of a group that had decided to engage
in the activity.

In our Dinosaur study we examined the differences in the

relative importance of the different motive categories among different groups
(Roggenbuck, 1975).
aggregated groups:

Table 2 shows a comparison of three large statistically
persons floating on commercially outfitted trips, persons

taking private trips, and persons on trips sponsored by educational institutions.
In all cases except the Action/Excitement category, the differences among the
groups in the importance of the various expectations are significant.

The one

exception was the most important expectation, suggesting that this is a common
thread in most persons' reasons for taking the trips.

The differential per-

ceptions run in the same direction, suggesting a higher degree of importance
placed on the opportunities by educational groups.

What is important to realize

is that even though persons are exposed tc essentially the same physical reality
in floating down a river, there is re-'m"'1 *•" believe that these people are

in

fact, on very different "trips," and that as a result of their own backgrounds,
needs, previous experience, and expectations (which tend to focus our perceptions),
people see and feel and evaluate the recreational experience differently.

In

this light, managing for a single recreational activity, say camping, is really
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Table 2.

Difference in experience expectation importance among different
float trip groups.
Commercial
Users

Private
Users

Educational
Users

Degrees of
Freedom

F1

Significance
(PO-

Action/Excitement

4.86

4.95

5.04

2, 844

1.86

NS

Learning About
Nature

4.19

4.38

4.62

2, 843

7.96

.001

Stress Release/
Solitude

3.44

3.68

3.86

2, 840

5.34

.005

Affiliation

3.12

3.62

3.88

2, 841

17.53

.001

Achievement/
Autonomy

2.44

3.28

3.62

2, 841

68.42

.001

Self-Awareness

2.32

2.86

3.52

2, 838

33.75

.001

Status

2.25

2.27

2.64-.

2, 833

5.63

.005

F statistic computed

c

or analysis of variance performed on the group means.
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managing for a wide range of potential recreation experiences.

This points

out the important difference in managing for an activity versus managing for
an experience.

Activity management ignores the expectations of persons who

might engage in that activity, assuming they must all be the same.
Scarcity in recreation.
result.

When expectations are not met, dissatisfactions

I believe that the level of unmet expectations is a direct function

of the scarcity of wildland recreation resources.

This scarcity is the result

of the greatly increased capacity for and desire of members of society for
wildland recreation experiences, and the nonmarket nature of allocation of the
resource.

More people wish to see Old Faithful than ever before, but we do

not proliferate Old Faithfuls to satisfy the demand.

Thus, the sheer weight

of numbers is seen to be .a problem, one that is analogous to rush hour in
downtown Los Angeles.

We can understand scarcity in bumper to bumper situations,

but not so easily in more dispersed recreation activities.
In a wildland situation, certain experiences, such as solitude, can be
disrupted by the presence of others.

The very fact that there is not enough

land to spread out all people with such expectations points to the scarcity
of resources for these kinds of recreation.

Yet, if solitude is seen to be a

valuable experience, then active steps must be taken to avoid losing it.

This

may imply the creation of areas set aside specifically for that purpose.

If

all experiences are likewise represented, then we can provide for a recreational
resource that truly meets the needs of the people.

However, we are aware that

there is not enough to go arcund, ar<i *•*•«*• °"oryone will not be completely
satisfied all of the time, suggesting some kind of allocation decision.

Thus,

a major political consideration tied up with carrying capacity decisions is
not just how many, but who should get the goods.
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LCD management.

A major flaw in management philosophy must be overcome

before capacity management can become, an integral part of our administrative
philosophies.

With the realization that you cannot please all the people all

the time, the easiest way out is to manage for the most nondescript, most
inoffensive, most unspecified kind of experience expectation.
I will call "lowest common denominator" management or LCD.
unusual tactic.

This is what

This is not an

Rather, it has a number of very appealing qualities which

have been recognized by television producers and presidential candidates alike.
That is, the more clear your point of view becomes, the more likely people will
disagree with you.

Therefore, in order to offend the fewest people possible

(which can also be translated as reaching the widest possible audience to
develop a broad base of support), one must shoot for the most bland and least
distinctive line of values; the lowest common denominator.

Using this strategy,

no one is really pleased very much, since they never get exactly what they want,
but then no one is -really offended enough to take action against }'ou. To understand this point clearly, all one need do is watch television or the current
election campaign closely for about one week.

In fact, one week should be much

more than sufficient.
The LCD strategy has much appeal for management, as it is somewhat "safe"
politically.

If you do not offend anyone, they will not likely try to challenge

your philosophies.

The irony of the situation is that increasing numbers of

special interest groups have brough pressures to bear to provide specific
experiences.

While the LCD may be politically attractive, in social-rpsychological

terms it is unconscionable for two reasons.
First, if one assumes that the goal of providing outdoor recreation opportunities should be the maximization of the satxsfactions of the visitors, then
a philosophy which points toward moderation of satisfaction goes against that
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goal.

This is managing for the "average camper who doesn't exist" (Shafer,

1969) in its utmost expression.

It is also what I meant when I said that

Hang-up No. 2 goes against quality.

We are aware that quality is an intan-

gible concept that is mere recognizable than definable (Pirsig, 1974).

It

would be possible to argue that the LCD at least maximizes the numbers of
people who derive some satisfaction, even though individual satisfaction is
not maximized.
of values.

This is true, but quality is not: represented through aggregation

There is enough resistance to the notion of quality in recreation

that I will not belabor the point.

However, I do feel it is worth mentioning

here since the concept is one that has been strongly tied to National Park
Service values, regardless of what the actual reality of policy may be.
The second problem concerns pre-emptive recreation experiences.

As

previously mentioned, the pursuit of certain kinds of experiences may preclude
others from the achievement of their experience.

Thus, the use of an off-road

vehicle may preclude a person's desire to experience tranquility.

Conversely,

the identification of an area as wilderness may preclude a snowmobiler from
gaining satisfactions in that activity on that site.

The key point is that

LCD management essentially allows open access to the common pool resource.
This, in turn, means that those activities which can pre-empt others by their
presence will be able to control the recreational character of the area.

The

motorcyclist may be able to ensure that the backpacker will not derive satisfactions from his or her experience.

Therefore, LCD management is indeed

selective management which will guar?"'"a? the exclusion of certain experienceseeking sectors.

As such, LCD strategies woric ultimately to reduce diversity,

rather than to maximize use for the widest possible audience.
It is easy to see the issue when such emotion-laden extremes as ORV's
vs. backpackers are brought up, but the same principle functions to a less
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obvious extent throughout the full range of human experience.

What becomes

critical here is that the philosophy is very intimately tied to use capacity
issues.

The Dinosaur rivers will be used here again as an example.

Under

the LCD philosopuy, overuse will be. a function of the sum perceptions of ail
persons using the river.

However, the very nature of the user makes this

aggregation a next to impossible task.
novice.

The average user of the river is a

In our Dinosaur study, 76 percent of all recreationists, and over

84 percent of those taking one-day trips, had never floated before.
factors emerged from this:

Two

1) Most people were in a situation in which they

likely had little foundation for the development of expectations concerning
the trip that would be realistic.
experience was unknown to.them.

In other words, the true nature of the
2) Most people were entering an environment

that was radically different from anything they had ever experienced, and this
dramatic change in environment was likely to overpower their other perceptions
of the experience.
The above findings relate to two behavioral perspectives concerning visitor
capacity-related issues.
baseline" phenomenon.

Tie first perspective can be termed the "floating

A person with no previous experience in a particular

environment will, other things being equal, tend to assume that the conditions
of the environment when he or she first experiences it will represent the normal
state of things.

Therefore, a person floating for the first time who sees no

one will perceive this as the normal state of affairs and will gauge subsequent
experiences against it.

Another person who sees a thousand persons on the river

may view this condition as normal and will gauge future experiences against
that baseline.

If those two individuals make another trip down the river

together and a hundred persons are seen, the first will likely perceive the
river as crowded, whd le the latter will see it as deserted.
of crowding is directly tied to experience.
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A brief empirical illustration of this point is in order.

We assume

that perception of crowding means that the more people one sees, the more
likely that person will be to perceive the area as being crowded.

When we

correlated the numbers of people float trip users had actually seen with a
measure of perception of crowding, we found an r = .23 (p < .001).

While the

figure supports the above assumption, it is logical to wonder why the correlation was not higher.

The reason, we believe, is the large proportion of

people who were new to the river and, thus, tended to perceive the level of
use as normal.

In addition to perception of crowding, we asked people to

indicate what they felt would be a desirable number to see.

When we correlated

this with the number of people actually seen, we found an r = .37.

This meant

that the more people one saw, the more people one preferred to see!
conversely, the fewer one saw, the fewer one preferred to see)
paradox is understood when previous experience is considered.

(and

This seeming
For people

floating in commercial parties, which was where the preponderance of firsttime users were located, the relationship between numbers seen and numbers
felt to be desirable was r = .44. For people on private trips, where the
numbers of persons with previous experience was greatest, the relationship
was r = .15.

Thus, to the extent that an evaluation of crowding involves

the perceptions of persons without previous conceptions of the experience,
the more likley those assessments will move in the direction of the status quo,,
The second perspective has to do with the concept of succession in recreation.

If a recreation resource is managed as a common pool

rec^"V~"

(unrestricted entry), then as demand for the resource increases, a succession
of user types is likely to take place.

As use increases, those persons who

are more densit>-tolerant will tend to become more prevalent.

An area may

start out as a d:- facto wilderness with a few solitude-seeking souls.
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more people enter, the first users perceive' it as becoming too crowded and
move on, seeking a more primitive experience.

The ones who replace them

will, in line with the floating baseline concept, perceive the area as being
normal.

As more and more people enter, however, they will begin to feel

crowded, as things are "not like they used to be," and they, too, will move
on.

Thus, over time as more people enter, different types of users with

increasing tolerance to numbers use the area.
Very often managers will aid and abet the process.

As more persons enter

the area, the managers will perceive a "need" for more facilities, either to
satisfy people or to protect the resource.

The result is that the developed

nature of the site will encourage persons who might not have used the more
primitive area, thus increasing use levels and selecting for more densityto3.erant and facility-tolerant visitors (Hendee and Campbell, 1969).
LCD management and the concept of carrying capacity are therefore incompatible.

If one manages for no specific experience, the resource will become

increasingly used by persons who are more use tolerant.

An attempt to assess

crowding perceptions will, uherefore, be highly time dependent.

Each point

along the, time line, of succession will result in different perceptions of
crowding.

Further, if under the LCD strategy one seeks to let use rise until

people perceive the area as crowded, one will be forced into a game that is
analogous to trying to get to the end of an ever-expanding universe.

The more

people that are allowed to use the area, the more likely they will have a
higher tolerance of crowding.

This, "f course, could be carried to illogical

extensions where people are elbow to elbow on the rivers and physiological
responses to density take over in a scene reminiscent of some of Calhoun's
crowding experiments with rats (1966).
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PMC management - a viable alternative?

The question may' therefore, arise,

is there any feasible alternative to LCD management?

What I would like to

suggest is management for experience. , That is, given the range of experiences
possible for a particular activity, a manager must select a particular experience or set of experiences to manage for, and thereafter many of the
use-related issues will fall into place.

For example, it may be possible to

manage a Whitewater resource for wilderness-solitude values or for purely
excitement-thrillseeking values.

Each alternative would result in very dif-

ferent kinds of resource uses, facility demands, and capacity determinations.
Once one identifies the kind of experience to be managed for, those persons
who are directly concerned with seeking that kind of experience become the
group of persons who should have the greatest say in determining criteria for
the management of the area.

These people, thus, become the primary management

clientele for the administrator or what we will call PMC.
Strong resistances may arise from the LCD sector in claiming that PMC
management smacks of elitism or special interest politics, that it deals with
one small sector of society to the exclusion of all others.

However, this must

be counterbalanced with the need to look at. the recreation resource as a
system.

One stretch of Whitewater river does not exist in complete isolation

from others, either geographically, socially, or managerially (though our
segmented resource bureaucracy makes this latter aspect the least tenable).
To the extent that a decision for a particular experience is couched in the
context of a cysf-em in which the widest possible range of experiences is provided, each such decision increases diversity in the system, because it ensures
the preservation of that particular experience.

In contrast, LCD management

seeks the widest possible range on each site, which means the selective
exclusion of any experience that is not compatj.ble with the must highly
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pre-emptive experience that may be allowed on the site.

If all resource

experiences are pointed in this direction, the end result is the restriction
of diversity.
The theatei analogy is appropriate again here.

We rate movies from G

to X, which represent a range of possible "experiences."

Thus, we not only

limit the number of persons who may use that "resource" (though we have a much
greater time dimension for "fitting people in'"1 , but we openly advertise what
kind of clientele will benefit from our resource.

The manager of a theater

likely does not fee], guilt in showing a film rated R, since the movie around
the corner may be PG or G.

Thus, diversity is preserved through system of

selectively provided experiences.

Perhaps what we need is to rate recreation

areas.
To those who may feel uncomfortable with selective experience management,
let me point out that we already do it on a somewhat larger scale.

The

National Wilderness Preservation System (P.L. 88-577) provides for the establishment of units that have, certain, implicit experiences as primary objectives.
Management openly proceeds along lines designed tc achieve those outcomes.

Tn

a broader context, the National Parks also represent management for specific
values.

We are all aware that certain kinds of values, such as those concerned

with learning about nature, are more highly regarded and that others—particularly
those concerned with mass recreation—tend to be openly discouraged.

We can

do this because we recognize that the experience is sufficiently valuable to
take steps to preserve.

I am suggesting •*h?t *"he- demand for other kinds r»*

recreation has become large enough and the diversity in expectations broad
enough that similar actions are needed on a more specific level.
now is to tie all this into carrying capacity.
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The Politics of Experience Manajnajmant
We .have been talking about two different perspectives on levels of
acceptable use.

The first involves the presence of different experience

expectations, ualch may result in the pre-emption of other experiences.
This does not have to be related to high numbers of users.

One person engaging

in a pre-emptive activity may be perceived as being unacceptable by other
kinds of users.

The second involves people who may share similar experience

expectations, but there are too many on the site.

An example would be users

of a wilderness who run into too many other users.

This is the perception

of crowding.
In the first case, a meaningful determination of carrying capacity can
only be resolved through the selection of an experiential management approach.
The only other viable strategy is to manage for capacity based solely on ecological impacts.

However, this raises any number of problems where environ-

ments (particularly hardened ones) may be able to support very large levels of
use.

In contrast, the designation of a particular experience to manage for will

selectively filter out potential pre-emptive opportunities, .
This allows managers to examine the perception of crowding by similarly
oriented users of the resource.

Given the diversity of human perceptions, not

to mention the fact that designating an area as providing a particular experience does not guarantee that all who enter will actually share those values,
it may still be difficult to identify shared perceptions concerning a use limit.
It appears most desirable under these circumstances to gear one's a^recsment to
those users who most closely reflect the values one is managing for.
what Stankey (1972) has proposed with respect to wilderness.

This is

He maintains

that perceptions „£ crowding should be geared to those persons whose attitudes
are most in concev': with the specific institutionalized values or. wilderness
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as represented by the Wilderness Act.

Such a strategy may be a bit more

difficult to define when the experience expectations of individuals are
the reference point, but this is more a methodological issue than a philo—
sophical one.

What has prevented the effective evolution of this approach

in the past is the insistence that researchers come up with a_ carrying
capacity.

There is no value in researching something that will be meaning-

less in the context in which it was meant to exist.
Once the commitment is made to manage for a PMC, however, it is possible
to focus on the dimensions of the problem, and what parameters will successfully serve to indicate the maintenance of the desired experience.

Under a

given strategy there are any number of potential alternatives relative to
zoning, site management, .and use distribution which can be employed,
not need to recite the litany of alternatives here.

I do

Dr. McCool will examine

them in their proper perspective in the following paper.

While the range of

possible management actions to handle use levels may appear to be frustrating,
it can provide considerable leeway for the manager to act.

Thus, there may

be any number of straregies which can serve to provide and maintain a particular experience, and at the varying use levels.
The decisions being talked about above concern a limitation of use.
This may mean that even with this strategy, people who seek a particular
experience may not be able to gain access to the resource.

While questions

of equity w'll no doubt be raised, the problem must be viewed in the context
of other scarce resources.

In a market system, scarcity is avoided by raising

the price of a commodity (which we tend to consider acceptable even though it
discriminates against the poor).

In non-market situations, some artificial

allocation scheme must be implemented.

At least here there is a greater chance

for some long-term social equity (allow a pcr° m tu use the resource once, and
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then not repeat until all others who desire to do so have also had at least
one experience).
What remains is to address the issue of how do we decide what experience
should be provided where.
political process.

This must fall under the vast umbrella of the

Just as we determine what areas are suited for timber

harvest or for wilderness preservation, so too can we select the most desired
experience.

An exception may be the need for conscious planning beforehand

to ensure the inclusion of a diversity in the system.
This process could take place on as large a scale as legislative action
by Congress spelling out appropriate management policies, down to specific
statements by differing use interests as public input into hearings on master
plans.

Under these circumstances, the squeaky wheel will, as usual, be most

likely to get oiled.

There are, however, other considerations for which the

manager must be increasingly aware.
As with any reosurce use that relates to economic matters, certain factors
may enter the decision which are not strictly a function of recreation behavior.
A large part of river-running involves professional outfitters "bo have a
direct financial interest in use policies related to their business.

These

entrepreneurs will, therefore, seek input into the determination of capacities
and attendant strategies.

This influence has often been and will continue

to be a modifier of use decisions.

While recreation resources, such as

Naitonal Parks, are philosophically pointed to the benefit of all people,
it will be impossible to ignore the political reality that the rationale
for the establishment of such areas is often tied into regional economic
development.

This means that, regardless of one's management philosophy,
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there will be a continual pressure on managers to shift capacity decisions in
the direction of greater use.
A second major consideration is that as the scarcity of such resources
becomes increasingly apparent, there is a greater willingness on the part of
organizations or individuals to challenge allocation decisions through the
legal system.

This approach has shown some moderate successes in the past

decade in overturning established administrative policies.

As recreation

resource managers are placed in the position of making allocative decisions,
they will become increasingly liable to adjudication to challenge these
decisions.

The crucial issue is how managers will demonstrate that such

decisions were not "arbitrary and capricious."

Behavioral science is in

an infant state when it comes to resource management.

The attempt to fall

back upon social research to defend decisions will, as previously mentioned,
likely result in considerable bloodletting.

And yet, managers will increasingly

be called upon to defend their positions empirically.
things:

This calls for two

1) Formal legislative support for managing for experience along

the lines of the Wilderness Act.

If it is spelled out in the law of the

land, managerial performance can be shown to be responsible.
sophistication in behavioral capacity-related research.

2) Increasing

The tendency to

fall back on ecological research will become less viable as increasing information levels lead to less clear pictures of what constitutes "degradation
of the environment."

What is needed is increased support for research on the

resource being managed, in this case, the human resource.

Such blanket statements will, of course, have exceptions. Many commercial
outfitters feel a strong need to preserve certain kinds of experiences, and have
been generally supportive of use limitations.
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Conclusion
We are entering a difficult period in recreation resource management.
Increasing demands on a limited resource base will require increasing capacityrelated decisions.

The present thrust of managerial philosophy is toward

the LCD, which makes decisions concerning use restrictions very artificial.
Capacity decisions based on human perceptions must take into account the
diverse nature of experiences being sought by the public in outdoor recreation,
A management philosophy which incorporates this diversity into the decisionmaking process will have the greatest likelihood of surviving the increasing
social, economic, and political pressures which will be brought to bear.
We all have our hang-ups.

Hopefully this paper can serve to untrack a

couple of the most serious ones for recreation resource managers.
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DISCUSSION
Unknown: Do you have any recommendations on improving the area uses so
that it opens on a certain date to give more time to enjoy.
Schreyer: You might have to have a system of no repeat loads, and people
are not very receptive to this. Allocation decisions may have to be made
to meet the levels of demand for recreational facilities,
Thompson:
users?

What were your findings on day users, to overnight and weekend

Schreyer: Many people have no opinions on use levels. People do not have
special expectations about the area.
Wykert: How do you reconcile the daily limiting?
Schreyer: Dinosaur National Monument has a nice mid-funnel and everybody
has to come out the same way and stop at the same place. The whole campground admits the number who can be put through any one day.
Henneberger: Why do people want to go down the river if you have a capacity
limit? Why study it?
Schreyer: To help the management decide on the limits, and there are pressures
to raise the limits.
Fleming: We are locked into a name, where you have several recreation areas
in one park. Big Thicket gets hung up on a national preserve and then allows
hunting.
Schreyer:
users.

The vast majority of Dinosaur visitors ccmes from the city of Denver

Behrens: Numerous comments have been made about floating base line. Mercury
is present and when the mineral gets into the water, the minimum effects
bring about slight mental disturbances that are only relative to mentally
normal, and these may be raising our norm. If you accept a floating base
line, we may accept the hypothesis that we are all going crazy together.
Rumburg: Some visitors find an activity more satisfying than others that
the park may emphasize.
Bury: Back on the subject of folks who come to Yosemite to drink their
beer because it is cool there—don't you think that there should be a way
to discourage the clientele of this secondary nature?
Schreyer: The suggestion was made to shut down an overcrowded facilitylet it becoma obscure and they will forget about it, then later on quietly
open it up again.
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Henneberger: Actually, we have been doing all of these things discussed
from the Year One, sometimes unquestioningly. The systems management
should get down to techniques—we are in the business, and we have been
doing it for years, but I had hoped for more specific recommendations.
Schreyer: In terms of development, commercial considerations are important,
but management has to consider its use level is based . . .
Henneberger: But we have been doing this all along, but the laws are
becoming so complicated.
Schreyer: You have got to make the transition from the operation to the
code oriented. In the concept of expectation, I feel a lot of us are
not aware of the changes in society and what people expect. We prepare
the program on what we think the visitor needs and wants, but there is a
lot of uncertainty as to what these segments of people who come are
actually seeking. Both society and management must have a meeting of the
minds.
Unknown: Some facts in American culture are very important to consider.
But then, people of 1976 and the Master Planners may be a world apart.
Fleming: Hang gliding was never emphasized for Yosemite, nor those who
fill up the parks to drink beer. I am questioning how objective you can
be—were you able to establish that the level could go higher?
Schreyer: Any level they set would be satisfactory to the user. There
should be areas expressly recognized for the full area of recreation and
those who want to spend their time beer drinking.
Unknown: We have spent years trying to implant our philosophy in people
who don't care what we think. Why not have a multitude of management
systems to deal with these people?
Rumburg: The point is that the real problem resulted from a bunch of longhaired hippy types. They were against our social beliefs, and their major
reason was to enjoy Yosemite as they saw fit, and our reason for being
there was to enjoy Yosemite. Their reasons were just as valid as the
man in the Winnebago.
Schreyer: I think your clientele is shifting somewhat from the general
population now to people with different values.
Boatner: I talk with people before and after they go to the parks, and
I found out they go to the parks for maximum enjoyment, minimum of effort
and for educational values, and that is what they seek. All the superintendents know it but have to contend with the people while protecting the
environment.
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Wauer: Let's not forget our number one obligation, to protect the resources.
We can usually provide the recreation and at the same time protect the
resources, but let's not forget the preservation of the environment.
Bury: Fitting capacity between expectations and the level of satisfaction
and how they feel about the overcrowding--we couldn't really relate to the
number of people as individuals are so variable.
Schreyer:

Therefore, you meet specific criteria to justify . . .

Lubbert: Automotive carrying capacity on the campground--what reason was
there ever to set a maximum limit with no ecological degradation occurring?
Schreyer: If you double your number of campsites, you can raise the maximum
number. The sudden rise in use frightened them into locking into a set
figure. They could build two more campgrounds and increase the usage without
damage.
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STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGING DISPERSED
RECREATION IN NATIONAL PARKS^
2/
Stephen F. !v„Cool—

Introduction
Managing recreation activities occurring on amenity resources has
become a major dilemma.

The increase in recreational use of these resources

has permitted many visitors the opportunity of receiving psychic or personal
satisfactions and has resulted in significant benefits to society as well.
Yet, as use densities have increased, the amount of conflict among users
and impact upon the resource have often shown parallel increases. These
conflicts and impacts may result, in varying levels of dissatisfaction to
the visitors and present problematic situations to the manager.

The

diversity of visitors accompanying rising use levels has resulted in a
diversity in demand for recreational opportunities.

Consequently, the need

for a variety of facility an-i visitor management programs has increased.
The problem of the amenity resource manager is not so much amenity management
as people management.
In this paper, I wish to explore the processes through which solutions
to many recreation-amenity resource problems may be discovered, identify
principles and strategies useful to the successful solution of problems
or »-eso"iui":.,nr of conflicts, and to out" lie a number of techniques which
•j /

— Paper presented at Visitor Capacity Symposium, Southwest Region Superintendents Conference, National Park Service, Fort Worth Texas, April
30, 1976.
2/
— AssistarT. Professor, Department of Forestry and Outdoor Recreation,
Utah State University, Logan, Utah.
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may be considered as alternative approaches.

Before turning to those sub-

jects, a description of the characteristics of recreational use occurring
on amenity resources will be helpful in increasing our understanding of
visitor "capacity" problems and appropriate managerial responses.
Most of the recreational activities occurring on the amenity resources
contained within the National Park System and the subject of this conference
may be defined as dispersed recreation activities.

These activities include,

but are not limited to, hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, river running,
ski touring, snowmobiling (in some places), and driving for pleasure.
These activities have several common characteristics which influence the
structure of potentially viable solutions.
Dispersed recreation activities, in contrast to site oriented activities, tend to be spatially consumptive.

Each dispersed recreation activity

requires a varying amount of space--in the form of. trails, roads, or rivers-in order that the participant may have a satisfying experience.

Generally,

as the use of technology in the activity increases, so does the spatial
requirement.

For example, trail-bike riding requires mo^e space or miles

of trail than hiking.

The distribution of visitors across large areas

may decrease the cost-effectiveness of facility and visitor contact programs.
Most dispersed recreation activities also display linear travel
patterns, i.e., human activity is concentrated along a trail, road, or
river.

Consequently, impacts and conflicts are focused linearly rather than

two-dimensicnally as in a campgi und, pi die'area, visitor interpretation
site, etc.

Trails and roads frequently form networks, and as the number

of intersections or nodes increase, the range of possible human travel
patterns quickly accelerates.

This characteristic also tends to disperse

certain management activities (such as patrol, maintenance), thereby
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reducing

its cost effectiveness.

Another factor affecting the complexity

of travel networks is the number of trailheads or access points.

Access

points quickly add to the difficulty of implementing some types of management techniques.

For example, the million acre Boundary Waters Canoe Area

in northern Minnesota has over 70 access points.

Even the relatively

simple river network in Canyonlands National Park has several.
The total experience for any given dispersed recreation activity (such
as backpacking) actually consists of a set of activities having some common
underlying meanings.

A set of similar activities has been termed "activity

aggregate" (Burch, 1964).

These aggregates reflect the visitor's perception

or definition of the resource as an appropriate locale for particular
recreational opportuniites and activities (Lee, 1972).

Thus, a backpacking

experience is best described by the set of activities in which the participant
engages.

This set may include camping, nature study, photography, aesthetic

reflection, fishing,and exploring.

Activity aggregates for dispersed

recreation tend to have an appreciative and/or learning orientation in
contrast

to site based recreation where the emphasis may lean toward

more expressive activities such as swimming, waterskiing, volleyball,
boating, and softball.

The selection of activity aggregates is largely

influenced by the visitor's definition of the resource, and thus, management must respond to that definition.
Earlier papers in this symposium have identified important ecological,
sociological, and political components involved in setting ano maintaining
visitor capacities.

A final comment is that management of amenity resources

often takes place within an economic context:
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businesses (such as outfitters) in many situations are heavily, if not
totally, dependent upon the resource and agency policies concerning the
resource.

While national priorities are usually listed as the principle

decision rule for park management, it would be naive to assume that local
interests do not often play a role in the selection of appropriate alternatives.
The Decision-Making Process
For the purposes of this paper, management is defined as a decisionmaking, problem-solving process.

In the words of Raymond Bauer (1972),

this process:
"assumes a single decision-making unit with a single set of utility
preferences; knowledge of a reasonable full range of action alternatives and of their consequences; this intention of selecting
that course of action of maximum utility; and the opportunity,
disposition, and capacity to make the appropriate calculations."
3/
A model depicting this process is proposed in Figure 1.—
General Description:
It should be understood, as a basic premise, that the decision-making
process as shown in Figure 1 is a continuing one, with no real starting or
ending points.

As problems occur, alternative solutions are evaluated,

some are implemented, and the changes resulting in the problem situation
are compared to management objectives.

The shift in the problem definition

resulting from implementation of favorable techniques is fed back through
th.° system for further refinement and a Ijjstment.

3/
-While tivre are many models of problem-solving to be found in the literature of management science, the pruuor.d one appears to be representative.
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Once a problem has been identified, the manager has three options:
(1) ignore it (and we will ignore this option), (2) search for and implement desirable techniques, or (3) change management objectives.—' The
third alternative is not usually considered, but it may be appropriate in
some dispersed recreation management situations.

The tendency of National

Park Service backcountry managers to declare enclaves of high density use
within a proposed Wilderness Area may be cited as an example.

In this

situation, conditions and management responses inappropriate in formally
5/
designated Wilderness— (thus, problems) become tenable.
Regardless of Bauer's definition, the decision-making process does
not necessarily imply a single preference or utility schedule.

There are

many benefits and satisfactions accruing to the participant in dispersed
recreation; the problems accompanying visitor use are usually complex
and multi-dimensional; and managers may be ambivalent on many of the
issues involved (amount of development, freedom of choice and movement,
use y_s. presentation, etc.).

The process does imply an ability to identify

and define the dimensions involved in a problem situation and the inclination
to rank the importance of each dimension.
Finally, the process suggests that several alternatives may be required
to solve the problem set.

I will say more on this later.

4/
— The same set of options have also been suggested by Lucas and Stankey
(1973).
5/
— See Public Law 88-577 for a definition of Wilderness and permissable
management practices.
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Objectives:
Essential to the perspective of management used here is the presence
of explicitly stated management objectives; objectives which are written
as specific as possible.

While the National Park Service mandate to

"conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and wildlife
therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such a manner and
by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations"—

reflects certain societal goals and values present in

1916, it is difficult to use the statement in many of the problematic
situations facing today's dispersed recreation manager.

For example,

are visitor impacts on the exotics cheatgrass and tamarisk in Cataract
Canyon of Canyonlands National Park inconsistent with the Act of 1916?
What is an acceptable fecal coliform count along the Rio Grand River?
How many or what types of facilities would be acceptable within the context
of Park Service qoals in dispersed areas?
Management objectives serve several functions.
what conditions are desirable or acceptable.

First, they indicate

For example, they may state

that backcountry hikers should have the opportunity for some degree of
solitude; and, solitude may be defined as so many group encounters per day,
or so many groups camped within sight or sound.
the maximum acceptable amount of soil compaction.

Or, objectives may indicate
In this respect the

objectives can be compared (contrasted?) to the actual situation.
there is i difference, a problem exists.

When objectives are oroadly und

-^National Park Service Act of August 25, 1916.
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vaguely stated, considerable time and managerial effort may be expended
on defining what the problem is, or determining if there is really a problem.
Second; objectives can help decision-makers identify the range of
desirable outcomes of management activity.
Learning?

Concessionaire profits?

Is solitude an outcome?

Risk?

When alternative techniques are being

considered, their potential impacts on desirable outcomes will need to
be assessed. . Without objectives, this assessment process may be narrow
and not fully protect the range of values involved.
Third, explicitly written objectives may suggest the acceptability
of various techniques in given management situations.

For example, if

the maintenance of pristine conditions is an objective then the use of
"site hardening" techniques to mitigate impacts would probably not be
desirable.

However, disseminating information to visitors on minimum

impact behavior would be consistent with the objective, and may result
in reducing the extent of the problem.
Finally, objectives written explicitly allow managers to measure their
Progress toward achieving those objectives as well as broader policies.
Suppose opportunity for solitude has been accepted as a viable objective
for backcountry hiking recreation.

If the objective can be translated

into a more explicit goal, such as "50% of the backpacking groups will
meet two or fewer groups per day" then it is much easier to assess what
progress is being made.

Monitoring the effects of various management

tools on s'litude, defined in this manner, are also much easier to determine.
And, such statements allow the use of computer technologies to simulate
proposed use management policies.
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Strategies and Models:
Selecting a management strategy is a critical step in identifying
alternative management techniques.

A management strategy is defined as a

particular way of responding to wild!and recreation problems; it is a
pattern of search behavior, in which the search is limited to a certain
perspective.

Only.a limited set of alternatives, identified within the

context of the strategy, are evaluated.

Potentially viable techniques,

outside the realm of the selected strategy may be omitted from the problemsolving process.

The selection of a strategy reflects the manager's

perception of the problem, his orientation and background, and the legal,
policy and political constraints acting upon the organization.
In wildland recreation management, several distinctive strategies
can be identified;
Impact Mitigation.

In this strategy, visitor use problems are per-

ceived principally in terms of their consequences to the integrity
of the resource.

The focus of the search for techniques is oriented

toward reducing or preventing impacts resulting from visitor use.
Techniques such as seeding, fertilization, and site hardening are
representative of alternatives evaluated when this strategy is
adopted.
Satisfaction Optimization.

This strategy adopts the perspective

that as use densities increase, there are inevitable socialpsychological effects upon the visitor:

in terms of National Park

Service amenity resources, there tends to be a decline in visitor
satisfaction; often, the "quality" of the experience is said to have
deteriorated.

The search for alternatives is limited to those
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techniques which will tend to increase the recreational satisfaction
of park visitors.
representative.

Such policies as daily and annual use limits are
Parenthetically, it should be noted that not only

numbers, but behavior is important in visitor satisfaction (Stankey,
1972).
Profit Maximization.

This strategy views growth in visitation as

having relevant outcomes for the profitability of private enterpreneurs
and concessionaires.

In many Whitewater river management situations,

as an example, managers are deeply concerned about the allocation
of use between private river runners and commercial outfitters.
This strategy attempts to identify those alternatives which tend
to have beneficial impacts upon local economies or businesses which
are dependent upon recreational use of the resource.
Heat Reduction., When this strategy is adopted, managers perceive
recreational use as a political problem--i.e., the conflict between
themselves and legislative decision-makers, jr as a poetical struggle
between two or more user groups.

The search process centers on

finding alternatives which will reduce the political and social
pressures that are impinging or may impinge upon the manager.

Often,

alternatives may be directed at reducing these pressures rather than
solving the actual problem.
Because of the complexity of many dispersed recreation problemc ?n,H because
the various groups which are usually involved perceive the problem in different ways (Bauer, 1972), several strategies may be adopted by the manager.
For example, strategies to minimize impacts and maximize concessionaire
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profits may be perceived as appropriate responses in a given situation.
Adoption of two or more strategies may lead to similar or even conflicting
management techniques.
For each of the strategies, there exists appropriate models of the
real world that are necessary in order to compare the outcomes of alternative techniques.

The model serves the function of describing the behavior

of the system for which a decision is to be made.

For example, if grass

cover on a campsite is an objective, we must have a model of plant growth
in order to test various seeding, watering, or fertilizing programs.

If

we wish to optimize visitor satisfaction, we need a socio-psychological
model of the motivations, preferences, and behavior of the visitor.

Such

models may range from simple intuitive approaches to sophisticated quantitative equations.

The earlier paper by Schreyer, for example, was a

description of social and political models useful for decision-making in
dispersed recreation management situations.
Some Limitations on the Process
The decision-making process discussed here probably does not f u l l y
t y p i f y problem-solving in an organization such as the National Park Service.
In f a c t , the model may be more normative than descriptive.

Political

scientists have characterized bureaucratic decision-making as d i s j o i n t e d ,
fragmented, and incremental (Ingram, 1973).

Given these c r i t i c i s m s , a

short, discussion on the l i m i t a t i o n s of the process may be a helpful
diversion.
F i r s t , decision-makers respond to t h e i r perception of the situation
rather than the actual (real) s i t u a t i o n (Bartee, 1973).

Figure 2 shows

the differences, diagramatically, between the perceived problem space and
269
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Figure 2.

Manager perceptions and problem d e f i n i t i o n (after Bartee, 1973).
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the real problem space.

Importantly, it is the perceived problem space

for which solutions are designed.

A variety of factors affect how managers

perceive problems including education, training, level within the organizational hierarchy, administrative mandates, and so on.

The perceived

problem space not only influences what information managers hear, but also
what management strategy (or set of strategies) is ultimately adopted:
11

Over time, participants in a policy area develop a particular fix or conception of the issues involved. Information is
sorted out and used in decision-making on the basis of that
conception, and data which relates to another way of thinking
about the issue is never really considered." (Ingram, 1973)
Other students of policy-making have commented that the literature
of management science~-operations research, game theory, statistical analysis,
and systems design—describes a process that in fact rarely occurs or is
limited to "low-level" problems (Hitch, 1957).

Most notably, Lindbloom

(1959) suggested that the "rational-comprehensive" approach described
by management science literature is not possible in many areas of policy
formation.

Lindbloom argued that means and ends are closely intertwined,

and that little agreement or. '"oals can be -found.

Therefore, public

administrators tend to propose management policies and techniques incrementally, with little emphasis on attempting to relate means to the ends.
The test of a good policy is agreement on the policy rather than how
efficiently the policy achieves stated goals.

Further, Lindbloom expressed

the notion that important affected values are often neglected in the policy
formation process.

In the present era c' environmental pluralism, such

a conclusion may not be relevant to natural resources policy.
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In the realm of dispersed recreation, these perspectives do hold some
validity:

certainly, decisions are made incrementally, there is always

debate on goals,- and there is a particular fix among many amenity managers
of viewing use problems as involving environmental impact rather than
visitor satisfaction.

The issues involved with increasing use of white-

water resources within National Parks may be an appropriate example.

There

has been considerable discussion on what should be the go'ls of river
management—often to the extent that a seasonal use limit is seen as the
end rather than as a means.

The test of a good policy is usually how well

the administrators agree on it; for example a "no-repeat" rule on individuals
running a particular river is often suggested even though an insignificant
proportion of the users float the river more than once yearly.
use limits may be indicative of incremental policy making.

Annual

Such limits

normally reflect how much visitation a river received the year previous to
imposition of the limit.

Radical departures from the existing policy, such

as cutting the allowable visitation in half, or allocating a majority of
the visitation to private river runners rather than commercial outfitters,
are usually outside the domain of consideration.
On the other hand, there is considerable evidence of managerial attempts
to adopt the rational-comprehensive approach.

Because the Bureau of Land

Management lacks a definitive organic direction, their river managers are
having difficulty in determining whan kinds of river recreation opportunities
they should be providing, and th~rcfoie, -.hat types of programs and
7/

— The often cited dilemma of use vs_ preservation as opposing goals for the
National Park Service may be an example. Merriam (1972) however, has
persuasively argued that preservation is the real goal and use is allowed
only when it is compatible. "... the original Park Service mandate was
to preserve land that should bear recreational uses only insofar as
the goal of preservation was not impaired.
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facilities need to be instituted.

Conversations with these managers

indicate that they would like some statement of goals—as in the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act—in order to guide their actions.

Managers in other

agencies such as the National Park Service and U.S. Forest Service, also
are beginning to realize that there are many different ways to achieve
a particular goal, and are showing signs of exhibiting more comprehensive
solution-search behavior
A final comment on decision processes is that we live in an uncertain
world.

It is, especially in dispersed recreation management, difficult to

ascertain what types of futures with which we will be dealing.

Therefore,

when we arrive at a final set of alternatives to compare, we must realize
that the outcomes of the alternatives are not guaranteed 100%.
several implications for the dispersed recreation manager.

This has

First, as the

various stakes of the management game increase in value, managers will
need to devote more effort in searching for alternative techniques and
evaluating the reliability of projected outcomes.

Second, the less

information the manager ha c about various futures and their probabilities
of occurring, the more he becomes an artist rather than a scientist in
his decision-making behavior.

Finally, the less confidence we have in the

projected outcomes, the more emphasis must be placed on monitoring our
selected solution(s).

Without monitoring, we will not be able to determine

how close the decisions come to achieving objectives.

Monitoring may also

heln in re\'s">ng models of the real wor n so that next time around
uncertainties may be reduced.
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Dispersed Recreation Management Techniques
In this section, I wish to identify a number of techniques which can
be used to solve visitor related problems and conflicts occurring on amenity
resources.

These techniques range from the very simple and obvious to the

very complex and subtle.

The list of techniques included here is intended

only to be suggestive rather than comprehensive.
cannot identify all possible techniques

Obviously, one person

for all possible management

situations and for some techniques there are many variations.

The discussion

will be limited to techniques identified with the Impact and Satisfaction
Strategies for these strategies deal directly with the subject matter of
the conference.

The Profit and Heat strategies will not be addressed here,

although it is admitted that they may be appropriate in many management
situations.
The section will cover two areas.

First, several principles useful

in dispersed recreation management will be identified and briefly discussed.
Second, a framework identifying specific managerial techniques and actions
will be proposed.

Summaries '^ various decision-modes will also be

presented.
General Principles for Dispersed Recreation Management
Principle
One:
No One Solution

Visitor Capacity Problems are Usually
will be 100% Effective

Complex:

Most problems accompanying backcountry use have several dimensions;
an Tiipai-f y -jblem may be associated with visitor dissatisfaction over
impacts, or may be a result of a less than desirable distribution of use.
Also, many problems may have associated constraints, administrative or
legislative that rule out otherwise viable solutions.
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one technique may not be very effective; several may be required to succesfully eliminate the problem.

For example, mitigating impacts may require

some site modification, but education of users may also be an effective
complementary program.
Principle
Two: Any Level of Recreation
Resource will Result in Some Ecological

Use of a Wilciland
anal/or Sociological

Amenity
Change

It is impossible to preserve yet allow recreational use. With even
minimal amounts of use some change in the environment or the nature of
the experience will occur.

Thus, the goal of dispersed recreation manage-

ment in natural areas of the National Park System becomes not preventing
change, but managing change.

This entails establishing the limits of

acceptable change--both the rate and character (Frissell and Stankey, 1972).
Establishing those limits is a problem in itself.

Several authors have

suggested that at least for sociological changes, visitors whose values
are closely aligned with the legislative mandate for the area are the most
appropriate sources of information for the manager (Stankey, 1972; McCool,
et al., 1974).
Principle
Three:
The Relationship
Between Recreational
Use and
Consequent Impact is Important in Determining the Utility
of the
Impact Mitigation
Strategy
This principle follows from Principle Two.

Since change is inevitable,

how use and change are related becomes important in evaluating the potential
utility of the impact mitigation strategy.
situations ti-st might exist.

Figure 3 suggests three possible

In (a), there is a rather definite poini

where any further recreational use will result in significant increase
in site impact.

We could say this is the ecological capacity of the site.

In (b), there appears to be no point whe^e the condition of the site
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Figure 3.

Three possible relationships between amount of use and site
impact.
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itself indicates capacity.

There would appear to be considerable difficulty

in establishing a capacity in this situation.
use has resulted in large impacts.

In (c), a small amount of

Much of the recreation research on

the topic suggests this relationship (Merriam, et al., 1973; Frissell and
Duncan, 1965).
Principle
Four: Assumptions about Human Behavior Can Help Reduce
Site Degradation through Identification
of Potential
Impacts
Before
Construction
of Fact Cities
Orr (1971) suggests that we analyze proposed site designs for Potential
Pedestrian Impact (PPI).

Once a site plan for a facility, say a campground

is proposed, the spatial movements of the visitor can be predicted fairly
accurately.

These movements can be drawn on the site plans and the poten-

tial impact from repeated movements over areas not covered by surfacing
materials such as roads, tent pads, asphalted trails, etc., can be
assessed.
situations.

Similar sorts of PPI assessments can be made in backcountry
Various designs can be tested and compared among themselves

to determine which would have the least potential impacc.
Principle
Five:
The Provision of Facilities
Plays a
Relatively
Minor Role in the Overall Dispersed Recreation
Experience
As mentioned earlier, dispersed recreation activities emphasize
appreciative and learning values.

Active and expressive sorts of activities,

which are normally highly capital intensive and facility dependent do not
comprise a significant component of the overall experience.

There still

remain" the need for basic facilities (iuch as trails, primitive campsites,
sanitation) in dispersed recreation management.
these will be acceptable and efficient solutions.
low-level investments.

And in many situations
Yet, they are rather

Visitor contact programs, such as information
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dissemination, education, and interpretation assume a much larger role in
dispersed recreation management than traditionally.
Principle
Six:
Inform Potential
Visitors
Early in Their
Process of any Backcountry Regulations
or Use Limits

Planning

There is probably no situation more distressing than for a manager
to turn away a visitor because an area has achieved its use limit or
because the visitor did not have a reservation.

While the use limit or

reservation system may be entirely justified, uninformed visitors may
not view these regulations from the same perspective or level of knowledge as the manager.

At least one study has noted that many campers do

not understand the rationale for rules and consequently ignore them when
they interfere with their recreational activities (Hendee and Campbell,
1969).

If potential visitors can be informed of rules, visitation limits,

and other regulations early in the process of planning a visit, the visitor
will arrive at the site with a set of expectations more consistent with
agency policies.

Based on these expectations, the visitor can make his

own decisions about when, how and where tc visit the site.
A number of techniques are available which would help managers inform
potential users.

These include news releases, media interviews, mailings

to former users, brochures, displays at travel shows, and urban information
centers.

The important point is to insure that visitors are aware of

regulations or use limit policies before their decision to visit the site
has been formed.
Principle
Objectives

Seven:

Adopt the Minimum Force Necessary

to

Achieve

Regulation of visitor behavior has been a traditional response to
many wild!and recreation problems.
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"heavy-handed" approach to solving problems, often with the result of
dissatisfied visitors.

The implementation of use limit policies represents

a continuation in this direction.' Since an underlying goal of most problem
situations is to effect a change in visitor behavior, an attempt should
be made to develop techniques using the minimum force necessary to achieve
behavioral changes.
to the visitor.

These approaches will be "softer", less objectionable

Information dissemination may achieve a goal of reduced

impact as effectively as a strongly worded and enforced use regulation.
Principle
Eight:
Over More Direct

Emphasize Subtle Visitor
and Obtrusive Ones

Management

This principle is similar to that directly above.

Techniques

It suggests that

managers evaluate a variety of approaches and choose the least obvious
to the visitor.

For example, if we don't want visitors to walk across

a sensitive alpine meadow, the following alternatives could be considered:
(1) put up a sign, (2) build an alternate trail, (3) block the path across
the meadow with a chain link fence, (4) block it with a dead and down
tree, (5) prohibit walking o*' the trail and enforce it, or (6) some
combination thereof.

Generally, subtle and unobtrusive measures, if

effective in achieving the management goal, will allow the visitor to
derive a more fulfilling experience, than direct and conspicuous ones.
Decision Modes and Techniques
This section will discuss various decision-modes and specific techniques that can be used to solve dispersed recreation problems.
the objective is not to be comprehensive but only suggestive.

Again,
What

ultimate techniques that will be chosen a^e a function of many factors.
These include (1) agency policies and constraints, (2) manager perceptions
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of the problem, (3) the complexity of the problem, (4) the specific outcomes
of each evaluated alternative in the problematic situation, (5) the
efficiency with which the alternative meets objectives, and (6) the choice
criteria involved in the situation.

Many possible techniques are shown

in Table 1.
In general terms, field level decisions can be made about three
things:

facilities, landscapes, and visitors.

We can view these three

items as decision modes—modes through which a specific problem or related
set of problems may be solved (or more realistically, reduced).

Traditionally,

land managers have responded to recreational problems through the construction
of facilities (in order to congregate visitors in an area small enough
to efficiently supervise them)— or by strongly regulating visitor behavior.
Relatively few attempts have been made regarding the manipulation of landscapes (and specifically vegetation) to handle problems.'

Facilities
In many situations, facility development and management techniques
will be most appropriate.

Facilities can be effectively used to both

enhance visitor experiences and protect park resources.

Visitors may be

controlled, for example, through barriers, such as rocks, logs, fences,
railings, etc.

Sidewalks and trails properly located will take advantage

of natural human behavior and thus serve as movement control facilities.
Naturally, some activities require facilities to enhance the experience,
such as picnicking, camping, interpretation, etc.

Even these facilities

can be located and/or designed in such a manner as to minimize impacts.

- S e e Lime (1972) for an articulation of what he terms the "resourceprotection" syndrome.
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Table 1
Some Possible Strategies, Decision-Modes and Techniques for
Dispersed Wildland Recreation
Strategy
Impact m i t i g a t i o n

Decision-Mode
Facility
(pre-construction)

(post-construction)

Technique
Site Analysis
Potential Pedestrian Impact
Trail Location
Investment
Site hardening
Surfacing
(wood c h i p s , g r a v e l , a s p h a l t ,
etc.)
Preventative Maintenance
Barriers
( r o c k s , l o g s , fences,
r a i l i n g , down trees)
Rest-Rotation

Vegetation

Behavioral
(Informative)

(Regulatory)

S a t i s f a c t i o n Optimization

Facilities

Vegetation

Behavioral
(Informative)

Watering
Seeding
Fertilizing
Shrubs
( w i l d rose, e t c . )

Minimum Impact Education
(films, brochures, talks, etc.)
Ranger Patrols
Alternative Opportunity Inform.
Total Use Limits
Group Size Limits
Length-of-Stay Limits
Spatial Behavior Regulations
Technology Requirements
(porta-potties, gas stoves, etc.)
Eligibility Requirements
Key Facilities to Desires
Improve or Unimprove Roads,
Trails, Access Points
Diversity in Facilities
Interpretive Facilities
Trails to Scenic Areas
Vistas
Screening
Plant Desirable Species
Rangers
Maps
Brochures
Radio Broadcasts
Use Density Information
Inform Potential Users o f
A l t e r n a t i v e S i t e s , Opportuni t i e s , etc.
Urban Information Centers

(Regulatory)

Use L1m. .>
( D a i l y , Weekly, Seasonally)
Type of Group L i m i t
Routing
Entry Rates
( t i m e , day of week)
Group Si z« Li mi ts
Campsite Assignments
Length-of-Slay L i m i t s
"No P.cyja; i r " Rule
Travel Method Regulations
Zoning C o n f l i c t
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Road design and surfacing can be used as subtle tools to influence
visitor movements and use densities.

The relatively simple decision to

not pave a road may reduce use substantially—and the decision to travel
on the road has been made by the visitor--thus preserving his freedom of
choice.
Signing can be an effective tool also.

Some studies have noted the

impact of sign placement on the use of wayside rests and campgrounds
(Brown and Hunt, 1969).

Basically, this is using a sign facility to

control information flows and visitor decisions.

Of course, researching

visitor preferences can help managers design facilities more closely
relating to their expectations and preferences.

Several authors have noted

that a diversity in facilities is important in meeting the needs of the
many minorities in outdoor recreation (Lime, 1974; Shafer, 1969; Wagar, 1963).
Since many dispersed recreation visitors are interested in learning
types of activities, interpretive facilities may considerably enhance
their experience.

Other park management objectives, such as education,

reduction in depreciative behavior, public relations, hazard information,
may of course be achieved with the use of facilities also.
Vegetation Management
Many of the recreation research studies sponsored by the U.S. Forest
Service in the mid-1960's concerned the impact of recreational use on soils
and vegetation.

As an outgrowth of those efforts, a number of potentially

useful protection and rehabilitation techniques were generateo.
For example, building an irrigation system into the campground at the
time of construction has been found to be a cost-effective approach
(Herrington and Beards!ey, 1970) to developing and maintaining a pleading
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grass cover.

While an irrigation system has a number of costs and benefits-

including aesthetics, visitor inconvenience, development and maintenance
costs--it does seem reasonably inexpensive, $0.26 per visitor day in one
study.
Another much advocated technique is to allow the innate recuperative
abilities of nature to run uninhabited, in that recreation sites are periodically closed to use and allowed to rehaoiIitate themselves.

This technique

is similar to rest-rotation procedures used in range management.

However

much this approach has been advocated, I have rarely seen it applied in
the field, probably because the number of available recreation sites is
usually below the demand for them, and that unassisted natural recuperative
powers may be unacceptably slow.
Seeding, watering, and fertilizing of heavily used sites have been
the subject of several research efforts.

Generally these studies show

that each technique by itself is not effective and will not result in any
significant improvement in site conditions (Beardsley and Wagar, 1971;
Herrington and Beardsley, 1970; Cordeli and Talhelm, 1969)

A H three

techniques used together, however, appear to be very effective and may be
a potential alternative for some site rehabilitation problems.

Wagar (1965)

however, suggests that watering be conducted on lightly used days because
wet soils are very susceptible to compaction.

He also suggests that

adding organic matter reduces the tendency of soil to compact.
Vegetation, appropriately p. iced, ma,, of course, be a useful visHor
movement control technique.

Planting wildrose or other shrubs may

effectively keep people out of places unsuitable for human beings.

However,

at least one researcher (Ripley, 1952) has suggested that shrubs actually
increase impacts by concentrating use or. smaller areas.
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Finally, vegetation can be used to enhance visitor experiences.

Not

only can it be used to provide needed privacy (although there is some
question about this visitor goal) but it can be used to create interesting
and appealing visual experiences.

Careful, selective cutting can provide

visitors provacative views of lakes, valleys, mountains or other interesting
features.

Planting fast growing species (combined with watering) can

provide much desired (natural) shade in a hot climate.

And, planting

desirable species may eventually result in stands of visually pleasing
tree cover (Klukas and Duncan, 1967).
Visitor Management Policies
Most authors concerned with wildland recreation (for example, Lime
and Stankey, 1971) identify two approaches to managing visitors:
mative procedures and regulatory procedures.

infor-

The selection of the most

desirable approach to use will often be a function of the manager's personal
preferences and life philosophies, agency constraints and policies, situational management objectives, and characteristics and attitudes of the
visiting clientele.
Information procedures are designed to transfer knowledge from the
manager to the visitor in the hope that some desirable change in behavior
will result.

The behavioral change comes about through a free-willed

decision on the part of the visitor rather than through imposition of
rules on behavior.

This technique may have its greatest potential in

influencing spatial and temporal bchavic^ changes.

Examples of information

procedures include ranger patrols, maps, brochures, use density (spatially
and temporally) information, the previously mentioned example of signing,
and urban visitor centers or HELP lines.
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Regulatory techniques involve the use of formally established rules
prohibiting certain behaviors to achieve management objectives.

Adoption

of this approach also implies a significant committment to enforcement-without which not only does the system fail, but visitor perceptions of
the agency may tend toward disrespect.

A variety of specific techniques

are available including use limits, type of group regulations, technology
regulations (i.e., requiring portable toilets on Whitewater river trips
or stoves in alpine backcountry areas), campsite assignments, length of
stay limits, travel method regulations, group size limits, zoning of uses
(spatially as well as temporally) and so on.

While I have indicated earlier

that one should opt for "minimum force" wherever possible, this does not
mean that visitors will not accept use regulations.

In fact, many

Wilderness visitors tend to be more receptive to use controls than managers
think (Hendee and Harris, 1970).
means are more acceptable.

Most visitors feel, however, that indirect

Mail reservation systems for backcountry use

are usually rated by visitors below blocking off access points (Lucas and
Stankey, 1974).

Stankey (1973) has demonstrated that ass'yment of itin-

eraries and campsites is very

unpopular with Wilderness visitors.

Reservation systems (like those used in several state park systems)
do appear to be acceptable to users of developed areas.

And, they tend to

reduce vandalism, maintenance costs, and site deterioration (Burnett, 1972;
Magill, 1974).
Various use management policies, obviously, are viewed with different
rates of acceptability by users.

If we are to manage for satisfactory

experiences, as suggested by earlier speakers in this symposium, then
identifying how visitors react tc proposed management policies may help in
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achieving the visitor satisfaction goal.

In the study of Dinosaur National

Monument river floaters reported earlier by Dr. Schreyer, visitors were
also queried about their responses to various use regulation techniques.
Those responses are tabulated in Table 2.

Note that the most favorable

techniques are those which involve reservation systems and trip scheduling.
Least favorable are fee-charging procedures and temporal zoning.

Conclusion
The strategies and techniques managers select in the decision-making
process are a result of many factors.

Improving the management of amenity

resources does not necessarily imply a broader awareness of management
techniques; but more appropriately does suggest that managers need to
assess the impact of various technique.s on recreational experiences and
resource integrity before implementation.

Use of a systematic decision

process, where objectives have been formally defined, will greatly
facilitate the impact assessment process.

A broad array of alternative

techniques does, however, in - :asc the options available to the manager.
It is to these ends, that this paper has been directed.
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Table 2
Response of Overnight River Floaters to Various Proposed
Use Management Policies, Dinosaur National Monument, 1975
in percent

Policy

Very Much
Opposed

Somewhat
Opposed

NeutralUndecided

Somewhat
in Favor

Very Much
in Favor

Schedule trips to
reduce contacts

8.5

8.8

15.2

34.6

Zone for high use
some months and
light use others

32.3

28.2

33.8

4.1

1.7

Assign campsites
to reduce contacts

7.6

8.2

16.5

34.1

33.6

Establish seasonal
use limits

8.2

10.0

23.4

28.6

29.8

First-come-firstserved

20.3

17.8

16.0

28.4

17.5

Take reservations

3.8

6.4

10.2

33.8

45.7

Issue permits by
lottery

37.0

22.9

23.3

11.5

5.2

Charge higher
prices

63.5

21.9

9.5

3.2

1.8

Establish a
differential fee
system

51.1

19.6

13.8

10.7

4.7

Permit a repeat
trip is so many
years

62.0

15.6

11.0

7.7

3.5
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DISCUSSION
Wauer: I happened to be looking at your faces when the topic of expected
legal suit was mentioned, and I could see fear and confusion. So what if
we wind up in court if we are legally and politically stable in establishing
a capacity. This all depends on the support you have from the local
community and regular activities prior to reaching that point. You have
to start some place in holding the line when you feel that factors are
vital.
Schreyer: If you are aware of the probability you can build a strong foundation and a real sound base on which to operate. It may depend on how
the agency went about making the decision. Make a decision without a sound
base might be hazardous. If you follow the course of process it does not
matter if you are taken to court. If you violate the procedures then you
may worry about winding up in court. You must have the support of your
regional solicitor. Following due process avoids worry over the prospect
of a court suit.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

David Butts
This discussion draws upon the ideas presented in order to refine the
actual resource management field program. Hopefully the discussion of
the last two days have brought implications to light on programs in
your park. The question at this point is, "Are your resources being
perpetuated? If the resources of our parks are not being perpetuated,
then all the discussions of capacities and limits are meaningless.
Action, not just discussion, is needed.
There are obvious losses of resources and there are subtle losses.
Some examples have been brought out on both of these categories. The
obvious ones are those that trigger a crisis reaction. If thre is a
flood, obviously the park staff responds. If a campground is washed
out, if there is heavy erosion along trails, management attention is
drawn to it and action is usually taken. Vandalism brings about a
marked response.
The subtle losses of resources are probably where the Service stands
a bigger chance of making irreversible management decisions. Unless the
problem is detected and initial corrected action taken soon enough the
park can be seriously impacted. One subtle change is in campground
forest cover. Crews continue to take "hazard trees" out of campgrounds.
A beetle tree is removed within the campground. They are very carefully
removed. In doing so the end product of a 200-300 year process is
removed and no replacement provided. Some are ending up closer and closer
to clear-cut campgrounds on some of the more arid, slow growth areas.
In the eastern hardwood forests replacement Is easier but in the more
arid west we have very long term recovery and management has to develop
long term corrective action. The lesser vegetation does not cause quite
as severe a problem. Given the shorter growth periods, replacement
is much easier.
Changes in parkwide vegetative cover or wildlife abundance can also be
subtle. One of the points bought out yesterday by Schrezer was the
concept of floating baseline. I would like to expand on that a little
further. Probably the most serious threat we have in our parks is
managerial floating baselines.
Managers change in the parks every three years so it is very easy to
see how impact could be staged down in about three year intervals from
what was minor impact originally down to irreversible impact 12 years
later. Each one may have considered that the park did not deteriorate
that much while he was there. It is a matter of perception. This is
one of the reasons why we came up with objective, categorization and
monitoring of impact. We need to have a repeatable process that can
be checked at intervals in an objective manner not subjective viewing
by the manager. Then it can be said that a site is a measurable degree
worse or better than the last time. In the absence of that we end up
with a sliding baseline and it is sliding downhill in many parks.
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The inferences we have drawn so far from outside influences on the park
indicated that they probably cannot be pushed out. However, through
the interaction of the managers with regional planning, adjacent agencies
and commercial enterprises, he may be able to foster those activities
outside and take some of the burden off of the park. If he does not
feel it appropriate for the park then he also has the obligations to
see to it that he will help generate the climate outside where private
enterprise and other agencies, maybe state or local, can fill this gap.
Good management is basically a balancing act. This gets right down to
dollars and cents, manpower commitments, and the whole picture. It
is up to the manager to provide balance between the intensity of management that he can put into an area and the amount of use that area can
accommodate.
Some speakers have pointed out that classifying an area as wilderness
eliminated some of the options for intensity of management, the degree
of modifications, site hardening, etc. Park managers must deal with
parks as a whole.
There are two main options for controlling the intensity of use, either
more efficient management or less visitors. It is necessary to involve
the maintenance man that is out working on sites, resource specialists,
interpreters, administrative personnel and protection personnel. The
manaters must pull the whole team together to see to it that the funding
process, the accounting system will serve the purposes of the resource
manager, the interpreter, the chief rangers, whomever you have on the
staff to get the job done, keep track of where funds are going,
how much manpower commitments are actually made to resources. They all
have their limits, there are not any that are limitless, but they do have
to be used effectively in integrated programs.
Ultimately if you cannot provide any more intensive forms of management,
intensive from the standpoint of physical compensation for visitor impact,
the alternative is limitation of use. I think this has been brought up
several times that we do not like to jump in to use limitation. It is
not the firsr thing to initiate. It is a desirable alternative if you
have the option. What I pointed out in the presentation on Rocky
Mountain is that with the accessability of that major metropolitan
area some of those options were removed. The manager has no other
option than to respond to overwhelming demand on that park. When it
gets down to that point, the manager is negligent if he does not initiate
limitation to perpetuate some of the resources of that park. This is
one of the points we have to face in visitor capacity discussion. If, at
some point in time, you reach this limit, you have to act to initiate
some acceptable limit that you can work from.
For every level of management intensity, there is an appropriate level
of use. If we do not have funds and manpower to manage more intensely,
then if we are being honest, we x^ill cut use down to the management
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level. Admittedly the manager does not always have the political
option. This does not remove the desirability of moving in that
direction. Sometime that is all you can do. The manager should not
just sit and watch without taking corrective action.
Delay in making that move can sometimes necessitate significantly greater
and more costly effort at a later time. Some of the charted curves for
use vs. impact indicated that, depending upon where you are a little
increase is not too bad. If use pushes up to the critical point, a little
more will skyrocket impact. Some of the work done by Dr. Bettie Willard
on Trail Ridge indicated impact recovery may take 200+ years. When
alpine impact is down to bare soil it will take a long time for recovery.
This is one place where good research on the area can help tell us at
what point are we going to reach that breakover. If you have an area
developed in a park and you are looking at possible additional areas,
maybe the data you already derived from the existing area can help you
avoid the pitfalls. We cannot afford to do it all over every time for
each park. We need to expand this knowledge base we are using in the
Park Service.
In some cases if you round that curve, you may lose a species. Ro Wauer
brought out critical habitat for endangered species. We are right on the
verge of that in several cases. When we actually get into the plant side
of the Endangered Species Act, that could be a whole new ballgame. Some
of the wildlife is mobile enough to avoid impact by visitors when they
come tramping through the area. If you have a two square yard patch of
a "one of a kind" species of plant and someone decides to use that area
to turn it over for their latrine, you have lost it. It cannot avoid
impact.
Limitation is implicit in management. There are no managers that do not
face limits. There are financial limits, there are physical limits to all
systems and Park Service not unique. We are dealing with different types
of systems, we are dealing in interaction between natural systems and
people. These are limited systems and we must face up to it, not only
to ourselves but to the public.
If the public knows why you are doing something and believes that it
needs to be done, then about 3/4ths of the game is won. If you drop
a change on them at the last minute when they have already made some
commitments, you have a fight on your hands.
This is where the regional and Washington offices, through their
Public Affairs and Interpretive staffs need to reach out to the public
before they are planning their trips.
What are your resource-related programs?
This is where it gets confusing with primary work elements which do not
always carry down to a fine enough breakdown. Maybe through Project
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Management Plans you can actually identify all the way to the subcategories of resource activities which relate to your efforts to
compensate for the use of the park.
Resource related programs are not just those done by a resource
specialist. In some parks, maintenance may do most if not all of this.
Programs directly affecting the resources include hazard tree programs,
wildlife as disease vectors, backcountry or frontcountry projects of
scarification, seeding, fertilization, vegetation watering programs, fire
management, and many others.
Fire management and backcountry management overlap in the backcountry.
This is another area where it is very important the public be kept aware
of what you are doing and understand why it needs to be done. For
instance, the Forest Service in the White Cap Wilderness indicated that
wilderness travelers that came upon natural fires burning under prescription took them very well as long as they understood the program. If
you happen to smoke up a mountain lake with a group of backpackers that
wanted to see the peaks, the reaction might be drastically different.
They have an entirely different purpose in mind. Possibly you can convince
them that it is really a true wilderness experience. Precondition the
public to accept the condition. If you cannot precondition the, you may
get backed off.
In addition to these direct resource related activities, there are
indirect techniques through interpretation, public affairs, and park
manager interaction with the communities immediately around him. This
puts it right back on the park managers get out there and know what his
surrounding public is thinking of his program and know what policy and
management objectives are well enough to be able to try and mold the
program that he needs. A program may be delayed 2 or maybe even 5 years
for implementation, but it might be better to do that than to attempt
to initiate it, have the public reject it, and end up 10 years from now
without that program. This is where it takes the knowledge of the
community by the manager to set the stage and carry through sound
programs.
There are changes over time. Keep some flexibility in your resource
programs so do not get locked in the fact that the park spent $5,000 for
beetle control last year. The fact that the beetle population dropped
to one-fifth of what it was calls for a change. Adjust your program
to be responsive to the demands being placed on you, not fickle, but
responsive.
It all comes down to carrying out action programs at the field level if
any of these things we have been discussing are worth it. If the jobs
are not done, resources not taken care of, then the program has failed.
If you have done all the beautiful planning, stuck on the plans on the
shelf and turned you back on them, then all of the efforts that went
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into them was wasted and useless. Because if it is not the guiding
programs helping define the program, planning is not worth the time.
Projecting ahead is an important thing and difficult to do when you are
already 10 reports behind and have 5 more to go, then someone mentions
10-237, 10-238's. Unless you speak up and unless you adequately describe
what you are trying to accomplish and sell it, you are not going to get
funds to carry out the plans. Those priorities that you put 10-237
and 10-238's in the park are reinforced by the priority that come out
of the region. When it comes to the Washington office, they mean a lot.
If you have not done the job on it, or if you have a beautiful project
but did a poor job of writing up the justification for it, you may be
at the bottom of the list. That is where the manager has to see to it
that the action is taken to support these resource programs.
The Service is changing some of its directives just as there are some new
guidelines that will be found pertaining to resource management. The
interim fire management guidelines being reviewed to assist areas
through this fire season. We will have permanent guidelines operational
by 1977. Backcountry management guidelines are being developed basically
along lines given to you in correspondence not too long ago drawing upon
the report of backcountry management task force. The handout at your
Superintendents meeting on backcountry ties in well with the thrust of
these guidelines.
Monitoring of the impact of use and stabilization or rehabilitation of
sites are two facets of a subject of particular concern. When the backcountry management task force report was discussed, one of the questions
that arose was, "How many areas do we have with serious impact?" It was
a very good question, we still don't know. We have no qualified data
that "x" percent of our sites are seriously impacted and "x" percent of
our sites are moderately impcted and "x" percent of our sites are lightly
impacted. An agency goes to Congress and asks for money to operate.
They can only go about one time and say he needs money for backcountry
management and gets it. The next time they come back and say they need
money for backcountry management, they may not get it. Something needed
to indicate that the last time they went in for money they bought something and what is wanted this time is different. We have got to be able
to prove that we are moving from one point to another, without good data
we cannot. A quantified system will be developed.
You were asked to comment about a statistical report that came out this
spring. It had been discussed in the backcountry, the task force meeting,
All of you revise some of your visitor use figures at time or try to
supply answers to someone on your park. Particularly where data from
parks are added together, the statistical data becomes real shaky.
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We need a refined system to be able to accumulate data as we go along
in a meaningful way so that regardless of what the demands are placed
upon us we can dip into the happer and get answers without having to
get on the phone and call 287 parks and asking what they are doing.
This is a horrendous loss of time. Some of these refinements of statistical
data are very meaningful and hopefully they will end up in the long run
resulting in less time demand on the park and the system can retrieve
the answers from good data already stored by the manager.
The resources are out there. Hopefully, they are in a reasonable condition.
If the plans have been developed, are viable, and are kept current, they
should provide the tool to guide park management. The last step is that
park management will have to see to it that those plans are expressed
in the park operating program. It does not make that much difference
whether a maintenance man is taking care of the shrubs in the campgrounds
or a resource management crew does it. See to it that some expertise is
brought to bear on park resources. The end result by the National Park
in perpetuating its resources and providing for visitor use at reasonable
levels, depending upon what options the manager has exercised. That is
what park management is all about. If we work at it, it can be done possibly
better than we are doing now. We also need to see to it that we play it
straight and do not say that we can get it all done when we cannot. If
we cannot keep up with it, we better say so in an effort to try and get
the additional support needed. The plans and programs tell how much the
Service is doing to support those requests.
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DISCUSSION
Bury: Testing wilderness values and specifically to find out how users
were in conservation matters or vibrating on the same wave length as
management - it was found that managers are more conservative than
users. An areas has to be managed for a clientele as stated in the
registration. The problem is psychological and the position in
Mt. Ranier is defensible.
Probably the suit is delaying what might have happened on changes in
the limitation, for having been once set such limitations can be administratively adjusted as shown to be necessary. Such limitations are
being consistently adjusted in all the areas and regions of the Park
Service.
Unknown: Why did we move in Rocky Mountain before other areas that are
more critical?
Butts: Because the superintendent was more aggressive and implemented
his prohibition timely. Try to be as specific as possible when addressing a question. Don't make the question general or you will get a
general answer.
Wauer: We are encouraging some action, but also want to note that
Ranier did something that should have been done and wound up in
court. On what basis do we wait until we have data? Management must
look at the strategy available to him based upon available data. A
preliminary decision can be formulated that may need to be revised
as additional data becomes available. Lets not hold back and take no
action and watch some of our resources go down the drain.
Fitch: Set your priorities. Don't lose sight of what you are there
for. Resources Management is first, visitor satisfaction is second.
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